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Thank you for considering my cominents. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Stacy Rodriguez 

It 
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TO: Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

FROM: Dale Thurber 
917 Gandul Calle 
Santa Rosa, CA 95409 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

DATE: February 06,2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: , 

555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection .. 

There are several reasons why th~ leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times 
of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by 
chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are 
encouraged to walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and California Endangered Species 
Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park 
Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated federal and state 
law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state 
finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service 
were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the 
country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, 
including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The 
most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 
million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder 
to people, not degraded for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation 
of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife ~nd appropriately accommodates 
domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Dale Thurber 

.' 
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555-555-5555 

Melissa Saldana 

4301 SW 11th ST, • Miami, FL 33134 

Superintendent Brian ONeill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear SuperintendeD[ Brian O'Neill: 
• 

February 07,2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad ,Precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolutibn were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Melissa Saldana 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: comments on ANPR for pe~ policy 

Dear Superinte.ndent Brian 0' Neill: 

February 07, 2002 
555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my. support for maintaining the 
Nationc;.i Park Service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where 
dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats 
and allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. 
This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife 
protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the entire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their 
habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk 
their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of these ~pecies under the federal and 
California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase 
imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service 
regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated 
federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and 
subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in 
egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, 
including urban parks, throughout the National Park System. If 
this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree 
to·endenforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access 
for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle 
use and ~ecreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and 
disadvantaged users of the park. The most magnanimous aspect of 
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urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals 
who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they 
can't or won't travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's 
natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free 
access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of 
over 7 million people. The urban national parks should be 
treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded 
for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the 
continued implementation of a policy that protects our 
threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic 
pets. 

Yours truly, 

Julie Ford 
16222 Monterey Lane, 1223 
Huntington Beach, CA 92649 

,i 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neiil 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet .policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

'\. 

February 07, 2002 
555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my.support for maintaining the National 
Park Service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. 
The leash law represents a reasonable compromise between preserving 
endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate with 
their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect out"'emvi ronment and strike 
an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the entire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, including 
several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by 
chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. 
Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to ~alk their dogs 
off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 
'take' of these species under the federal and California Endangered 
Species Acts if their dog~ harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An 
exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly 
encourage individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling 
our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and 
state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including 
urban parks, throughout the National Park System. If this resolution 
were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end enforcement 
of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could 
use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activi ties, including off -road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged 
users of the park. The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that 
they bring the natural world to individuals who otherwise would be 
denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote 
areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant 
within minutes of over 7 million people. 
should be treasured ~or bringing natural 
degraded for it. 

of our native ecosystems 
The urban national parks 
wonder to people, not 

Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the 
continued implementation of a policy that protects our threatened 
wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Yours truly, 

Thomas Hopkins 
PO Box 1120 
santa Cruz, CA 95061 

• \, 
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555-555-5555 

Mary Ann Blackwell 

6110 Academy, • Albuquerque, NM 87109 ,.. 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy. 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 
• 

February 07,2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and desttoying their habitat. Furthennore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species under 
the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. 
An exemption froln National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners to heavy 
federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for otherrecreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Fin"ally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world [0 individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't ttavel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for ic. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Ann Blackwell 

" 
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TO: Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

FROM: Betty Ball 
2463 Dulzura Ave 
San Diego, CA 92104 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

DATE: February 07,2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

7 . r WrT' P T ' " .. );·--n~ 

555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law shpuld be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various 
times of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Fu'rthermore, if 
individuals are encouraged to' walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals 
could be held liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and California 
Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption 
from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners 
to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the lea~h laws, other user groups in parks 
acr9SS the country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for'the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. 
The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 

.f 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 
7 million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural 
wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued 
implementation of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately 
accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Betty Ball 

.' 
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555-555-5555 
February 06, 2002 

Denise Brown 

260 Ridge Rd., • Dry Ridge, KY 41035 

Superintendent Brian ONeill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can hann these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs hann or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resoluti~n were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, mher user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied ~ccess to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it . 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Denise Brown 
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555-555-5555 

;' Michael Mayo 

143 Shotwell Park, • Syracuse, NY 13206 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy' 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

.: . 8:,.Z¥;;r,;g 

February 07, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout [he entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encoUIaged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endanger~d Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subject;ing dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied ~ccess to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our N~ion's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Mayo 

· .. ;;;,~.·~-·I-
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TO: 

FROM: 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Michael Brown 
742 Nobel Dr Unit C 
Santa Cruz, CA 95060-2339 _ 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy' 

DATE: February 07,2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various 
times of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if 
individuals are encouraged to walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals 
could be held liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and California 
Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption 
from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners 
to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is -bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. 
The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 
7 million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural 
wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued 
implementation of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately 
accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Brown 
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555-555-5555 

josie kiddoo 

po box 21404 , • santa barbara, CA 93121 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 
< 

February 06, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle us~ and 
recreational mining. 

Filially, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied ,!ccess to nature becaus.e they can't ... or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

josie kiddoo 

., 

• 
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" Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Area 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet.policy 

Dear superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 07, 2002 
555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the 
National Park Service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where 
dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats 
and allowing people to recreate with tneir dogs in the GGNRA. 
This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife 
protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the entire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their 
habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk 
their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and 
California Endangered" Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase 
imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service 
regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated 
federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and 
subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in 
egregious cases, jail time . 

• 
Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, 
including urban parks, throughout the National Park System. If 
this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree 
to. end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access 
for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle 
use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and 
disadvantaged users of the park. The most magnanimous aspect of 
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urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals 
who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they 
can't or won't travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's 
natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free 
access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of 
over 7 million people. The urban national parks should be 
treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded 
for it. 
Thank you for considering my co~ents .. I look forward to the 
continued implementation of a policy that protects our 
threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic 
pets. 

Yours truly, 

laura cotts 

, UT 

. I( j 
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TO: Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

FROM: Adele Martin 
107 S Francisca Ave #108 
Redondo Beach, CA 90277 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

DATE: February 07,2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

. 555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the. GGNRA during various 
times of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if 
individuals are encouraged to wa!!, their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals 
could be held liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and California 
Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption 
from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners 
to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were· to pass and the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. 
The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 
7 million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural 
wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued 
implementation of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately 
accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Adele Martin 

.~ 
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Kathryn Anderson 

4426 E. Linden, • Tucson, AZ 85712 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 20 I 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: .' 

February 06, 2002. 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthennore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'talee' of these species under 
the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs hann or chase imperiled wildlife. 
An exemption from National Park Service fegulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners to heavy 
federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for otherrecreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied a~cess to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Kathryn Anderson 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Area 

Sub ject: Comment s on ANPR for pe!= -poli<;:y 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 07, 2002 
555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the 
National Park Service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where 
dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats 
and allowing people to recreate with thetr dogs in the GGNRA. 
This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife 
protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the entire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their 
habitat. Furthermore, if-individuals are encouraged to walk 
their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and 
California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase 
imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service 
regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated 
federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and 
subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in 
egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, 
including urban parks, throughout the National Park System. If 
this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree 
to-end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access 
for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle 
use and recreational mining. 

Here in Houston, we have a wonderful urban forest in Memorial 
Park, which has mixed uses, including jogging former & present 
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presidents. Houston Parks and Recreation gets 
dirt bike groups, trail riders, and pet owners 
restrictions that help protect fragile areas. 
have to combat a precedent .set in your park. 

pressure from 
to loosen up on 
I don't want to 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and 
disadvantaged users of the park. The most magnanimous aspect of 
urban parks is that they bring the riatural world to individuals 
who otherwise would be denied aCgess t? nature because they 
can't or won't travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's 
natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free 
access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of 
over 7 million people. The urban national parks should be 
treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded 
for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the 
continued implementation of a policy that protects our 
threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic 
pets. 

Yours truly, 

Judy Craft 
7009 Almeda Rd Apt 1321 
Houston, TX 77054 
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555-555-5555 

Mel Copeland 

4165 N. A venida del Cazador, • Tucson, AZ 85718 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 07,2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree [Q end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access ~o nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifiesLhis, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people_ The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my cornrnenrs. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely. 

Mel Copeland 

.' 

, 

" 
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TO: Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, 'Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

FROM: Erika Sevetson 
121 Corry St 
Madison, WI 53704 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

DATE: February 07,2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 
r 

STTT FT . T . n un " , 

555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

For my entire life I have owned dogs; yet my 10.ve for my own pets does not conflict with 
my belief that this law should be maintained. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various 
times of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if 
individuals are encouraged to walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals 
could be held liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and California 
Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption 
from National Park ServiFe regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners 
to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could" use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining . 
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Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. 
The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 
7 million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural 
wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued 
implementation of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately 
accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Erika Sevetson 

• 
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Superintendent Brian O'Nei~l 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: comments on ANPR for pet "policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 
555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the 
National Park Service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where 
dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats 
and allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. 
This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife 
protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the entire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their 
habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk 
their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of thes~species under the federal and 
California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase 
imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service 
regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated 
federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and 
subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in 
egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, 
including urban parks, throughout the National Park System. If 
this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree 
to "end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access 
for other recreatio~al activities, including off-road vehicle 
use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and 
disadvantaged users of the park. The most magnanimous aspect of 
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urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals 
who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they 
can't or won't travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's 
natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free 
access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of 
over 7 million people. The urban national parks should be 
treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded 
for it. 
As a native of the Bay Area I we11'understand the pressures that 
come to bear upon you in these decisions yet the pressure upon 
all natural areas is far greater and longer lasting. 

Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the 
continued implementation of a policy that protects our 
threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic 
pets. 

Yours truly, 

jason hammond 
#6 paloma st 
silver city, NM 88061 
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555-555-5555 

karen webster 

po box 2253, • mckinleyville, CA 95519 

Superintendent Brian ONeill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy . 

Dear Superintendent Brian ONeill: 
..,. 

February 07,2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable . 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout [he entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of [he year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs hann or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage.'-The GGNRA exemplifies this, p~oviding free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 

.1 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets . 

Sincerely, 

karen webster 
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Peter Zadis 
115-64220 Street, Jamaica, NY 11411-1161 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fon Mason, Building 20 I 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Commems on ANPR for pet policy-

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

1 - --- - . 

555-555-5555 

February 07,2002 

• 
I am writing you to express my suppon for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-lea~h dogs can hann these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and desttoying their habitat. Funhermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species under 
the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. 
An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners to heavy 
federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for otherrecreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to narure because they can't or won't ttavel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's narural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be tteasured for bringing natural wonder to people, nO[ degraded for il. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Peter Zadis . 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Robert Herdliska 
2631 W. Prato Way 
Tucson, AZ 85741 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

DATE: February 07,2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

" 555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate .with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike. an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various 
times of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if 
individuals are encouraged to walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals 
could be held liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and California 
Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption 
from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners 
to heavy federal and state finds, a~d in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. 
The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 
7 million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural 
wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued 
implementation of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately 
accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Herdliska 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Paul Borokhov 
420 River Rd. #B6 
Chatham, NJ 07928-1249 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

DATE: February 06,2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

,.. 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed .. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various 
times of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing indivlduals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if 
individuals are encouraged to walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals 
could be held liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and California 
Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption 
from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners 
to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

. -
Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. 
The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 
7 million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural 
wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
Thank you for considering 'my comments. I look forward to the continued 
implementation of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately 
accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Paul Borokhov 

.. 
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superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Area 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pex·poliGY 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 07, 2002 
555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the 
National Park Service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where 
dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats 
and allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. 
This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife 
protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the entire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and·destroying their 
habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk 
their dogs .off-Ieash in toe GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and 
California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase 
imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service 
regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated 
federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and 
subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in 
egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, 
including urban parks, throughout the National Park System. If 
this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree 
to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access 
for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle 
use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and 
disadvantaged users of the park. The most magnanimous aspect of 
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urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals 
who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they 
can't or won't travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's 
natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free 
access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of 
over 7 million people. The urban national parks should be 
treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded 
for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments .. I look forward to the 
continued implementation of a policy that protects our 
threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic 
pets. 

Yours truly, 

Vicki Long 
1223 Oak St. 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
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Bill Yake 
4032 Green Cove st. NW , Olympia, WA 98502 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 20 I 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy. 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 
• 

555-555-5555 

February 06, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can hann these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park. Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access'to nature because they can'! or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. 1 look fOlWard to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriateJy accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Bill Yake 

• 

r 
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A Narayan 

9311 N 58 Street, • Paradise Valley, AZ 85253-1744 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy. 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: ,. 

February 07,2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthennore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, tbe individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. . 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this ~esolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

A Narayan 
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AmeeBeck 
PO Box 8798, Fort Mojave, AZ 86427 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 20 I 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

February 06, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs Can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad.precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

AmeeBeck 
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Mike Furuyama 
2949 college ave #239, livennore, CA 94550 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Please allow a compromise for the ~NPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

February 07, 2002 

.. -

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and aUowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection . 

Domestic pets should not be allowed off the leash in the park. True, man has already had a 
tremendous impact on the natural environment in urban sprawls such as the city of San 
Francisco, but that does not provide any justification for us to continue to allow this downward 
spiral of existence for many of the state's sensitive and endangered species of plants and animals. 
There are a reasonable amount of open spa~e, artificial parks spotted throughout the community, 
which are ideal spots for fenced dog parks. Even within Golden Gate Park, there are large grassy 
areas adjacent to the parking lots that are perfect for off-leash time with pets. That would be a 
sufficient compromise for the organizations that are pressing for off-leash areas within the park. 
Pets ambling their way through the park would be a menace to the elderly in our community and 
the young children. There have been too many reports of near fatal to fatal attacks of dogs on 
children, and even adults. Enabling an off-the-leash provision throughout the entire park would 
create a terrible potential for personal injury, which would lead to a public fear of the park. 
r urge you to please compromise with the pressures that be. We can anow for areas of off-the
leash space for dog owners, but we cannot allow for such a condition throughout the park. It 
would detract form the overall gestalt ofthe park, and would present a great Iiabillity for the city. 
Thank you for your time and consideration. 

Mike Furuyama 

Sincerely, 

Mike Furuyama 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pe~ ,poli~y 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 
555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the 
National Park Service's leash law throughout the'GGNRA where 
dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endanger~d spe~ies and habitats 
and allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. 
This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife 
protection. 

I lived in San Francisco for many years and valued the quality 
of the GGNRA. It is a very beautiful place and must remain that 
way. 

Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the 
continued implementation of a policy that protects our 
threatened wildlife aQd apPFopriate~y accommodates domestic 
pets. 

Yours truly, 

Lainie Levick 
12120 E. Snyder Road 
Tucson, AZ 85749 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject:, Comments on ANPR for pet.policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 
555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the 
National Park Service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where 
dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered.species and habitats 
and allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. 
This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife 
protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the entire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their 
habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk 
their dogs off-leash in th~ GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and 
California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase 
imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service 
regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated 
federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and 
subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in 
egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, 
including urban parks, throughout the National Park System. If 
this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree 
to' end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access 
for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle 
use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and 
disadvantaged users of the park. The most magnanimous aspect of 
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urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals 
who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they 
can't or won't travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's 
natural heritage. The ~GNRA exemplifies this, providing free 
access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of 
over 7 million people. The urban national parks should be 
treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded 
for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments., I look forward to the 
continued implementation of a policy that protects our 
threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic 
pets. 

Yours truly, 

Patrick Diehl 
POB 652 
Escalante, UT 84726-0652 

I~ 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

mike guerreiro 
77 shasta st 
chula vista, CA 91910 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

DATE: February 06,2002 , 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

. 555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs ,in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various 
times of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if 
individuals are encouraged to walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals 
could be held liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and California 
Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption 
from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners 
to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. 
The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 
7 million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural 
wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued 
implementation of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately 
accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

mike guerreiro 

.' 

, 
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555-555-5555 

,- Benjamin Boorman 

6351 Arbor Creek Trail Apt. 207, • Memphis, TN 38115-0443 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can hann these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthennore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species under 
the federal and California Endangered SPecies Acts if their dogs hann or chase imperiled wildlife. 
An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owne.rs to heavy 
federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If thislesolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finiilly, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the na~ral world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied ~ccess to nature because they can't·or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look fOlWard [0 [he continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets . 

Sincerely, 

Benjamin Boonnan 

• 
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Roberta Parrish 
8820 E Marci Lynne Way. Tucson, AZ 85747 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR f~r pet policy. 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

February 06, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individual animals and destroying their habitat. Furthennore, if individuals are encouraged to 
walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these 
species under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase 
imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly 
encourage individuals to violate federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and 
subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state fines, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for otherrecreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote. areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural hentage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Robena Parrish 

-.:1 
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555-555-5555 

J ames Facette 

3303 West Woodlawn Ave., • San Antonio, TX 78228 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: , 

February 06, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and desttoying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangert!d Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied 3:ccess to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely. 

J ames Facette 
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555-555-5555 

bill commins 

595 John Muir Dr C703, • San Francisco, CA 94132-1008 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 20 I 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise becween preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-l~sh dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthennore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'rake' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for otherrecreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

bill commins 
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Linda Price 
2920 Bay Village Circle, #2094 , Santa Rosa, CA 95403 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fon Mason, Building 20 l 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Commems on ANPR for pet policy. 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

Em 

555-555-5555 

February 06, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied a~cess to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it . 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Price 

.~ 

• 
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555-555-5555 

. Amy Ramsey' 

3130 Fisher Road, • Edmond, OK 73013 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy. 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 
".. .. 

February 06, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California ".endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. . 

Fin:illy, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied a~cess to nature because they can'[ or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Amy Ramsey 

,. 
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Superintendent Brian O'Nei~1 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

_ . -. . 1 .... . -.r,.. ..... ar..,.,. ,...,... ... ..; .. 

February 06, 2002 
555-555-5555 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pe~ poli~y 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National 
Park Service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. 
The leash law represents a reasonable compromise between preserving 
endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate with 
their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect o'Ur environment and strike 
an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the entire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, including 
several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by 
chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. 
Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their dogs 
off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 
'take' of these species under the federal and California Endangered 
Species Acts if their dogs.harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An 
exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly 
encourage individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling 
our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and 
state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including 
urban parks, throughout the National Park System. If this resolution 
were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end enforcement 
of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could 
use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
acti vi ties, including off -road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this propo~al is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged 
users of the park. The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that 
they bring the natural world to individuals who otherwise would be 
denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote 
areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant 
within minutes of over 7 million people. 
should be treasured for bringing natural 
degraded for it. 

,!;;U5MR!·· ' .. f!t: 

of our.native ecosystems 
The urban national parks 
wonder to people, not 

Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward 
continued implementation of a policy that protects our 
wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

to the 
threatened 

Yours truly, 

Richard Genser 
3221 E. Blossom Dancer Lane 
Tucson, AZ 85718 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Area 

Subject: comments on ANPR for pet 'polic;::y 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

e 

February 07, 2002 
555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the 
National,Park Service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where 
dogs ar~·allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats 
and allowing people to recreate with their~dogs in the GGNRA. 
This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance betwee~ recreational impacts and urban wildlife 
protection. 

Th~re are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the entire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their 
habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk 
their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of these ssecies under the federal and 
California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase 
imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service 
regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated 
federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and 
subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in 
egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, 
including urban parks, throughout the National Park System. If 
~his resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree 
tO'end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access 
for other recreatio,nal activities, including off-road vehicle 
use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and 
disadvantaged users of the park. The most magnanimous aspect of 
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urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals 
who otherwise would be de~ied access to nature because they 
can't or won't travel to remote areas ta enjoy our Nation's 
natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free 
access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of 
over 7 million people. The urban national parks should be 
treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded 
for it. 
Thank you for considering my cOIllrr}ents .. I look forward to the 
continued implementation of a policy that protects our 
threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic 
pets. 

Yours truly, 

Susan Kolp 
1000 maxwell ave 
Boulder, CO 80304 .' 
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555-555-5555 

Pat Ness 

PO Box 270 , • Clallam Bay, WA 98326 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subj ect: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and aUowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, ~ther user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Pat Ness 

• 
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TO: Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

FROM: Mitzi Jones 
9994 Deer Trail 
Hereford, AZ 85615 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

DATE: February 07,2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various 
times of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if 
individuals are encouraged to walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals 
could be held liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and California 
Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption 
from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners 
to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

I 

\ 
Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
acrc;>ss the country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. 
The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 
7 million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural 
wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued 
implementation of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately 
accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Mitzi Jones 

GGNRA002005
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tom long 
54.5 East San Francisco St. , Santa Fe, NM 87501 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fon Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy. 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

February 07, 2002 

.' I am writing you to express my suppon for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of [he year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for i£. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

torn long 

#" 
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Scott Walton 
3095 Cowley Way #25, San Diego, CA 92117 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fon Mas~n, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

February 06, 2002 

I am writing you to express my suppon for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represems a reasonable 
compromise between preseIVing endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash. law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can hann these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Funhennore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California End~gered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park SeIVice regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement ofthe leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Scott Walton 
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Superintendent Brian~O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Area 

Subject: comments on ANPR for pet;: polic;::y 

Dear superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 
555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the 
National Park Service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where 
dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats 
and allowing people to recreate with ttteir d~gs in the GGNRA. 
This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife 
protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the entire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their 
habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk 
their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and 
California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase 
imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service 
regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated 
federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and 
subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in 
egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, . 
including urban parks, throughout the National Park System. If 
this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree 
to 'end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access 
for other recreati~nal activities, including off-road vehicle 
use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and 
disadvantaged users of the park. The most magnanimous aspect of 
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urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals 
who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they 
can't or won't travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's, 
natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free 
access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of 
over 7 million people. The urban national parks should be 
treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded 
for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments.' I look forward .to the 
continued implementation of a policy that protects our 
threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic 
pets. 

Yours truly, 
-f~ 

Karen Johnson 
Rt 1 Box 187 
Stockton, GA 31649-9616 • 

• 

• 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Kristin Reed 
752 Baker St. 
San Francisco, CA 94115 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

DATE: February 06, 2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various 
times of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if 
individuals are encouraged to walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals 
could 'be held liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and California 
Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption 
from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners 
to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were· to pass and the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. 
The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 
7 million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural 
wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued 
implementation of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately 
accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Kristin Reed 
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TO: Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

FROM: Melissa McClaran 
Box 20962 1303 E. University Blvd. 
Tucson, AZ 85719 ~ . 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

DATE: February 06, 2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate· with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA .. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various 
times of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if 
individuals are encouraged to walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals 
could be held liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and California 
Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption 
from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners 
to heavy federal and state finds, abd in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

. "\. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and dtsadvantaged users of the park. 
The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation'snatura'-.neritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 
7 million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural 
wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued 
implementation of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately 
accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Melissa McClaran 
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 CA 91006 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 
• .".;..:0 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

February 06, 2002 

• 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection . 

I am a retired man, and have had the pleasure of owning a dog during my children's youth. That 
said, I belived there are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the 
year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. F.PI1hennore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species under 
the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. 
An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners to heavy 
federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for otherrecreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged uSers of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 

(b) (6)
(b) (6)
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Please DO NOT include my name in the public record. Thanks. 

Sincerely, 

 (b) (6)
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet poli8y 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 
555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the 
National Park Service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where 
dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats 
and allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. 
This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife 
protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the entire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their 
habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk 
their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and 
California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase 
imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service 
regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violate 
federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and 
subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state fines, and in 
egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, 
including urban parks, throughout the National Park system. If 
th~s resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree 
to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access 
for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle 
use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and 
disadvantaged users of the park. The most magnanimous aspect of 
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urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals 
who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they 
can't or won't travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's 
natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free 
access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of 
over 7 million people. The urban national parks should be 
treasured for bringing natural wonder to ,people, not degraded 
for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments .. I look forward to the 
continued implementation of a policy that protects our 
threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic 
pets. 

Yours truly, 

Brenda Highfill' 
21).1 N Roosevelt 
Springfield, MO 65803-2125 
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Jacqueline Bruhn 
1213 Versailles Ave, Alameda, CA 94501 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 20 I 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

February 06, 2002 

.. , 
I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection . 

First, I am a dog owner! Yes, I have a dog and still believe the leash law should be enforced, 
period. There are incredible places for dogs to be "leash free" - PE. Isabelle, for one - that have 
enough space, water, etc. for any dog to believe its in doggy heaven. We live in an incredibly 
dog-friendly pan of the world and enforcing a leash law (not even a dog ban!) is sensible for a • 
variety of reasons. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can and often do hann these species by chasing 
and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Funhennore, if individuals are encouraged 
to walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these 
species under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs hann or chase 
imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly 
encourage individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and 
subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for otherrecreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. Just imagine what some of the areas of Yosemite would be like if dogs 
were allowed. It is not a good thought. 
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Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

A dog can enjoy the GGNRA on a leash without hann to itself, its owners or the sensitive 
habitat. As a dog owner, I support enforcement of the leash law. 

Sincerely, 
.a;..: • 

Jacqueline' Bruhn 

II 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Jackie Costa 
968 Hwy EE 
Winfield, MO 63389 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

DATE: February 06, 2002 

. Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various 
times of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if 
individuals are encouraged to walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals 
could be held liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and California 
Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption 
from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners 
to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. 
The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't e travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 
7 million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural 
wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look fOlWard to the continued 
implementation of a policy. that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately 
accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Jackie Costa 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Carissa Van Nevel 
1302 S. Ridge 
Arlington Heights, I L 60005 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

. DATE: February 07, 2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times 
of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by .... 
chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are 
encouraged to walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and California Endangered Species 
Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park 
Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated federal and state 
law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state 
finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service 
were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the 
country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, 
including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

. -
Finally. this proposal is bad for the low-income arid disadvantaged users of the park. The 
most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural- heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 
million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder 
to people, not degraded for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation 
of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates 
domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Carissa Van Nevel 

., 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 07, 2002 
555-555-5555 

I am wr~~ing you to express my support for maintaining the 
National Park Service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where 
dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats 
and allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. 
This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife 
protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the entire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their 
habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk 
their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and 
California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase 
imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service 
regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated 
federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and 
subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in 
egregious cases, jai~ time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, 
including urban parks, throughout the National Park System. If 
th~s resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree 
to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access 
for other; recreatio.nal activities, including off-road vehicle 
use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and 
disadvantaged users of the park. The most magnanimous aspect of 
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urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals 
who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they 
can't or won't travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's 
natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free 
access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of 
over 7 million people. The urban national parks should be 
treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, n~t degraded 
for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments .. I look forward to the 
continued implementation of a policy that protects our 
threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic 
pets. 

Yours truly, 

Allison Rogers 
11 South st 
Lebanon, NH 03766 

\ . 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 
555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the 
National Park Service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where 
dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats 
and allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. 
This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife 
protection . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the entire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and kiiling individuals and destroying their 
habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk 
their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and 
California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase 
imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service 
regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated 
federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and 
subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in 
egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, 
including urban parks, throughout the National Park System. If 
t~is resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree 
to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this a3 precedent to gain access 
for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle 
use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and 
disadvantaged users of the park. The most magnanimous aspect of 
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urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals 
who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they 
can't or won't travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's 
natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free 
access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of 
over 7 million people. The urban national parks should be 
treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded 
for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments.. I look forward to the 
continued implementation of a policy that protects our 
threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic 
pets. 

Yours truly, 

alex saunders 
190 Camino Encanto 
Danville, CA 94526 
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Austin King 
404 E. Washinglon Ave. #3 , Madison, WI 53703 

Superintendent Brian ONeill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy· 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

February 07, 2002 

., 
I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can hann these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs hann or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad ~recedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 

. enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied a"Ccess to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing ftee access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Austin King 

• 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: comments on ANPR for pet 'policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 
555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my' support for maintaining the National 
Park Service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. 
The leash law represents a reasonable compromise between preserving 
endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate with 
their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike 
an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the entire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, including 
several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by 
chasing and killing individuals and-destroying their habitat. 
Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their dogs 
off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 
'take' of these species under the federal and California Endangered 
Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An 
exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly 
encourage individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling 
our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and 
state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including 
urban parks, throughout the National Park System. If this resolution 
were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end enforcement 
of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could 
us~ this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
acti vi ties, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this prop~sal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged 
users of the park. The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that 
they bring the natural world to individuals who otherwise would be 
denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote 
areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant 
within minutes of over 7 million people. 
should be treasured for bringing natural 
degraded for it. 

of our native ecosystems 
The urban national parks 
wonder to people, not 

Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward 
continued implementation of a policy that protects our 
wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

to the 
threatened 

Yours truly, 

Kelly Schoonmaker 
1905 23rd Street 
San Francisco, CA 94107 
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Ken Weaver 
1113 Senwood Way, Fallbrook, CA 92028 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 20 I 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy-

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

February 06, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the indi}'iduals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't-or wqn't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 

-.. ."- ---- -- ~.--
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wlldlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Ken Weaver 

.' 

\ 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Mr. Francis D. Slider 
Rt 1 Box 163-A2 
Middlebourne, WV 26149 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

DATE: February 06,2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 
,. 

555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed, The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs. in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various 
times of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if 
individuals are encouraged to walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals 
could be held liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and California 
Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption 
from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners 
to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
ac'ross the country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvani:aged users of the park. 
The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 
7 million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural 
wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued 
implementation of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife' and approRriately 

< 
accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely. 

Mr. Francis D. Slider 

.. 
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Bill Summers 
1239 Sherwood, Missoula, MT 59802-2303 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subj ect: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

February 06, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreatiQnal impacts and urban wildlife protection . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off";leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and SUbjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it . 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Bill Summers 

.' 
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TO: Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

FROM: Margaret Lassiter 
7100 Suzanne Lane 
Schenectady, NY 12303-5249' 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

DATE: February 07,2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

.' 
I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various 
times of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if 
individuals are encouraged to walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals 
could be held liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and California 
Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption 
from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners 
to heavy federal and state finds, abd in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. 
The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world .to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifieS 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 
7 million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural 
wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
Thank -you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued 
implementation of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately 
accommodates domestic pels. 

Sincerely, 

Margaret Lassiter 
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TO: Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

FROM: Shelomon Doblack 
530 Mansion Court #315 

. Santa Clara, CA 95054 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

DATE: February 06,2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

'FE 

555-555-5555 

" 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 

, environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various 
times of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if 

" individuals are encouraged to walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals 
could be held liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and California 
Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption 
from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners 
to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, thjs proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. 
The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 

rtFEFE'P 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 
7 million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural 
wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued 
implementation of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately 
accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Shelomon Doblack 

GGNRA002043
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TO: Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

FROM: Christy Rose 
P.O. Box 22594 
Salt Lake City, UT 84122-0594 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

DATE: February 06,2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

- 555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the enUre 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various 
times of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing indi~iduals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if 
individuals are encouraged to walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals 
could be held liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and California 
Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption 
from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners 
to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. 
The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 

? 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 
7 million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural 
wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued 
implementation of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately 
accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Christy Rose 

\ 
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Superintendent Brian 'O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Area 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pe~ policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 07, 2002 
555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the 
National Park Service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where 
dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats 
and allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. 
This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife 
protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the entire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their 
habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk 
their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and 
California Endangered Sp·ecies Acts if their dogs harm or chase 
imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service 
regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated 
federal and state· law, imperiling our natural heritage and 
subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in 
egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, 
including urban parks, throughout the National Park System. If 
this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree 
to· end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access 
for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle 
use and recreational mining. 

;;:! 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and 
disadvantaged users of the park. The most magnanimous aspect of 
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urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals 
who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they 
can't or won't travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's 
natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free 
access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of 
over 7 million people. The urban national parks should be 
treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded 
for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the 
continued implementation of a policy that protects our 
threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic 
pets. 

Yours truly, 

Sara HRyes 
3705 Country club Drive #9 
Long Beach, CA 90807-3132 • 

• 
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555-555-5555 

Galen Davis 

257 Collins Street, • San Francisco, CA 94118 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 20 I 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy. 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violate federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state fines, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreationalmining. 

Fimilly, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

. Galen Davis 

GGNRA002049
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555-555-5555 

Sabrina Islam 

550115Ave Apt3k, • Brooklyn, NY 11219 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy. 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 
( 

.¥l = 

February 06, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire OONRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Funhennore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other ~ser groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied accesS'·to nature because they can) or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this; providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife"lmd appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Sabrina Islam 

.$! 

., 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Debi Summersell 
10385 Army Rd Ext 
Chunchula, Al 36521 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

DATE: February 07,2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

• 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents 'a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law shpuld be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various 
times of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if 
individuals are encouraged to' walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals 
could be held liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and California 
Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption 
from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to' 
violated federal and state law. imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners 
to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. 
The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 

• travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 
7 million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural 
wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued 
implementation of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately 
accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Debi Summersell 
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TO: Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

FROM: James Duffy 
7466 Mercedes Way 
Rohnert Park, CA 94928 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

DATE: February 07, 2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times 
of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by 
chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are 
encouraged to walk their dogs off=teash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and California Endangered Species 
Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park 
Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated federal and state 
law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state 
finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service 
were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the 
country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, 
including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The 
most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our na1ive ecosystems within minutes of over 7 
million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing na1ural wonder 
to people, not degraded for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward 10 the continued implementation 
of a policy that protects our threa1ened wildlife and appropriately accommodates 
domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

James Duffy 

_44 -c. 
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amybuffum 
644 wormwood st se , salem, OR 97306 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy. 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

February 06, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthennore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it . 

_0. il_SI:::.'" 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 
:.' 

amybuffum 

... 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Rosemarie Sawdon 
PO Box 125 
Blacksburg, VA 24063 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

DATE: February 06, 2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents' a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various 
times of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if 
individuals are encouraged to walk- their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals 
could be held liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and California 
Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption 
from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners 
to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
acr.oss the country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. 
The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 
7 million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural 
wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued 
implementation of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately 
accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Rosemarie Sawdon 
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TO: Superintend~nt Brian O'Neill . 
Golden Gate 'National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

FROM: Rebecca Hamilton 
5393 N. Paseo de la T erraza 
Tucson, AZ 85750 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

DATE: February 06, 2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various 
times of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if 
individuals are encouraged to walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals 
could be held liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and. California 
Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption 
from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners 
to heavy federal and state tinds, a~d in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is oad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. 
The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 
7 million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural 
wonder to people, not degraded for it. . 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued 
implementation of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately 
accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Rebecca Hamilton 

GGNRA002061
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555-555-5555 

Bobby Singh 

3786 Berkeley Rd, • Cleveland Heights, OH 44118 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 07, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can hann these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs hann or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were t.o agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Bobby Singh 
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John Cannon 

1447 Stoney Bottom Rd. , • Front Royal, V A 22630 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 07,2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash iaw should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 

~ 

under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, Jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban par~s is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access [0 nature because they can'ror WOll't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural WOIl!Jf?I to people, not degraded for it 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

John Cannon 

\ 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 

RECEIVED 

FEB 0 72002 

SUPERINTENDENT'S OfFlCE 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 
555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the 
National Park Service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where 
dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats 
and allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. 
This will protect our environment and s~rike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife 
protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the entire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their 
habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk 
their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and 
California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase 
imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service 
regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated 
federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and 
subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in 
egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, 
including urban parks, throughout the National Park System. If 
this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree 
to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access 
for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle 
use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-incom~ and 
disadvantaged users of the park. The most magnanimous aspect of 
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FEB 0 72002 

urban parks is that they bring the natural w~~~N¥~D~K8~~f~uals 
who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they 
can't or won't travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's 
natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free 
access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of 
over 7 million people. The urban national parks should be 
treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded 
for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the 
continued implementation of a policy that protects our 
threatened wildlife and appropriately .accommodates domestic 
pets. 

'--

Yours truly, 

sky & anne hilts 
4230 N~~ia Raposa 
Tucson, AZ 85718-7059 
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RECEIVED 

FEB 072002 

SUPERINTENDENT'S OFACE 

barrett gruber 

605 n. broadway, • greenville, OH 45331 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

-
February 06, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthennore; if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species under 
the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs hann or chase imperiled wildlife. 
An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners to heavy 
federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosys~~ms within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets . 

Sincerely, 

barrett gruber 

RECEIVED 

FEB 0 72002 

SUPERINTENDEfJT'S OmCE 
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Alex Griffin 

DI:IO S.lfB0N31NllBdnS 
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C3AI:3:l3H 

410 Fairview Ave., Apt. Ie, Fort Lee, NJ 07024-3849 

Superintendent Brian ONeill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian ONeill: 

555-555-5555 

February 06, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs hann or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree [0 end 
enforcement of the leash laws, Olher \Iser groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder ,to people, not degraded for it. ., 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward ~Y~fm~lmQ~t~ nm~~mentation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Alex Griffin 

" 

• 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 07, 2002 
555-555-5555 

RECE:fVED 

FE30 72G02 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National 
Park Service's leash law throu9hout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. 
The leash law represents a reasonable compromise between preserving 
endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate with 
their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike 
an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the entire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, including 
several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by 
chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. 
Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their dogs 
off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 
'take' of these species under the federal and California Endangered 
Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An 
exemption from National-Park Service regulations would unwittingly 
encourage individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling 
our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and 
state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including 
urban parks, throughout the National Park System. If this resolution 
were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end enforcement 
of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could 
use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income- and disadvantaged 
users of the park. The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that 
they bring the natural world to individuals whc'otherwise would be 
denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote 
areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant 
within minutes of over 7 million people. 

. should be treasured for bringing natural 
degraded for it. 

of our native ecosystems 
The urban national parks 
wonder'to people, not 

Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward 
continued implementation of a policy that protects our 
wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

to the 
threatened 

Yours truly, 

Karen Sacilotto 
7302 Chestnut Hill Apartments 
Morgantown, WV 26505 

• 

RECEIVED 

FEB 07 2G02 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Beverly Cherner 
4118 Broadway #4 
Oakland, CA 94611 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

DATE: February 06,2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

RECEIVED 

FES 0 72G02 

<e' ·nC:I'!I~ITE'.lnr.::n·:~ O~!f'f ... til .. 11~!~ I~,", .. ~H t. t..., 1 , .•• 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining tlie National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed, The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA, This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various 
times of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if 
individuals are encouraged to walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals 
could be held liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and California 
Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption 
from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners 
to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time, 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
a~ivities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park, 
The most magnanimous- aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature-because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 
7 million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural 
wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued 
implementation of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately 
accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Beverly Cherner 

• 

... 
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FEB 0 72002 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National~Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 
555-555-5555 

RECE1VED 

FEB 07 2G02 

SUPEBiNTElm:-,"Jf'S Ei-n'~~ 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the 
National Park Service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where 
dogs are allowed. The leash 'law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats 
and allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. 
This will protect our environment and .. strikEi ap appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife 
protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the entire ~GNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their 
habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk 
their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and 
California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase 
imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service 
regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated 
federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and 
subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in 
egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposa1 woUI~ set a bad precedent for parks, 
including urban parks, throughout the National Park System. If 
this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree 
to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
a~ross the country could use this as precedent to gain access 
for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle 
use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and 
disadvantaged users of the park. The most magnanimous aspect of 
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urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals 
who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they 
can't or won't travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's 
natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free 
access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of 
over 7 million people. The urban national parks should be 
treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded 
for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the 
continued implementation of a policy that protects our 
threatened wildli fe and appropria'tely· accommodates domestic 
pets. 

Yours truly, 

Lionel Hedden 
7828 Heatherdale Ct. 
Charlotte, NC 28212 

!~1 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 
555-555-5555 

RECEtVED 

FEB 0 7 2GO~ 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National 
Park Service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. 
The le~sh law represents a reasonable compromise between preserving 
endangered species ~nd habitats and allowing people to recreate with 
their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike 
an appropriate balance between recreation,al impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the entire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, including 
several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by 
chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. 
Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their dogs 
off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 
'take' of these species under the federal and california Endangered 
Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An 
exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly 
encourage individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling 
our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and 
state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including 
urban parks, throughout the National Park System. If this resolution 
were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end enforcement 
of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could 
use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged 
users of the park. The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that 
they bring the natural world to individuals who otherwise would be 
denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote 
areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems 
within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national parks 
should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not 
degraded for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the 
continued implementation of a policy that protects our threatened 
wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Yours truly, 

Dushana Yoganathan Triola 
564 First Avenue Apt 17N 
New York, NY 10016 

RECS::~ VEIJ 

FEB 0 7 2GU~ 
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Pandora Rose 

434 Creelman Lane, • Ramona, CA 92065 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fon Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 

RECJ:::l VED 

FE90 72G02 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the Nati.9Jlal Park Service's leash law 
. throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate . 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be eriforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Funhennore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for' 'take' of these species under 
the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs hann or chase imperiled wildlife. 
An exemption from National Park SerJice regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to . 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners to heavy 
federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets . 

Sincerely, 

Pandora Rose 

RECEIVED 

fEB 0 720U2 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian-O'Neill: 

February 07, 2002 
555-555-5555 

RECEfVED 

FEB 0 72G02 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National 
Park Service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. 
The leash law represents a reasonable compromise between preserving 
endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate with 
their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike 
an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban • wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the entire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, including 
several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by 
chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. 
Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their dogs 
off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 
'take' of these species under the federal and California Endangered 
Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An 
exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly 
encourage individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling 
our natural herita~e and subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and 
state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including 
urban parks, throughout the National Park System. If this resolution 
were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end enforcement 
of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could 
use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged 
users of the park. The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that 
they bring the natural world to individuals who LPtherwise would be 
denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote 
areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant 
within minutes of over 7 million people. 
should be treasured for bringing natural 
degraded for it. 

of our native ecosystems 
The urban national parks 
wonder to people, not 

Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward 
continued implementation of a policy that protects our 
wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

to the 
threatened 

Yours truly, 

Jim Derzon 
3320 Grass Hill Terrace 
Falls Church, VA 22044 

RECEIVED 

FE90 72G!JZ 
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555-555-5555 

Adrienne Fernandez 

3075 Whitney Ave. Apt. 3G, • Hamden, cr 06518 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fon Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 

RECE:~VED 

FEB 0 72G02 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law . ~ 

throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate . 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthennote, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 In.jlIion people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing narural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets . 

Sincerely, 

. Adrienne Fernandez. 

, 

. ' 

RECEiVED 

FEB 0 72002 

(1"P::-RI"TE.JU .... j""'" or-;-.,,-· . U - '·r I, "",' , ...... ,t. '-' ... hi • \t. ! tJ ln1t·fl • 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Ursula Snyder 
Ketch Harbour Nova Scotia, Canada 
New York, NY 10001 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet poiicy 

DATE: February 06,2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

RECEiVED 

FEB 0 72002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various 
times of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if 
individuals are encouraged to walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals 
could be held liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and California 
Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption 
from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners 
to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. . . 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. 
The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 
7 million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural 
wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued 
implementation of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately 
accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Ursula Snyder 

• 

·;1 

RECEiVED 

FEB 0 72GG2 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Sandra Almand 
3013 Meadowview Dr. Nw 
Albuquerque, NM 87104 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

DATE: February 06, 2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

RECEJVED 

FEB 07 2Ga2 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining. the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various 
times of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if 
individuals are encouraged to walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals 
could be held liable for 'take' of t~ese species under the federal and California 
Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption 
from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners 
to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. 
The most magnanimous. aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 
7 million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural 
wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued 
implementation of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately 
accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Sandra Almand 
RECE~VED 

FEB 0 72G02 
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555-555-5555 

Dana Whitelaw 

2252 Goss Circle East, • Boulder, CO 80302 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fon Mason, BUilding' 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 

RECEiVED 

FEB 0 72002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law·represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike ~ appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

, There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA . 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can hann these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs hann or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 

GGNRA002090
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to [he continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Dana Whitelaw 

RECEiVED 

FEB 0 7 Z002 
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TO: 

FROM:-

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Julia Hughes 
6921 Edwina Ave NE 
Albuquerque, NM 87110-1403 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet poficy 

DATE: February 06, 2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

RECE1VED 

FEB 012002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintainirrg the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times 
of the year, including several bird species. Offdeash dogs can harm these species by 
chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are 
encouraged to walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and Californra Endangered Species 
Acts if their dogs harm or ctiase imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park 
Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated federal and state 
law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state 
finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service 
were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the 
country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, 
including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The 
most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 
million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder 
to people, not degraded for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation 
of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates 
domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Julia Hughes RECEIVED 

FEB 072002 

GGNRA002093
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J enifer Panter 
23005 N. 21st Way, Phoenix, AZ 85024 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

RECEf VEl) 

FEB 0 7 ZOU~ 

SUPERif'Tn,lnq','o:' {'''''liN' . ~ I:IYI.Hio..41 d \,;1 lit: 

555-555-5555 

February 06, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the N~tional Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other rec*eational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 

GGNRA002094
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Thank you for considering my commenrs. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

lenifer Panter 

RECEiVED 

I FEB 0 72002 

.f 
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Richard Gitar 
12 Bianco Drive, Duluth, MN 5,5808 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

RECE.:I VED 

FEB 0 72002 

555-555-5555 

February 06, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining tbe National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthennore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state la\\1, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for oEher recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 

GGNRA002096
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Richard Gitar 

• 

RECE1VED 

FEB 0 72002 

SUPEmNTH~DErH'S nmCE 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Gfi-o - ()2 - 2-

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Jenny Wilder 
7323 SVL Box 
Victorville, CA 92392 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

DATE: February 06,2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

RECEIVED 

FEB 0 72002 

SUPERiruTf~OHJT'S OmCE 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining·the Nafional Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times 
of the year, including several bird species. Oft-leash dogs can harm these species by 
chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are 
encouraged to walk their dogs oft-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of these species ul")der the federal and California Endangered Species 
Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park 
Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated federal and state 
law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state 
finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service 
were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the 
country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, 
including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The 
most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 
million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder 
to people, not degraded for it. . 
Thank you for considEfring my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation 
of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates 
domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Jenny Wilder 

RECEIVED 

FEB 0 72002 

~UPEHINTEi~nHrr'S omCE 

GGNRA002099
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Gene and Doris Peters 

111 Rainbow Drive # 1118, • Livingston, TX 77399-1011 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Commenls on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendenl Brian O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 

RECEiVED 

FEB 0 7 2002 

SUPERINTErdOHJI'S omCE 

I ~n writing you to express my support for maintaining the N(ltional Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recrealional impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Funhennore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species under 
the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs hann or chase imperiled wildlife. 
An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners to heavy 
federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a • remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million_people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets . 

Sincerely, 

Gene and Doris Peters 

.' 

RECEiVED 

FEB 072002 

SUPERlNTfNDHJT'S OFfICE 
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555-555-5555 

Sarah Grisham 

304 W. 75th St., • New Yorlc, NY 10023 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 

RECEfVED 

FEB 0 72002 

SUPElUidrrrdOHWS emCE 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs cari harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthennore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species under 
the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. 
An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, iinperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners to heavy 
federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets . 

Sincerely, 

Sarah Grisham 

RECErVED 

FEB 0 7 ZOOt , 
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superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 
555-555-5555 

RECEIVED 

FEB 0 72002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the 
National Park Service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where 
dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats 
and allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. 
This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife 
protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the entire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their 
habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk 
their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and 
California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase 
imperiled wildlife. An ~xemption from National Park Service 
regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated 
federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and 
subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in 
egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, 
including urban parks, throughout the National Park System. If 
this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree 
to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
a~ross the country could use this as precedent to gain access 
for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle 
use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and 
disadvantaged users of the park. The most magnanimous aspect of 
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urban parks is that they bring the natura~ world to individuals 
who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they 
can't or won't travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's 
natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this; providing free 
access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of 
over 7 million people. The urban national parks should be 
treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded 
for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the 
continued implementation of a policy that protects our 
threatened wildlife and appropriately.accommodates domestic 
pets. 

Yours truly, 

Philip H .. Coe 
200 Twin Mountain Road, IB-5 
Wimberley, TX 78676-5041 

RECEIVED 

FEB 0 72002 

.mJiVTHdDENrS flfflC[ 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 06, 2002 
555-555-5555 

RECEIVED 

FEB 0 7 2002 

SUPER.INTENDENT'S OffiCE 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the 
National Park Service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where 
dogs are allowed. The leash· law represents a reasonable 
compromIse between preserving endangered species and habitats 
and allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. 
This will protect our environment and strite an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife 
protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the entire GGNRA.. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species. use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their 
habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encou~aged to walk 
their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and 
California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase , 
imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service 
regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated 
federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and 
subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in 
egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, 
including urban parks, throughout the National Park System. If 
this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree 
to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access 
for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle 
use and recreational mining. 

Finally/ this proposal is bad for the low-income and 
disadvantaged users of the park. The most magnanimous aspect of 
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urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals 
who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they 
can't or won't travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's 
natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free 
access to a remnant,.of our native ecosystems within minutes of 
over 7 million people. The urban national parks should be 
treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded 
for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the 
continued implementation of a policy that protects our 
threatened wildlife and appropr.iately. accommodates domestic 
pets. 

Yours truly, 

Beth M. Russell 
5135 N. Placita solitaria 
Tucson, AZ 85750 

RECEiVED 

FEB 072002 

E~''''''C'' or-lll"-SUPERiNTENO rti ~ \.;" -I: 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

JP Collins 
2007 Golden Gate Ave. 
San Francisco, CA 94115 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

DATE: February 06,2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

RECEIVED 

FEB 0 72002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining'the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various 
times of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these' 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if 
individuals are encouraged to walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals 
could be held liable for 'take' of these species under the' federal and California 
Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption 
from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners 
to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set·a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. 
The most magnanimous. aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 
7 million people. The urban -national parks should be treasured for bringing natural 
wonder to people, not degraded for it. ' 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued 
implementation of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately 
accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

JP Collins 

RECEiVED 

fEB 0 7 ZOUt. 

SUPERINTENUEtH'S GFflCf: 

GGNRA002109
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·/2--=rra - ol-/~ 
RECEIVED 

Dear Superintendent O'Neill: FEB 1 2 2002 

' •• 1: I support off-l~ash recreation in the GGNRA. Following are my comments about contin~~ 
~i in the GGNRA, as well as information about me that may be relevant to this issue. "10 j . 

1. Please describe how often, and where you visit the GGNRA. What are your main activities or reasons for 
visiting? What are ~fbenefits t~ you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over the years, describe how. 

':rLvw- CZ' ~ 

2. Please describe whether off-leash recreation is a social outlet for you. Do you bring your friends or family 
along, or meet up with friends? Have you made new friends through this activity? 

.:~cM~) ~p.~ ~ 
WvV) ~ 

3. Do you believe that off-leash recreation is appropriate for portions of the GGNRA? Why? Please make 
specific recommendations for ways the Park Service can accommodate and expand this activity while preserving 

these areas for future generatiOl1& LA --to _ &~ ~ ~. 
~!~l/W~~~· ~ iku ~ tve/LQ ~ ~ yvh 

Mvd Wt stuuJ1 ~tMJ-C aC~ +v rJWl fu-~ ( I,' 
4. What would be the impact on your life if there were no longer off-leash recreation in the GGNRA? 

M-t ltMJe O-)-?/ A,. J ,/I n L 
~ 10 ~?::! If: cd 
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RECEIVED 

Dear Superintendent O'Neill: 
.-. . FEB 12 Z002 

I support off-leash recreation in the GGNRA. Following are my comments about contin~gp#':-le~h recreation 
in the GGNRA, as well as information about me that may be relevant to this ~f~'S·Omtf 

.~I/~ 4.re< . Name __ ~ __________________________ ___ (apti.) Age 1 J Sex: Q F 

Ethnidty __ ~)!'-<-/.L..JO=I?A.'J;;...;..,.>....:.,--,' <:.;;...... , 
Address __ ----"5~6_,....,=-j ""!",,V_...:...I...:-/_J,_L -..L-{/~' _....LJ.jj;~~=-.!~-k'(~t?:"'):u...<.:...:....: 1-,,-(. b __ G_A ___ ~_lj_II--,--Lj 

(street) (dtY) (state) (zip) 

GGNRA002112
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Dear Superintendent O'Neill: 
FEB 12 20n~ 

• I support off-leash recreation in the GGNRA. Following are my comments abo~P~~~RN~-~ recreation in the 
GGNRA, as well as information about me that may be relevant to this issue. 

Name: Kt0he4-- ~ [optional]: Age: ;II> Sex G F 

Ethnicity (,.JJU..(i, . 
Address: 2.'f1 S )'wttLr Sc, #( .:> 

(street) (city) 
SI-

(state) (zip) 

1. Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA. What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? 
What are the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has. changed over the years, describe why. 

2 J'. t\. ""e,eJc. ~ ~~, {ov-€O /'" 
t>t.~ . (~~ weJ1c,'0 ~ . U () ( 

2. Please describe wh~ recreation is a social outlet for you. Do you bring your friends and family along or 
meet up with friends? Have you made new friends through this activity? 

• Do you believe that off-leash recreation is appropriate for portions of the GGNRA? Why? Please make specific 
recommendations for ways the Park Service can accommodate and expand this activity while preserving these areas 
for future generations. 

f fJ.L f '"* $qv,-{.(.. f...i!o # {)ru' 1Jy -( ey.oh ~~ 
eJ L/J I/J it-<- ~ '-' J., 

~ ~ c.,..v\.S '-r' /-P -fI.e.. f"v'f)f,'\~ { fblYtk f/ (/1/'--

~ ~ . ~ Cb --lk- . rA-S IlJ- f~&w:J-' 

4. ~WOUld be the i,::9
ur Ii:~~were n;g

er 
::;atl0"t:

e 
G::::? f 

(~ 

5. Do you feel safer with the presence of off-leash dogs or would you feel safer without their presence? 

I ttoloJ ~ ~ -tLecJ ~ a..Grfc> 
Otj'A. --~~ff- {poh ~ OV'0Ac-t{ ~fJlS 15> 

f"IJ../' ~o 

• ~ ~ 
~ . 

~'-Signed: I:- ~ Date '"'L1'Ltc::'''l---
( 
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/2--=;-q - CJ / - /ytj 

Dear Superintendent O'Neill: 

RECEI"VED 

FEB 12 2002 

I support off-leash recreation in the GGNRA. Following are my commen~leash recreation 
in the GGNRA, as well as information about me that may be relevant to this issue. 

Name \-AMAL &~ t-Q Q (optional) Age 4 'L Sex:~ 
Ethnidty wM l 

gr~ Address L\; 01-'L. 1..L\ Ttl ~~T (A. qL\:ll~ 
(street) (dty) (state) (zip) 

1. Please describe how often, and where you visit the GGNRA. What are YOUl'lmain activities or reasons for 
visiting? What are the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over the years, describe how . 

.fi \ ~ v NoS III t-J {)<-r L-6¥-\ ST. 4 X. W6€. iC- L- \{ \.Jt: V l S l"\ 0"-.1 t of: 

\):)\,-o \'Z.£.s 'f~'R-¥- -rl··~$~ ~ WE:- ~ l28~fotJ~II:bL-f.. .(oIL OU~ 
'fp>c"lf\ tA f.f.\ P&--JO ~ uP A~~ il-llV\.. au t:. p£\ ~ 
t-\1:\ Lk" fV\(fll,0 I?:;A \f ~ t:;;\ -n.\ t.. ~ l Sl:- L0l::- "-.Jf3£ D. 

2. Please describe whether off-leash recreation is a soda! outlet for you. Do you bring your friends or family 
along, or meet up with friends? Have you made new friends through this activity? 

\ ~D ~q f~ff- (V\~T llf WI11-' f12.~t:NDS lW lUI'S 'A;vnV(T'j 
flxt-Jo ~V~ A" WvtJDfl2.fu t-~, WITU dll-\t:?(2.s ON <E::AT ~ 
o uN· Moe!>J LiJ9 . 

3. Do you believe that off-leash recreation is appropriate for portions of the GGNRA? Why? Please make 
specific recommendations for ways the Park Service can accommodate and expand this activity while preserv.ing 

these areas for future generations. ~ iV\O ~ ~ .p I c.lL - UP VA 'I ~ W D ~ ~~t, Ttl £ 
'" {J, G IL - U P I ( (Al.vJ I 

4. What would be the impact on your life if there were no longer off-leash recreation in the GGNRA? 

l ~ 0 0 V l2. DO~ vJou LD yY\ 1 ~~ 1l-\t.- vJ£bE-~ f) 5DL,l }q L ~ 
&-'X b12U. L.,f; 

5. Do you feel safer with the presence of off-leash dogs, or would YOll feel safer without their presence? 

\-\E-~ V\l\l.j 'Oocq 15 SOVV\£ n YV\ 8 ~ ~ '\l-H2Em-£'1) 

V0U-t l;£ OW ~ ~H '(.\-S WGU- Pr~ b~5 

• \.. ~'_~ d- -<1) -V:r 
Signed ~ ~Date ______ _ 
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/2-5D -01 - III 

Dear Superintendent O'Neill: 

RECEIVED 

FEB 12 2002 

I support off-leash recreation in the GGNRA. Following are my comments about con_~~lfdb.on 
in the GGNRA, as well as information about me that may be relevant to this issue. . 

Name::I'....-rrtY N =7 ~ \S-re'f?--- (opIiOJ!QJ) Age Sex: ,~ 
--~.~ .. 

/Lff03 
(zip) 

Ethnicity _____ _ 

Address S~ 2- ~-v V L S .es.-:J 
(state) (street) (city) 

.' 

1. Please descrIbe how often, and where you visit the GGNRA. . What are. your main activities or reasons for 
visiting? What are the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this haS cl$tged over the years, describe how. 

2. Please describe whether off-leash recreation is a social outlet for you. Do you bring your friends or family 
along, or meet up with friends? ~ve you made new friends through this activity? 

. tv ""-' 0 \ L .. ~" I rl 
~ ~. e>\.-tJ '-'<Y ~', -r'J ~~ ~ ~~L0.z 

<-y.~ ~~L ~ 
3. Do you believe that off-leash recreation is appropriate for portions of the GGNRA? Why? Please make 
spedfic recommendations for ways the Park Service can accommodate and expand this activity while preserving 
these areas for future generations. 

~ ~ . 'G~eR ~Q,( <E-~~ 
~ . ~ JA r I ~.~ L-., ~ j Cl./I~~<Q ~.,C~? 
\~ V~ ~ c-__ ~ ~ .. -~ -- I ~ '<, \ '-. 

,~~~~\ cY--="" ~) 
4. What would be the impact on your life if there were no longer off-leash recreation in the GGNRA? 

5. Do you feel safer with the presence of off-leash dogs, or would youfeel safer 1:: P'j""ence? 

-.) +J '~'-- 4 )1~l ~. 
rl . 

_ i / 
Date -_~--+_(....::::b'---t-/--jG,:,.~,-Q-E:=--__ _ 

I 
Signe'u: -....::::=t---¥-~~:::C~==:=s..==~-
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128/- Ol-/A RECEIVED 

Dear Superintendent O'Neill: FEB 1 2 2002 
• I support off-leash recreation in the GGNRA. Following are my comments ~~N'ftr1"'h recreation in the 

GGNRA, as well as information about me that may be relevant to this issue. • 

Name: C:.~A-l G- t'V\A-'!(.W8"L.L [optional]: Age: 3~ Sex ~ F 

Ethnicity CCt.~c;:,.l.c'vV\. 'I. 

Address: S \ <6 '5 PfJ'4 ctt-e:""t:5~ 'Z> t=-
(street) (city) (state) 

q~lI'f 
(zip) 

1. Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA. What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? 
What are the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over the years, describe why. 

8. ~ ~ 13~' ~ ~;j ~ l.VU-~~ 
~ -hv~,.~~~" ~ ~~~ 
~J~~O~(}CVU-~~rQ.9-0)~ no 
v~~~ AJ! ~ ~ ~Ojft..O ~\ 

2. Please describ~ whether off-leash recreation is a social outlet for you. Do you bring your friends and family along or 

• 

meet up with friends? Have you made new friends through this activity? ~ 

LJ ~ oJj ~J ~-U\. ~~ ~u ~~ ~ . T "t fi~ --JW0r~ ~~ 1--" ~. ~ ~~' ~ , ,
~ a..;u ~ ~ od).A~ A-f'o-t) ~~ ~ 

. . (A~ oJ} 0AlV\ J lAJ~~ Jd ~. h ~ ~. ~ 
Do you elieve that off- e recVeation is appropriate for portions of the GGNRA? Why? Please make specific' 
recommendations for ways the Park Service can accommodate and expand this activity while preserving these areas 
forfutureg~nerations. J4 G,~NRAt.t.:> I~~ ~ ~J-4 

~~ tb t~~ &~~ ~ ~tJ-A ~ CLNL 

~A()' bbNR4_A-bSOLUT8-i N-J. -b .~~~ ~ 
~ j6 -~ 1\/i~~_fA·Jh.k·'\~ ~J-~ r ~ 

()1J'e)L- l D0 bb6 J~ ~ ~ ~c.o . 4, W::;UI~:t=on~fu;:~;:I.~Shr~iOn~G~RA? ~ 
~, (%Ii'~) ~,~ hw ,1j1 ~ 
~ 1lJ(y\,~ ')~. ~ ~. ~ ~ yt,of ~ 
~ ~ J~ ~ ~~ ~~~ ~ .~~\ 

: 5. Do you feel safer with the presence of off-leash dogs or would you feel safer without their presence? ctJ 
-~~ +,9-~ ~ ~ ,-t-~ ~ u, 
~ ~ ~ ~ NhYt..O -h, rrr-/~ ~. 0.40, 

• ~ ~ ~ ~,~ ~L effr-~' 
Signed: Ch. lL~~ Datebl./CIfl-1-J . 

GGNRA002116
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RECEiVED 
Dear Superintendent O'Neill: 

. FEB 12 2002 
I support off-leash recreation in the GGNRA. Following are my comments about continuing off-leash recreation 
in the GGNRA, as well as information about me that may be relevant toSf1fll:Jt1fmNDENT'S omc~ 

Name ;T I ~ c /.!\} ~rx po IttLFIS I 
Ethnidty Ca u t tf/S f/h/ 
Address 5l{t(-C&Fr CIA s:r #-df2~ 

(street) 

(optional~ Age si- . Sex: M cY 

SF 
(city) 

Of 
(state) iC{7 (zip 

1. Please describe how ofte~ and where you visit the GGNRA. What are your main activities or reasons for 

~~W;§73emIY~~Y9;iJ~~0a7f!~ears'd~. '77;' 'I 
(J.. Ox s, - 56Ci 'f1C-(c 1fT/a A/ ,R --71'1 'f Z f -f' rf--.: I / .,. 
/}'Y/y dtJ ~ ~ CAfJ/Vl \f1 ; c~ftY ~ ~ if/lr7t 

2. Please describe whether off-leash recreation is a social ou.Qf or YO~O ;ou b~ friends or family -. . . . 
along, or meet up with frien~ave you made new friends through this activity? ~ 

• -fyt!> ~ 

• 

3. Do you believe that off-leash recreation is appropriate for portions of the GGNRA? Why? Please make 
specific recommendations for ways the Park Service can accommodate and expand this activity while preserving 

thesear.e$Y;~:;.,:0 .' td- ' . ~~A~~ 
l/t:) .' ~~ . ~ ~~~~ . 

5. Do you feel safer with t1tTesence of off-leash dogs, r would you feel safer without their presence? 

'tVITh: 

/J 

Signed rfMd1rI~ J - '"!'FO d 
GGNRA002117
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12-93- d I -/~ 
Dear Superintendent aNeill: 

RECEiVED 

FEB 12 2002 
I support off-leash recreation in the GGNRA. Following are my comm_~~it-Ieash recreation 
in the GGNRA, as well as information about me that may be relevant to . ~ . 

Ethnicity ClAM C~ ~ IvVL 

Address 4!6 5 Ff<A:NK. L I \\J S, 
(street) 

(optional) Age __ 

SF 
(city) 

0\ 
(state) 

Sex: M0 

-.34l \ tt 
(zip) 

1. Please describe how often, and where you visit the GGNRA. What are yoUr Ii1ain activities or reasons for 
visiting? What are the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this ~ changed over the years, describe how. 

Jvj~~~)~~ 

2. Please descnbe whether off-leash recreation is a social outlet for you. Do you bring your friends or family 
along, or meet up with friends? Have you made new friends through this activity? 

3. Do you believe that off-leash recreation is appropriate for portions of the GGNRA? Why? Please make 
specific recommendations for ways the Park Service can accommodate and eXpand this activity while preserving 
these areas for future generations. . 

4. What would be the impact on your life if there were no longer off-leash recreation in the GGNRA? 

I) "":1 h I!J ,;J 6Wl Ix- ~ db Q ~ J 1\5- ~ l'j +w-~h d.ff<j 

~)O~f~~~~~~OvIJ\.& ~rb\~. 0 
5. Do you feel safer with the presence of off-leash dogs,~d you feel safer without their presence? 

St~ ~1 {)-\~' lUuD't1\ 

GGNRA002118



12BtI- 01 <"" !'IJ. RECEI \lED 

Dear Superintendent O'Neill: .' FEB 1 2 2002 

• I support off-leash recreation in the GGNRA. Following are my comments a~~~sh recreation in the 
GGNRA, as well as information about me that may be relevant to this issue. 

Name: z/~ ~ -ri-r 0/ c/<' / /l.A: 0 ~ [optional]: Age: ~ S"" sex6/ F 

Ethnicity -C.:c. 4 
Address: t;t?1 /2&(.CJ£<C; 5r rr~ SP 01- c;~ //0 

(street) (city) (state) (zip) 

1. Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA. What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? 
What are the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has. changed over the years. describe why. 

U!>5'7' hLO ~; 'Aa r h:e P0Ac';/v(~L 
/" 

CC . ..4?~//15~.. C' ~C C ~,(/6 V k /#'0;, 

2. Please describe whether off-leash recreation is a social outlet for you. Do you bring your friends and family along or 
meet up with friends? Have you made new friends throu~h this activity? . ./ 

1;J~/l~cP/2/r> Cr ~p-C)rce;:- ~~dC-(/A!Y //t'/ 

;41c£t"'C(r ~a'€ /(/00,0 ~4!(r- ~/C~ A6 
W4tr/#f;. . 

• Do you believe that off-leash recreation is appropriate for portions of the GGNRA? Why? Please make specific 
recommendations for ways the Park Service can accommodate and expand this activity while preserving these areas 
for future generations. 

~5 -> 14,/-Jo/C 7/1-/(/1- ~c h u r Y 
I ~~A:-.c- 170 U of /c:yIt/;o//'fL/&.6 

~~~ys 
4. What would be the impact on your life if there were no longer off-Ie~sh recreation in the GGNRA? 

/?ff~'J'£:(CY..e''?? t#cT7 ~-r;~ J,ebV'C- L) Ac...e'~~ 
~/c~~C/5~ H£. /-~Jr 

5. Do you feel safer with the presence of off-leash dogs or would you feel safer without their presence? 

• Signed: ___ . ~_!i?d~...c=:----.--:Date_O_~-f-----I 
GGNRA002119



'.Oate: ~/2-/o2-.< 
. • I 

RECEiVED 

FEB 12 2002 

To: Golden Gcite National Recreation,Area 
Attention: ANPR . 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

As a response to the National park Service ANPR intended to solicit 
comments from the public regarding pet management within the 
GGNRA: . \ .. 
I ask for the analysis of any alternative to the current restrictive 
regulation be measured from the I:?aseline of the former policy that 

~~. . 

allowed off leash dog walking in certain areas. : 
.' 

I ask that the current regulation be changed to designate former 

•
"voice control" areas for off leash dog walking at Fort Funston, Ocean 

'. .·~each and Lands End at the very least. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

~u.iJ ~ (signature) 

tv{ IC,HELE Sltl-MOAJ (name) 

I ~>lE~ POtlJT 7<::D (address) 
,. 

1?J~L513f\-A)E CA 4400 S-

• Comments accepted Jan. 11, 2002 through March 12, 2002 

GGNRA002120



.ate:fBb (1Ab\~ lJJ J '2-001-
To: Golden Gate NatOnal Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

As a response to the National park Service ANPR intended to solicit 
comments from the public regarding pet management within the 
GGNRA: 

• 

I ask for the analysis of any ~Iterriative to the current restrictive 
regulation be measured from the I?aseline of the former policy that 
allowed off leash dog walking in ce:rtain areas. ~ . 

i I ask that the current regulation be changed to designate former !.- "voice control" areas for off leash dog walking at Fort Funston, Ocean 
I' . Beach and Lands End at the very least. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

---I-f1-...L.N~D_~_B_k ______ {name) 

_y~[",--. ....:..,fV..;;..-R:._T_M_fos_ofV_· __ {address) 

. &±r~nGl'$CO I C~ .Q111 2.5 

Comments accepted Jan. 11, 2002 through March 12, 2002 

GGNRA002121
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1201--61- fA 

January 30, 2002 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

-. .: 

Re: Pet Policy in the Golden Gate National Recreation Area (GGNRA) 

TO WHOM IT MA Y CONCERN: 

RECE;JVED 

FEB 122002 

~UPElJINTENDENrS OmCI: 

I am writing to support off-leash policies at Fort Funston, Crissy Field and other Golden Gate National 
Recreation Areas that have traditionally been off leash areas until recently. It is my understanding that the 
1979 Pet Policy stated that all dogs should remain off leash after the GGNRA inherited it. Now, when I 
walk my dog out at Fort Funston, I am constantly afraid of getting a ticket for having my dog off leash. 
I was under the assumption that Brian O'Neill stated that there would be no tickets given unless dogs were 
unruly, aggressive or out of control. This seems reasonable to me, but apparently he is not a man of his 
word. 

When dogs are left off leash and are able to play with other dogs, they are friendlier, more playful and less 
aggressive. I truly believe that dogs off leash make for a healthier dog, physically and mentally. Just like 
humans, dogs need social interaction with other dogs. Dogs that are more socialized with other dogs are 
more well adjusted and, because tb,.ey are less restricted, more socially interactive . .. 
If dogs are made to walk on leash, I am sure that they will become more aggressive. San Francisco is 
home to 100,000 dogs. We need to have an area for them (like children) to run and play. Please give 
some of the land to the dogs. They deserve it . 

i Si" .eefRJ'or. • 

94122 

GGNRA002122
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1289 -01- /-6. 

Jonathan Pearl & Robyn Cannon 589 Alvarado Street San Francisco CA 94114 415/643-0370 

February 8, 2002 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
AttnANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

To Whom It May Concern: 

RECE'~ED 

FEB 12 ZOOl 

SUPERINTENDENT'S DFflCE 

We would like address the "off-leash" dog issue presently before ttre.GGNR We have been San 
Francisco residents for over 10 years and for as long as we have been here, this city has remained 
a dog-friendly city. Our dog, Trowser, a 5 year old mutt from the SPCA, loves his regular visits 
to Crissy Field·.as much as any man, woman or child. To deny our "best friend" this one great 
pleasure would be nothing short of a crime. Aside from being an extremely important source of 
exercise for Trowser and other city dogs, many residents and visitors that do not own dogs often 
comment to me how much they truly enjoy the-spectacle of watching the dogs running along the 
beach. If you pass this off-leash ordinance, you will be stealing from the community one of their 
treasured rights as a San Francisco resident. For us and other dog owners, it is like telling a 
parent that their child cannot play at Crissy Field . 

We understand that rules are needed to protect visitors as well as the wildlife. We know the dog 
community would be more than willing to be supportive because rarely do you find such a group 
of people so eager to take on their responsibilities. Whether it be picking up after their pets or 
avoiding areas that are cordoned off, dog owIiers can be a strong ally in keeping Crissy Field 
beautiful. 

Please understand how important this is to us. We wish you could be in the car as we approach 
Crissy Field and Trowser's tail begms to wag uncontrollably. We're confident that Trowser's 
excitement is commonplace. You've no doubt been told numerous times by numerous owners 
how much this off-leash area means to them and their dogs. We sincerely hope that both our 
words and those of other concerned dogs owners don't fall on deaf ears when making your 
VERY important decision. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

J atlian Pearl 
igjpearl@hotmail.com 

Robyn Cannon 
march12rj@hotmai1.com 
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February 7,2002 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, California 94123 

Dear Sirs or Madam: 

 
 

 California 94131-3011 

RECEi VC::-) 

FEB 1 2 2.UUl 

SUPERlNTENDEtH'S omc~ 

The wisdom of the National Park System regulations regarding pet management has been 
demonstrated by the contrast between the degeneration of -the Fort Funston area in San Francisco 
with the safe and carefully protected resources at other units of the Park system. 
It has become dominated by a special interest group to the detriment of seniors, children and 
other visitors who expect a polite and shared natural environment. Many seniors, including 
myself: have avoided the area and no longer visit Fort Funston. My wife was recently there and 
said that it is possible to have a pleasurable walking experience and view the birds and not be 
apprehensive about harassment from dogs and their owners now that the NPS regulation about pet 
management has finally been enforced. 

You are to be congratulated for taking action in correcting the ineffectual "voice control" Pet 
Policy implemented in 1979. Anyone visiting Fort Funston regularly when "voice control" has 
been the policy has seen that -there' were no standards of behavior by the pets or pet owners. The 

, unleashed dogs would foul and damage the area, assault the wildlife, soil peoples clothes by 
"friendly" jumping on strangers, menace people, terrifY small children and attack dogs whose 
owners were civilized enough to keep their dogs on leash. There is a group of dog owners who 
unfortunately think that their relationship with their dog requires everyone to have the same 
attitude. They become aggressive and belligerent when their demands are not met. The bullying 
attitude of the dog owners has prevented people from voicing their disagreement in the 
commentary events. The character of these aggressive people carries over into the behavior of the 
dogs as well. I would probably not risk voicing my disagreement with the dog factions if I did 
not have the ability withhold my name or address from disclosure. 

I hope to visit Ft. Funston with my wife and friends in -the near future and show visitors the 
unique character of GGNRA in a more comfortable environment. 

 

(b) (6)

(b) (6)

(b) (6)

(b) (6)
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Dear Superintendent O'Neill: 

RECEIVED 

FEB 122002 
I support off-leash recreation in the GGNRA. Following are my comments abUBftN~\ea&fl recreation in the 
GGNRA, as well as information about me that may be relevant to this issue. T1Itti 

Name: i l1 NJJ ~ A Po fO . .e."! [optional]: Age:S o Sex M@ 
Ethnicity __ 

Address: ")S'\) 1'b·II.. St/ed 
(street) 

S. f=". 
(city) 

(A
(state) 

1\ '1 \\ e;, 
(zip) 

1. Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA. What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? 
What are the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over the years, describe why. 

..'. "', 0 C t!~.... g ~ "'''' t.. 

0 .. ((. It. t...1>_-\"\'" of ~c ..."tt,. ' .... \1 .. -t "f"D.·t. \=",~~t4.... , -t"ke '-1 10) 

-1"'l,.ue, {Ill e.''104..lL.do..· \-\e r ... _( + ';~" .... c,. e..--J i ... 

2. Please describe whether off-leash recreation is a social outlet for you. Do you bring your friends and family along or 
meet up with friends? Have you made new friends through this activity? 

• 

,% -~ tle (: -:.t, '7 .. {" '-: '"" I 0 .... 1' I" 1" . 1 'u <!.. -- (i>.f)~ <ou_","Ic: ... , -L.-" .. Js 

~1 (t} ... I,;, '1 +1. \(,'\. ~ '-I J.,,) ~ 1 L
" f "i'~ S • 

Do you believe that off-leash recreation is appropriate for portions of the GGNRA? Why? Please make specific 
recommendations for ways the Park Service can accommodate and expand this activity while preserving these areas 
for future generations. 

'I ( .. { e.. I". ~., \ ~ \- e \ '1 . :1' 

~l...._IJ. I:.c.. ..... (_1' rl!c../ 12-".. ~ '~d
e· 

C ".tA~ 1 r i!..~ ILJ (ec. r ~c-h. D.., _ Le.c.(c".4'1-

4. What would be the impact on your life if there were no longer off-leash recreation in the GGNRA? 

14 I- 0- I J I., "ole , r-..rj C. 
.' ,.. ;- ilo., + ~ oZ no", ~ e.. "'1 J.) • s [,,') f'- T <> .(" 

I;,ft.. ,,~J it- \"'>0_1 J $ ~!,. $ -t,,_ t: d ~ ; J~ Core &-)Q 1Lc 1~''-'' C s '-7 I -oF f~ 

IS. Do you feel safer with the presence of off-leash dogs or would you feel safer without their presence? 

• Signed:--+-=;;~4~~ 4~.~~· ....... .c..L-L __ Date 
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RECEIVED. 
Dear Superintendent O'Neill: 

, FEB 122002 
I support off-leash recreation in the GGNRA. Following are my comments about continJW:t.JLoff-leash recreation 
in the GGNRA, as well as information about me that may be relevant to this isslle. ~UftHINTfNDENrS OFl1C1! 

. .c
Name_t/7""'\~~>o<...;..--1-~.:....lL-.+'+"'~-.L----"'-~ __ ·_-= . (optional) Ag{35.-

Ethnidty-,=","'I>"'-"-'-"''-Io-H'-6-'''-'''-' . /~~ 
Address ~gf--l-.~,.q-r -R4;-(stree-t).l...4-JCfl4.4:i,AL....,J/Ae..L::::?&21:ILb. ,..L-----'--<:st-:v-(dty-) --b~.-a-~I-te) --+9-1-~l-!.-..£~ 12~ 

1. Please describe how often, and where you visit the GGNRA. What are your main activities or reasons for 
visiting? What are the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over the years, descnbe how . 

Signed 
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February 5, 2002 

GGNRA 
ATTN: ANPR 
Fort Mason 
Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 941 23 

.-
RE: Off-leash dog walking at GGNRA 

To Whom It May Concern, 

l. 

RECEiVED 

FEB 12 2002 

SUPERINTENDENT'S nmCE 

I am a disabled woman who walks her two golden retrievers at Ft. Funston. 
have had a kidney transplant and three heart operations. My dogs 
encourage me to get the exercise I need to help my health, but I cannot walk 
at a pace that would give them meaningful exercise. Off-leash walking is the 
perfect solution. 

In addition to exercise, Ft. Funston does so much more for me. Since I've 
been forced into retirement, Ft. Funston gives me a place to socialize. 
Whenever I am feeling down and gloomy, I go there and immedi.ately feel 
better. Not only .from the contact high of the dogs having a ball, but from 
my fellow dog walkers. 

• 
Ft. Funston remains one of th9- few positive community arenas that brings . 
together people of all walks of life. I am a 45-01d white woman and I have 
had wonderful conversations with people of all races, ages and economic 
status. What do we all have in common .. .Iove of dogs. What a terrific 
equalizer. 

As president of Pacifica's Environmental.Family, I am also an 
environmentalist. Since these are RECREATION areas and not WILDERNESS 
areas, I do not think it is appropriate to aspire that GGNRA areas be 
environmentally pure. Yet, I do believe the habitat can be improved for 
wildlife without taking away off-leash RECREATIONAL usage. 

1 • 

I asked Peter Baye of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service if there is any 
empirical data that just people vs. people with off-leash dogs do more harm 
to restored areas. He said there is NOT. He GUESSED that dog urine may 
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impact the soil somewhat, but nowhere near what non-native vegetation had 
already done. (Leads me to question the impact of non-native wood chips 
being spread at Ft. Funston.) He also recommends fencing off relatively 
SMALL areas for restoration at a time and then rotating to new areas as the 
restored areas mature. (Something I had also recommended in an earlier 
letter to Mr. O'Neil.) 

I support fencing off the area above the swallow nesting habitat, but believe 
much more area was closed off than necessary. Mr. Baye's solution of small 
areas makes much more sense. From my group's own restoration 
experience at Pacifica State Beach, I know it takes a tremendous amount of 
time and effort to restore relatively small areas. 

One final not, if you disallow all off-leash dog walking in the GGNRA, it would 
be interesting to track Prozac sales in the area. 

Si~Yo--
Jeri Flinn 
650-359-8008 
JnFlinn@aol.com 
648 Carmel Ave. 
Pacifica, CA 94044 

. " 
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Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

DearGGNRA, 

RECEIVED 

FEB 122002 

SUPERfNTENQENT'S OffiCE 

I am writing to save off-leash recreation in the GGNRA. 

February 8, 2002 

It's wrong to have dogs running around in rural national recreation areas. The GGNRA, 
however, is an urban park. San Franciscans visit the GGNRA for a tiny taste of the great 
outdoors in the company of their friends, family and loved ones, including pets. Having an off
leash area in an urban park is a reasonable and customary use of any large urban parks in any 
American city. 

Off-leash use occurs in a tiny, tiny area (less than 1 %) of the GGNRA. When the City of San 
Francisco gave its beaches to the GGNRA, it was understood that you would preserve this area 
for the enjoyment of all, including those with pets. Please respect this tradition. -
As you know, living in the Bay Area is a high-stress occupation. A dog provides many of us 
with a nucleus of sanity. Please don't take that away. 

Again, please save off-leash recreation. 

Sincerely, , 

~~{~ 
Judy Ishida 
2603 Newlands Ave. 
Belmont, CA 94002 
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M I C H A E L E. CAR BOY 

February 10, 2002 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Attention: ANPR 

RECEIVED 

FEB 12200'2 

SUPEHfNmJoENrS omCE 

I am a San Francis.co resident and dog,owner. My dog and I enjoy San Francisco's parks and 
beaches responsibly. We especially enjoy the off-leash recrea~on in the GGNRA where I can 
walk along the beach and my dog can run and swim and socialize with other dogs and with 
people. Off-leash play is a critical element in raising ~nd ·maintalning happy, healthy and 
socially well adjusted dogs.' ' 

I understand from the ANPR that Bay Area residents. are in immediate danger of losing our 
right to walk our dogs off-leash in the GGNRA including Fort Funston, Crissy Field, Ocean Beach, 
Baker Beach and Rodeo Beach. 

This is alarming. The 1997 Pet Policy was put in pla~e to protect the right of San Franciscans 
to walk our dogs on this lands as we have for 40 years., When the Pet Policy was created. (after 
extensive public hearings) it should have been incorporated as a special rule for the GGNRA
just as off-leash policies were created as a general rule for hunting dogs in 45 other national parks 
and recreation areas. This oversight should be corrected immediately. It astounds me that dogs 
are allowed off least to HUNT but not to run, play and swim with their owners. The National Park 
Service Western District Regional director assured both US Senators from California that "the 
1979 Pet Policy is the operative policy in the GGNRA". 

I note that in the past 2 years these beach areas have been subject to significant cut back of 
areas deSignated off-leash. Crissy Field recently had over half the beach space deSignated NO 
DOGS, Baker Beach has been designated leash only and Ocean Beach and Fort Funston have 
been incrementally restricting"the olT-IMsh areas. Over 60% of the people on the beaches at anS' 
given time are people with dogs. In fact, the Crissy Field "no dogs" beach is now largely vacant 
and enjoyed by no one. 

, 'Access to and enjoyment of our beaches by ,aii is an important factor In the quality of life In 
San Francisco. As is demonstrated by current practice, including the designated "no dogs" 
portion of the beach at Crissy ;~ield, there is room for all at Crissy Field and the other GGNRA ' 
beaches. Traditional off-leash activity occurs in only 0.5% of the 74,000 acres of the GGNRA. I 
support the GGNRA with generous private contributions. I, and the dog-owning and loving 
citizens of San Francisco, deserve space deSignated as off-leash to recreate and play with our 
dogs. 

Sincerely, 

Michael E. Carboy 

Cc : Crissy Field Dog Group 

3957 WASHINGTON STREET· SAN FRANCISCO, CA· 94118 
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To Whom It May Concern: February 10,2002 

.• 

RECEIVED 

FEB 12 2002 

SUPERfNmlDENrS amCfi 
I'm writing in response to the possible change in leash law policies for dogs in the GGNRA. I have a part 
time residence at Stinson Beach where dogs are allowed to run freely and their owners do not pick up their 
poop, allow them to chase birds, and I have seen nips taken out offolks ankles and children knocked over. I 
still think its ok for dogs to tun free there since they need a beach to play on but I do hope you do not allow 
it any place else. 

Abbotts Lagoon is a wonderful pristine habitat (once again) now that dogs are not allowed there. Please 
help preserve what wildlife we have left and do not allow dogs without leashes in any other areas of the 

. Park . 

. Thank you for taking my letter into consideration' 

//? ~. --..... 
Deborah Fitzpatrick ~~~Ct~ 'z>te..e.u . r?!l:;?~~ 
POB 1145 / 
Woodacre, CA 94973 . 

, 

t 
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January 30, 2002 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Re: Pet Policy in the Golden Gate National Recreation Area (GGNRA) 

TO WHOM IT MA Y CONCERN: 

RECEiVED 

FEB 12 2002' 

SUPERIWnENrS nmCE 

I am writing to support off-leash policies at Fort Funston, Crissy Field and other Golden Gate National 
Recreation Areas that have traditionally been off leash areas until recently. It is my understanding that the 
1979 Pet Policy stated that all dogs should remain off leash after the GGNRA inherited it. Now, when I 
walk my dog out at Fort Funston, I am constantly afraid of getting a ticket for having my dog off leash . 
I was under the assumption that Brian O'Neill stated that there would be no tickets given unless dogs were 

: unruly, aggressive or out of control. This seems reasonable to me, but apparently he is not a man of his 
word. 

When dogs are left off leash and are able to play with other dogs, they are friendlier, more playful and less 
aggressive. I truly believe that dogs off leash make for a healthier dog, physically and mentally. Just like 
humans, dogs need social interaction with other dogs. Dogs that are more socialized with other dogs are 
more well adjusted and, because they are Jess restricted, more socially interactive. 

If dogs are made to walk on leash, I am sure that they will become more aggressive. San Francisco is 
home to 100,000 dogs. We need to have an area for them (like children) to run and play. Please give 
some of the land to the dogs. They deserve it. 

Sincerely, I, 

:~WM\~ 
Karen Chin 
2055 - 47th Avenue 
San Francisco, CA 94116 
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, February 9,2002 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attn: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

RE: ANPR: Importance of Off-Leash Oogwalklng 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

RECE1~D 

FEB 1 Z 2.Gn2 

SUPERlmamB«S nmcn 

I am writing to express my concern with the cutTent approach of the ANPR and to protest any 
effect that it would have in hindering the ability of San Francisco citizernrto bring their dogs to 
parks that are part of the Golden Gate National Recreation Area, including but not limited to 
Crissy Field, and enjoy the parks by letting dogs off leash. 

We recently adopted a dog from the San FranciSCO SPCA, and have been reawakened to the 
enormous benefits of San Francisco in realizing the degree to which the parks and citizens of this 
city are dog-friendly. One of the greatest pleasures Is to bring our dog to Crissy Field, where he 
can play with other dogs in a carefree way (i.e. without being pulled around on a leash). We love 
San Francisco for its tolerance and support of dogs, and would hate to see these policies change 
so as to take away this freedom from the city's dogs and their owners. 

Crissy Field is well-suited to having dogs off-leash for the following reasons: 

1) Dogs are able to run free on only a portion of the beach - the rest of the beach is 
available for other citizens to enjoy, such that the presence of dogs off leash ctoesn't 
infringe on their right to enjoy the beach; 

2) Many of the dogs enjoy the water:'" Crissy Field is an ideal place for water play in that it is 
safe for dogs and safe for their owners 

3) The majority of dog owners are considerate of others and take pride in having well
trained, obedient dogs. As a result, the majority should not be penalized for the faults of 
what appears to be a minority of dog owners. An alternative would be to ticket those 
owners whose dogs are unruly or misbehaved. 

4) Having the ability to run free¥ off-leash is an important factor in promoting good health 
among dogs, especially dogs wflo live in urban areas for whom Crissy Field may be one 
of the few remaining areas of the city where they can truly run free. 

5) Last, but not least, dogs are a significant contributor to stress relief, can foster new 
friendships among citizens and promote healthy lifestyles (i.e. in running with your dog, 
playing fetch off-Jeash) forwhich San Francisco is renowned and admired. Playing off
leash is an important as~ of all of these. 

We appreciate your efforts to balance the interests of citizens, but implore you to maintain current 
regulations that allow dogs to playoff leash at certain areas of the Golden Gate National 
Recreation Area, including Crissy Field. 

Thank you, 

~~Zf~(f)~~ 
Alissa Lee and Erik Christoffersen fL.Ic:-'~ VU .. 
1733 Scott Street 
Apartment 2 
San FranciSCO, CA 94115 
Alissalee@onebox.com 
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~erintendent O'Neill: RECf:i:t VED Date: cR - / I -C):;L 
130/-0/- /~ . . c 

I support off-leash recreation in the GGNRA. Following are my com~~~1a~&G&~tinUing off-leash recreation in the GGNRA, «II as information about;ne that may be relevant t6 this iSSU$(jP~!·~ITE~lrr.:~'T'" n.~~~-= . 

G...-:-' ~u ;;11 i~ lij!J.o .. 41 i) 1.., " 'J. 
e: e (optional: Age:_ Sex A<:j)Ethnicity-.--J 

Address: :5 '::::> . . () S . I 
(zip) 

1. Please describe how often and where you visit th GGNRA. What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What are 
the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over the years, describe why. 

Ft>~ PiJlVWO N ~ c{~ ~e; W~ ~cJfllW; dtCMaif ~. 
Cl'-l:55tJ !=feb/: ~ J t> few &f-c'UO-ItJ 'hftv' '_11" ClA" -

{)1Iba ~__ e--;(er~'6-el aekJ¥:J/~? St)~~3 ~ 

}Ian!'flJ /I/j-fc!;~ __ ~F g5~~,t~-k~/.b/~:kuP ~I/}!;:e, . 
~ ~ ~ ,bo~M;!../~~~ tv 

2. Please describe whether off-leash recreation s a SOCial outlet for you. Db you bring youvtnends In~~~ or m~t up 
with friends? Hav~ you !1lade new friends through this activity?' . • , 

.j>07 -5- (5 tJ U~_ '&-e:; ~ ;:,~. VZ<!~- 4)-~ ~ Chtd ctc7 
a~~1J!i~·~·.9~J::f a;fir~~j f/!!:1!f:t!t mU~~C( ~ 5 'P( ~ ~~ .4' 
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MARTHA 
'/3::;2 -0/- /8 

DearGGNRA, 

SHERRATT CASTING 

REC~IVED 

FEB 122002 

Feb 10,2002 

As a San Francisco ~tive I am greatly saddened to hear that your are thinking of 

making it illegal to walk a dog off~leash on the San Francisco land that you have jurisdiction 

over. It has always been my observation that people enjoying a romp with their dogs are 

some of the most conscientious users of the land. They not only pick-up after their dogs but 

they seem to be the-ones picking up others peoples trash as well. They also seem to be 

some of the most frequent users of the land out there rain or shine and therefore probably 

most observant of anything warranting public concern. 

It's also been my observati0D ij1at an overwhelming percentage of the folks walking 
• 

, with dogs are women. As women we have much less access to other more remote areas 

of the GGNRA like Mt. Tam and Pt. Reyes as they are less populated and unfortunately, 

but most accurately, unsafe for females walking ,alone. Please don't make us outlaws when 

there are so few places available where our safety is even taken into account. 

Please do not fall prey to the latest anti-dog hysteria. Please be aware of who 

some of your most civic minded and ardent supporters are and continue to allow off-leash 

dog walking. 
sincerely, 

Martha Sherratt 

P.O. Box 151177 • San Rafael, CA 94915 • 415. 457.5575 • fax 415 • 457.9575 GGNRA002139
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Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
ANPR 

Richard C. Van Kooy . 
6 Montezuma 
San Francisco 94110 
4152823448 
10 February 01 RECEI yEO 

FEB 12 2GQZ 

I wish to express my opposition to the restrictions currently under 
consideration. which would prohibit off-ieash dogs in areas formerly unrestricted 
by long standing community usage and custom. 

I am a retired senior citizen and homeowner. Walking in various parks with 
my faithful six year old spayed bitch is one of my principal health practices and 
pleasures. My dog Zelda and I usually have literally hundreds of encounters with 
other mixed species couples in the course of a month. Good trustworthy dogs, 
under voice control, pose no threat to me, my pet or other humans. On occasion 
we encounter aggressive dogs. Those dogs are leashed and' easily avoided. 
Even then. aggressive dogs are usually aggressive toward other dogs; rarely 
toward humans. " 

If a dog owner should allow a vicious or out of control dog to run loose there 
is no question in my mind that that person should be harshly penalized. I would 
support legislation to penalize such irresponsible behavior . 

Policy makers should not be influenced by a vOcal minority of intolerant 
citizens. Most of us are still in"touch with a world that includes more than one 
species 

Please add no new regulations. 
Richard. C. Van Kooy .. 

qc~~ 
Phoebe McAfee / 

c· 
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KATHRYN E. COFFEY 

February 10, 2002 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Attention: ANPR 

RECE!VED 

FE{l12 2G~2 

I am a San Francisco resident and dogoYiner. My dog. and I enjoy San Francisco's parks and 
beaches responsibly. We especially enjoy the off-leash recreation in the GGNRA where I can 
walk along the beach and my dog can run and swim and socialize with other dogs and with 
people. Off-leash play is a critical element in raising and maintaining happy, healthy and 
socially well adjusteci dogs. 

I understand from the ANPR that Bay Area residents are in immediate danger of losing our 
right to walk our dogs off-leash in the GGNRA including Fort Funston, Crissy Field, Ocean Beach, 
Baker Beach and Rodeo Beach. . 

This is alarming. The 1997 Pet Policy was put in place to protect the right of San Franciscans 
to walk our dogs on this lands as we have for 40 years. When the Pet Policy was created (after 
extensive public hearings) it should have been incorporated as a special rule for the GGNRA
just as off-leash policies were created as a general rule for hunting dogs in 45 other national parks 
and recreation areas. This oversight should be corrected immediately. It astounds me that dogs 
are allowed off least to HUNT but not to run, play and swim with their owners. The National Park 
Service Western District Regional director assured both US Senators from California that "the 
1979 Pet Policy is the operative policy in the GGNRA". 

I note that in the past 2 years these beach areas have been subject to significant cut back of 
areas designated off-leash. Crissy Field recently had over half the beach space designated NO 
DOGS, Baker Beach has been designated leash only and Ocean Beach and Fort Funston have 
been incrementally restricting the off':leash areas. Over 60% of the people on the beaches at any 
given time are people with dogs. In fact, the Crissy Field "no dogs" beach is now largely vacant 
and enjoyed by no one. 

Access to and enjoyment of our beaches by all is an important factor in the quality of life in 
San Francisco. As is demonstrat~ by current practice, including the designated "no dogs" 
portion of the beach at Crissy F\eld,l there is room for all at Crissy Field and the other GGNRA 
beaches. Traditional off-leash activity occurs in only 0.5% of the 74,000 acres of the GGNRA. I 
support the GGNRA with private contributions and continuous litter control efforts on our daily 
walks. I, and the dog-owning and loving citizens of San Francisco, deserve space deSignated as 
off-leash to recreate and play with our dogs. 

Sincerely, 

Kathryn E. Coffey 

Cc : Crissy Field Dog Group 

3957 WASHINGTON STREET· SAN FRANCISCO, CA • 94118 
GGNRA002141
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I also ask that, for the dura . C) , ._ 

01' the process of rule m ~g, U M,e. 'f: [ V &rI . .. ~_ 
the Nat~onal Park Service S P II 'E B . .::-. j ~(), FCiie-a~ _._\. --rJ--~: 
aggressIve enforcement of te 2 C m~q (kj,0 .. J- ~ .... ". ..... ~~-=:-:: 
general regulation in the parts of" - D P (!)r tL <3-' -~ ---
the GGNRA identified by the '\. -e...'3 e USAl¢ . 

1979 GGNRA Pet Policy as 

~l/win~ off~leas~ r7~reation 

\j =~;U~ V€'A le-z-
1~2 Lw,)/) S i 
sF dJ qtjllO 
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To: 
GGNRA 
Attn:ANPR 
Fort Mason, Bldg 201 
San Francisco, CA 

94123 RECEf VEO 

F'EB 12 20nz ., 
I 
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I also ask that, for the 1iUratioDl-7 \ 
of the process of rule:y'lwakitlg,'. ~) 
the National Park Servi A_ 19'=: C() ..... 

aggressive enforcemen '. 
general regulation in the parts of 
the GGNRA identified by the 
1979 GGNRA Pet Policy as 
allowing off-leash recreation 

J05EPld PQf\JC£ 

1Q, L f?X,' ,N c.n»i sr 
5.F; rAt 1t.f1/ D 

r!';--:-
..------: 
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To: 
GGNRA 
Attn:ANPR 
Fort Mason, Bldg 201 
San Francisco, CA 
94123 

j 

r 
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I also ask that, for the dur . #t C \ S C
o ("\ 

'::. u M 17 
of the process of rule m g, I I (D 

the National Park Service SroP11 ;;. B .• ~) 
aggressive enforcement or',th~,::c '.:, /. 
general regulation in the parts of 
the GGNRA identified by the 
1979 GGNRA Pet Policy as 
allowing off-leash recreation 

-:&£f -£ >-e rb-v-y 
~~( rJ4f~> 5"-f-
5a. IA ~ VI. c: t$c"'o CA 

/ ~ 

Fort Mason, Bldg 201 
. "San Francisco, CA 

94123 
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I also ask that, for the ~"W:ati8A'l. . ~:. 
of the process of rule \i:nakpl~;._: _~:/ 
the National Park Service'§TOP'~' ,/ 
aggressive enforcement of "tlie ..• ' 
general regulation in the parts of 
the GGNRA identified by the 
1979 GGNRA Pet Policy as 
allowing off-leash recreation 

• 

~~C~/V~O 
1"£81 

To: . SUA .2 2002 
GGNRA ERhVl£/tJOEI/Tt 
Attn: ANPR 'S1h'17t'l 
Fort Mason, Bldg 201 
San Francisco, CA 
94123 
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I also ask that, for the dw:atiofi . OJ c~' 
of the process of rule m~g'p M -:~ 
the National Park Service ~O~ r:: 3 .. .:. 
aggressive enforcement o:l\.~~ r; :-") .~. 
general regulation in the parts of 
the GGNRA identified by the 

; To: . 

RECEIVED 

FEB 12 2DD2 
1979 GGNRA j Policy as 
all. wing off-leash creatio~ 

e 1'\\. ~ GGNRA SUpmmTffdDflVT'S Ofr1U: 
Attn:ANPR 
Fort Mason, Bldg 201 
San Francisco, CA 
94123 
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I also ask that, for the dura ~ 0 c' 

. 'M j;' of the process of rule m g," . co I ' 

the National Park Service S~II J E 8 /:.'j 
aggressive enforcement of e 2~" -: -/ 
general regulation in the parts 0 - --/ 

the GGNRA identified by the 
1979 GGNRA Pet Policy as 
allowing off-leash recreation 

lli<\ac o'oe'fSte 
79 NbYl5~e1d 
50\.V\.. WQ\ y)~ 5 C0 
cA qy \\0 

To: FEB 1 2 20D? 
GGNRA ... 

[''''Pt: 
Attn: ANPiU .. RlIVTENDENT'S amCf 
Fort Mason, Bldg 201 
San Francisco, CA 
94123 
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From: 

ZeL£uc< /h ..t?dA-d e 1-

3C/7 A f-he..h 5 Sl 
SF CA, 9VI/L 

To: R£C£1 VEe:; 

GGNRA rEB 1 2 2002 

Attn: ANPR SUPfRltVTfiIJDE/!JT'S OfflCf 

Fort Mason, Bldg 201 

San Francisco, CA 

\ 94123 
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To Whom It May Concern: /312- _ 02- _ I .q ~ .. 
~.,t-;; 

oJ strongly support existing regulations that require~ts to be 
on Jeash and on trail when in national parks. I support ~on A as 
proposed in the recent ANPR. '.~ 

Changing the leash law for just the GGNRA would set a dangerous 
precedent for national parks throughout the country. Allowing p~ off
leash IS inconsistent with the park mission to protect natural resources 
and ~ saft:ty of a11 visitors. Numerous scientific studies-including 
one by' the American Humane Association-identify off-leash pets as a 
threat~to visitor safety and wildlife and therefore recommend that pets 
be leaShed in natural areas. 

Lax enforcement at GGNRA has resulted in many documented 
cases of off-leash pets threatening or biting park visitors and hazardous 
rescues of uncol1trolled pets and their owners. It is no surprise that 
82% of Bay Area residents (KPIX poJI) prefer pets on leash. I agree! 

~,,?,-Y' 
~~,?K:: ftc 

S-r- c A C'( '\\ \)9 
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Ellen Hamln~V\"""'O ~ \ 
1414 Paclflc~ve ~'tII2 --V\ I 
San FranCIS&~ CA 94109-..':tj 

\An B FEB:)J" 
'~'. 

National Park Service 
General Superintendent, GGNRA 
Attn: ANPR RECEIVED 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 FEB 122002 

, 
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2-13-20026:10AM FROM SUMMIT LAND CO 4158313232 

Phonne: 415-221-3331 
Fax:: 415-831p 3232 

FAX 

13)~ - O/-IA 

Kaaren F. Staschower 
1621 Lake Street 

Francisco', California 94121-1325 

February 13, 2002 
415·561-4355 

P.1 

Federal law prohibits 
Should you receive 
U.S.Mail. 

interception of electronic mail by persons other than that named. 
fax letter by accident, please retum to the above address via 

TO: GGNRA 

ANPRFort 

__ 1 ___ (including cover page) 

Message: 
I am very disturbed the notion tliat you may curtail off leash activity 
by well behaved at Crissy Field and Fort Funston. It really doesn '( 
make any sense. If know anything about dogs they are usually more a-
ggressive on leash off and anyway, they deserve to be able to run free 
in certain areas, as as they're not bothering anyone. We hardly have 
any space left to run large dogs and to further limit it is hardly fair. 

I pay a huge amount property tax and business tax in this city and I 
think I have just as right as the next person to enjoy outdoor activity 

with my dogs.l have ehildren and grandchildren, so it's not that I'm Dot 
cognizant ofthe fact that children need space to run and play, but so do our dogs! 
Give us a break! I 

! 
i 
I 
I 

! ~ 
i " 

I 
, 

F. STASCHfWER 

i GGNRA002158
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Carissa Van Nevel 
1302 S. Ridge, Arlington Heights, IL 60005 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fon Mason, Builrung 20 I 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

February 13, 2002 

I am writing you to express my suppon for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between presexving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the -GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Funhennore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Sexvice regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and stat.e law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for otherrecreational activities, including off-road ve~tc.\f use and 
recreational mining. ...... .> 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise w.ould be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minu£es of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 

GGNRA002159
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately acc~mmodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Carissa Van Nevel 

(. 
GGNRA002160
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 .. 
Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 13, 2002 
555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the 
National Park Service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where 
dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats 
and allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. 
This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife 
protection . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the entire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their 
habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk 
their dogs off-leash in t~e GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and 
California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase 
imperiled wildlife. An exemption from Nation"al Park Service 
regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated. 
federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and 
subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in 
egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, 
including urban parks, throughout the National Park System. If 
this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree 
to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access 
for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle 
use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and 
disadvantaged users of the park. The most magnanimous aspect of 

GGNRA002161
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urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals 
who otherwise would b~ denied access to nature because they 
can't or won't travel-to 4emote areas to enioy our Nation's 
natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies thrs, providing free 
access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of 
over 7 million people. The urban national parks should"be 
treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded 
for it. 
Thank you for considering my commentS. I look forward to the 
continued implementation of a policy that protects our 
threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic 
pets. 

Yours -lruly, 

Elizabeth Cook 
2425 Hillside Avenue 
Berkeley, CA 94704 

• 
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Leslie Dinkin 

148 10th St, ~102, • Oakland, CA 94607 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 13, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

Leash restrictions are an excellent way to educate the public about endanged wildlife. 

Thank you for your thoughful consideration on this tough issue. 

Sincerely, 

Leslie Dinkin 

GGNRA002163
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February 12,2002 

DearOONRA: 

I am a dog-owning citi?:eIl of San Francisco and am writing to ask you to keep the 
long-~tanding tradition of off-leash recreation in the Golden Gate National Recreation 
Area. Dogs greatly contribute 10 the quality of many San Franciscans lives, and we keep 
our dogs happy by letting them off-leash in the OONRA. Off-Ieasb allows dogs to swim 
on the beaches~ run on the sand and enjoy nature at its best. Allowing dogs off-leash 
teaches them to socialize with other dogs and bumans. Dog owners also help keep the 
GGNRA clean - a quick look at any of the GGNRA shows trash left by humans and 
almost no dog droppings. 

The ANPR (Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking) is strongly biased 
against off-leash recreation. The GGNRA is 75,000 acres and traditionally, off-leash use 
has occurred in only 0.5% ofthls land. Off·leash dog walking was an intended 
recreational activity when San Francisco gave its beaches and coastal bluffs to the 
GGNRA. 

We live in a city with many people and not much land. I would strongly support 
limited hours for dogs off-leash. That way people who want to avoid dogs could go 
during the non-leash hours. 

'" .. 
Please keep our off-leash GGNRA lands open I ! [ 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 
, 

February 13, 2002 
555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support frir maintaining the National 
Park Service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. 
The leash law represents a reasonable compromise between preserving 
endangered species and habitats and alla~ing people to recreate with 
their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike 
an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

I want to make it clear that I am a dog owner. I enjoy walking my 
dog in parks and I enjoy. taking her to off-leash dog parks. 
Nonetheless, I believe that not all areas should be open to dogs. 
I also believe that not all areas that are open to dogs should allow 
dogs to be off-leash. 

In the case of GGNRA, do~s should be kept on leash because over 100 
rare and sensitive s~cies~ including several bird species, use the 
area during various times of the year. off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their 
habitat. Furthermore, if people are allowed to let their dogs off 
leash, and if the dogs harm or chase wildlife, the owners could be 
liable for a "taking" under the federal and California Endangered 
Species Acts. Thus, allowing dogs to be off leash would 
unintentionally encourage people to violate federal and state law, 
imperiling our na·tural heritage and subjecting dog owners to heavy 
federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

In addition, allowing dogs to be off leash changes the park experience 
for all visitors, especially children. Off leash dogs can be a 
distraction at best; at worst they can be a genuine threat. Our 

:national parks should be a place where all visitors feel comfortable 
and secure. No one should have to be afraid of an off-leash domestic 
animal in a national park. 
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Allowing dogs to be off leash in GGNRA would set a bad precedent for 
parks throughout the National Park System. If the Park Service were 
to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws in GGNRA, other user 
groups in parks across the country could use this as precedent to 
gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road 
vehicle use and recreational mining. 

This proposal is also bad for the.. low-income and disadvantaged users 
of the park. The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they 
bring the natural world to individuals who otherwise would be denied 
access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas 
to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, 
providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within 
minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national parks should 
be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for 
it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the 
continued implementation of a policy that protects our threatened 
wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Yours truly, 

Sarah McGiffert 
11845 Sterling Panorama Terrace 
Austin, TX 78738 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 13, 2002 
555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the 
National Park Service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where 
dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats 
and allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. 
This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife 
protection . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the entire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their 
habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk 
their dogs off-leash in ~e· GGNRA, the individuals could be held " 
liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and 
California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase 
imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service 
regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated 
federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and 
subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in 
egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, 
including urban parks, throughout the Na~ional Park System. If 
this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree 
to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access 
for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle 
use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and 
disadvantaged users of the park. The most magnanimous aspect of 
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urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals 
who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they 
can't or won't travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's 
natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free 
access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of 
over 7 million people: The'urban national parks should be 
treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded 
for it. 
Thank you for considering my c~rnrnents. I look forward to the 
continued implementation of a policy that protects our 
threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic 
pets. 

Yours truly, 

Andrea & Rick O'Leary 
830 Teresita Blvd. 
San Francisco, CA 94127-2323 
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Heddi Ets Hokin 
10900 East Roger Rd. , ThcSOll, AZ 85749 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

• 

555-555-5555 

February 13, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preselVing endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can hann these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GONRA, the indivitiuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species under 
the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. 
An exemption from National Park SelVice regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners to heavy 
federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a ba~ precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park SelVice were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for otherrecreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, [his proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing naurral wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wi~dlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Heddi Ets Hokin 

'. 
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TO: Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

FROM: Frank Regan 
338 Laurelton Road 
Rochester, NY 14609 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

DATE: February 13, 2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times 
of the year, including several bird.sp~cies. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by 
chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are 
encouraged to walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and California Endangered Species 
Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park 
Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated federal and state 
law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state 
finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service 
were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the 
country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, 
including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

" Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The 
most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free aCcess to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 
million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder 
to people, not degraded for it. . 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation 
of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates 
domestic pets. • 

Sincerely, 

Frank Regan 

.. .-
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Stephen Hunt 

3631C Redmon St, • Nashville, TN 37209 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 13, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable . 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA~ the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad. precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for (he low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect ofu~an parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Stephen Hunt 

. .. 
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555-555-5555 

·Carolyn Doswell 

3501 Laurel Canyon Blvd. , • Studio City. CA 91604-3715 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fon Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 13, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike.an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can hann these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA,..the i.ndividuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a b¥ precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, mis proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Carolyn Doswell 

\ 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

.. 

February 13, 2002 
555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National 
Park service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. 
The leash law represents a reasonable compromise between preserving 
endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate with 
their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike 
an appropriate balance between recreational; impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the entire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, including 
several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by 
chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. 
Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their dogs 
off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 
'take' of these species uadec the federal and California Endangere~ 
Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An 
exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly 
encourage individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling 
our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and 
state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including 
urban parks, throughout the National Park System. If this resolution 
were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end enforcement 
of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could 
use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activi ties, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally,. this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged 
users of the park. The most magnanimous aspect o·f urban parks is that 
they bring the natural world to individuals who otherwise would be 
denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote 
areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant 
within minutes of over 7 million people. 
should be treasured for bringing natural 
degraded for it. 

of our native ecosystems 
The urban national parks 
wonder to people, not 

Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the 
continued implementation of a policy that protects our threatened 
wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Yours truly, 

Hilary Copeland-Glenn 
115 E. Terrace 125 
Flagstaff, AZ 86001 

.' 

.. ' - -l- '--' - • ··-s 
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Elizabeth Hammen 
301 Grove Ave, Prescott, AZ 86301 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

February 13, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. 'This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off~leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts iftheir dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could uSe this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged .users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of u,rban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wi!.dlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets . 

..... 

Sincerely, 

Elizabeth Hammen 

GGNRA002180
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason. Building 201 
San Francisco. CA 94123 

warren watkins 
1240 madelyne pi 
santa rosa. CA 95409 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

DATE: February 13, 2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First. over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various 
times of the year. including sev~ral bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if 
individuals are encouraged to walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA. the individuals 
could be held liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and California 
Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption 
from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, i~periling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners 
to heavy federal and state finds~ and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second. the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks. including urban parks. 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws. other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities. including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally. this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. 
The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherWise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 
7 million people, The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural 
wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued 
implementation of a policy -that llrotects our threatened wildlife and appropriately 
accommodates domestic pets. '\" 

Sincerely, 

warren watkins 

• ! 
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To Whom It May Concern: J3a7-01-/A 
I strongly support existing regulations that require pets to be 

on leash and on trail when in national parks. I support Option A as 
proposed in the recent ANPR. 

Changing the leash law for just the GGNRA would set a dangerous 
precedent for national parks throughout the country. Allowing pets off
leash is inconsistent with the park mission to protect natural resources 
and the safety of all visitors. Numerous scientific studies-including 
one by the American Humane Association-identify off-leash pets as a 
threat to visitor safety and wildlife and therefore recommend that pets 
be leashed in natural areas. " • 

Lax enforcement at GGNRA has resulted in many documented 
cases of off-leash pets threatening or biting park visitors and hazardous 
rescues of uncontrolled pets and their owners. It is no surprise that 
82% of Bay Area residents (KPIX poll) prefer pets on leash. I agree! 

l ~incerelY,~ , sr- /~/ '\I 
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To Whom It May Concern: J32B-OI-iC 
-

I strongly support existing regulations that require pets to be 
on leash and on trail when in national parks. I support Option A as 
proposed in the recent ANPR. 

Changing the leash law for just the GGNRA would set a dangerous 
precedent for national parks throughout the country. Allowing pets off
leash is inconsistent with the park mission to protect natural resources 
and the safety of all visitors. NUlnerous--$ientific studies-including 
one by the American Humane Association-identify off-leash pets as a 
threat to visitor safety and wildlife and therefore recommend that pets 
be leashed in natural areas. 

Lax enforcement at GGNRA has resulted in many documented 
cases of off-leash pets threatening or biting park visitors and hazardous 
rescues of uncontrolled pets and their owners. It is no surprise that 
82% of Bay Area residents (KPIX poll) prefer pets on leash. I agree! 

Sincerely, • ~ 

~; 
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To Whom It May Concern: J32CJ- O f-JA 

I strongly support existing regulations that require pets to be 
on leash and on trail when in national parks. I support Option A as 
proposed in the recent ANPR. 

Changing the leash law for just the GGNRA would set a dangerous 
precedent for national parks throughout the country. Allowing pets off
leash is inconsistent with the park mission to protect natural resources 

. and the safety of all visitors. Numerous scientific studies-including 
one by the American Humane Association-identi:ty off-leash pets as a 
threat to visitor safety and wildlife and therefore recommend that pets 
be leashed in natural areas. 

Lax enforcement at GGNRA has resulted in many documented 
cases of off-leash pets threatening ,jr'bitiflg park visitors and hazardous 
rescues of uncontrolled pets and their owners. It is no surprise that 
82% ofBa a sidents (KPIX poll) prefer pets on leash. I agree! 

Si~~I..."'" 
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To Whom It May COl1cem: 
/ 330_ OI-fA 

I strongly snpport existing regulations that require pels to be 
on lea." and on trail when in .ational par/cs. I support Option A as proposed in the recent ANPR. . 

Changing the leash law ror just the GGNRA would set a dangerous 
precedent ror national parks throughout the counny. Allowing pets otT
leash is inconsistent With the-/llld< mission to protect natural resources 
and the safety or all Visitors. Numerous sCientific studieB-including 
one by a,e American Humane ASSoCiation-identitY off-leash Pets as a 
threat to visitor safety and wildlife and therefure recOl!!l!!end that pets be leashed in natural are~. 

Lax enforcement at <1GNRA has resulted in many documented 
cases of otT-leash Pets threatening or biting park visiturs and hazardous 
rescues of uncontrolled Pets and their owners. It is no surprise that 
82% of Bay Area residents (!(PIX poll) prefur Pets on leash. 1 _I ~cere1y, 
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To Whom It May Concem: I? 
./32.. - 01- /A 

I strongly support existing regulations that require pets to be 
on leash and on trail when in national parks. I support Option A as 
proposed in the recent ANPR. 

Changing the leash law for just the GGNRA would set a dangerous 
precedent for national parks throughout the country. Allowing pets ofI
leash is inconsistent with the _park mission to protect natural resources 
and the safety of all visitors. Numerous scientific studies-including 
one by the American Humane Association-identify off-leash pets as a 
threat to visitor safety and wildlife and therefore recommend that pets 
be leashed in natural areas. 
~ax enforcement at GGNRA has resulted in many documented 

. case~ of off-leash pets threatening or biting park visitors and hazardous 
rescues of uncontrolled pets and their owners. It is no surprise that 
82% of Bay Area residents (KPIX poll) prefer pets on leash. I agree! 

~~03 
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To Whom It May Concent: 
/3"3 3 - OJ - I A 

I strongly support existing regulations that require pets to be 
on leash and on trail when in national parks. I support Option A as 
proposed in the recent ANPR. . 

Changing the leash law for just the GGNRA would set a dangerous 
precedent for national parks throughout the country. Allowing pets ofI
leash is inconsistent with the park mission to protect natural resources 
and the safety of all visitors. Numerous scientific studies-including 
one by the American Hmnane Association-identifY off-leash pets as a 
threat to visitor safety and wildlife and therefore recommend that pets 
be leashed in natural areas. 

Lax enforcement at GGNRA has resulted in many documented 
cases of off-leash pets threatening or biting park visitors and hazardous 
rescues of uneontrolled pets and their owners. It is no surprise that 
82% of Bay Area residents (KPIX poll) prefer pets on leash. I agree! 

Sincerely, 
§ {""rtf Ii. ---r-cJ I--iI 
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To Whom It May Concern: . 
, (33L/-OJ-IA 
I strongly support existing regull;ltions that require pets to be 

on leash and on trail when in national parks. I support Option A as 
proposed in the recent ANPR. ; 

Changing the leash law for just the GGNRA would set a dangerous 
precedent for national parks throughout the country. Allowing pets off
leash is inconsistent with the'park mission to protect n~tural resources 
and the safety of all visitors. Numerous scientific studies-including 
one by the American Humane Association-identify off-leash pets as a 
threat to visitor safety and wildlife and therefore recommend that pets 
be leashed in natural areas. 

Lax enforcement at GGNRA has resulted in many documented 
cases of off-leash pets threatening or biting park visitors and hazardom; 
rescues of uncontrolled pets and their owners. It is no surprise that 
82% of Bay Area residents (KPIX poll) prefer pets on leash. I agree! 

~>~J'~ 
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To Whom It May Concern: 
1335- 0/- fA 

I strongly support existing regulations that require pets to be 
on leash and on trail when in national parks. I support Option A as 
proposed in the recent ANPR. 

Changing the leash law for just the GGNRA would set a dangerous 
precedent for national parks throughout the country. Allowing pets off
leash is inconsistent with the park mission to protect natural resources 
and the safety of aU visitors. Numerous scientific studies-including 
one by the American Humane Association-identify off-leash pets as a 
threat to visitor safety and wildlife and therefore recommend that pets 
be leashed in natural areas. 

Lax enforcement at GGNRA has resulted in many documented 
cases of off-leash pets threatening or biting park visitors and hazardous 
rescues of uncontrolled pets and their owners. It is no surprise that 
82% of Ray Area residents (I9'IX. poll) prefer pets on leash. I agree! 

smc~ ~ 
. V, ~ =mfffi 
\ 
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To Whom It May Concern: 
133b- ol-fA 

I strongly support existing regulations that require pets to be 
on leash and on trail when in national'parks. I support Option A as 
proposed in the recent ANPR. 

Changing the leash law for just the GGNRA would set a dangerous 
precedent for national parks throughout the country. Allowing pets off
leash is inconsistent with the park mission to protect natural resources 
and the safety of all visitors. Numerous scientific studies-including 
one by the American Humane Association-identify off-leash pets as a 
threat to visitor safety and wildlife and therefore recommend that pets 
be leashed in ng.tural areas. 

Lax enforcement at GGNRA has resulted in many documented 
cases of off-leash pets threatening or biting park visitors and hazardous 
rescues of uncontrolled pets and their owners. It is no surprise that 
82% ofBajlArea residents (KPIX poll) prefer pets on leash. I agree! JiirelY, d -d~S2i 'lZ: 
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... " 
To Whom H May Concern: 

I strongly support existing regulations that require pets to be 
on leash'a}!d on trail when in national parks. I support Option A as 
proposed in the'recent ANPR. 

Changing the leash law for just the GGNRA would set a dangerous 
precedent for national parks throughout the country. Allowing pets off
leaSh is inconsistent with the park mission to protect natural resources 
and the safety of all visitors. Numerous scientific studies-including 
one by the American Humane Association-identify off-leash pets as a 
thieat to visitor safety and wildlife and therefore recommend that pets 
be leashed in natural areas. 

Lax enforcement at GGNRA has resulted in many documented 
cases of off-leash pets threatening or biting park visitors and hazardous 
rescues of uncontrolled pets and their owners. It is no surprise that 
82% of Bay Area residents (KPIX poll) prefer pets on leash. I agree! 

Sincerely, . 
VtCk:J .Ju..(lO.n c...,;~ ~ 
'77;;" (p.f-(.. /hJt.-:/:t'2. 
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To Who111 It May Conc~m: 

I strongly support existing regulations that require pets to be 
on leash and on trail when in national parks. I support Option A as 
proposed in the recent ANPR. 

Changing the leash law for just the GGNRA would set a dangerous 
precedent for national parks throughout the country. Allowing pets off
leash is inconsistent with the park mission to protect natural resources 
and the safety of ali visitors. Numerous scientific studies-including 
one by the American Humane Association-identify off-leash pets as a 
threat to visitor safety and wildlife and therefore recommend that pets 
be leashed in natural areas. 

Lax enforcement at GGNRA has resulted in many documented 
cases of off-leash pets threatening or biting park visitors and hazardous 
rescues of uncontrolled pets and their owners. It is no surprise that 
82% of Bay Area residents (KPIX poll) prefer pets on leash. I agree! 

Sincerely~ , 
~ N , ~GVV::--: '. 

";P.·C!---f....(LlSjA. lV J'A..\f(~t& 
, -J,.'t 

~~~~~~~~ ~Jjyl 
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13"?i-{)f-IA 
I strongly support existing regulations that require pets to be 

on leash and on trail when in national parks. I support Option A as 
proposed in the recent ANPR. 

Changing the leash law for just the GGNRA would set a dangerous 
precedent for national parks throughout the country. Allowing pets off
leash is inconsistent with the park mission to protect natural resources 
and the safety of all visitors. Numerous scientific studies-including 
one by the American Humane Association-identify off-leash pets as a 
threat to visitor safety and wildlife and therefore recommend that pets 
be leashed in natural areas. 

Lax enforcement at GGNRA has resulted in many documented 
cases of off-leash pets threatening or biting park visitors and hazardous 
rescues of uncontrolled pets and their owners. It is no surprise that 
82% of Bay Ate a residents (KPIX poll) prefer pets on leash. I agree! 

~~ ~,=-</r:, CI7 9¥//tJ 
• 7' 
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To Whom It May Cqncem: 
13L/O-OI-/A 

I strongly support existing regulations that require pets to be 
on leash and on trail when in national parks. I support Option A as 
proposed in the recent ANPR. 

Changing the leash law for just the GGNRA would set a dangerous 
precedent for national parks throughout the country. Allowing pets off
leash is inconsistent with the park mission to protect natural resources 
and the safety of all visitors. Numerous scientific studies-including 
one by the American Humane Association-identify off-leash pets as a 
threat to visitor safety and wildlife and therefore recommend that pets 
be leashed in natural areas. 

Lax enforcement at GGNRA has resulted in many documented 
cases of off-leash pets threatening or biting park visitors and hazardous 
rescues of uncontrolled pets and their owners. It is no surprise that 
82% of Bay Area residents (KPIX poll) prefer pets on leash. I agree! 

Sincerely, 

~~ 
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/3L{1- Of - IA 
I strongly support existing regulations that require pets to be 

on Jeash and on trail when in national parks. I support Option A as 
proposed in the recent ANPR. . 

Changing the leash law forjust the GGNRA would set a dangerous 
precedent for national parks throughout the country. Allowing pets off
leash is inconsistent with the park mission to protect natural resources 
and the safety of all visitors. Numerous scientific studies-including 
one by the American Humane Association-identify off-leash pets as a 
threat to visitor safety and wildlife and therefore recommend that pets 
be leashed in natural areas. 

Lax enforcement at GGNRA has resulted in many documented 
cases of off-leash pets threatening or biting park visitors and hazardous 
rescues of uncontrolled pets and their owners. It is no surprise that 
82% of Bay Area residents (KPIX poll) prefer pets on leash. I agree! 

~ s~ry, L/ / -? // 
~c/~ /f/N5 . I )~.?<?-e.../<~ I 

010/ 0 r~ r;....- u (sF. 7303' '-.) 
"S', d- (;,,;?~ 1 
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To Whom It May Concern: 

I strongly support existing'reguIations that require pets to be 
on leash and on trail when in national parks. I support Option A as 
proposed in the recent ANPR. 

Changing the leash Jaw for just the GGNRA would set a dangerous 
precedent for national parks throughout the country. Allowing pets off
leash is inconsistent with the-:park mission to protect natural resources 
and the safety of all visitors. Numerous scientific studies-including 
one by the American Humane Association-identifY off-leash pets as a 
threat to visitor safety and wildlife and therefore recommend that pets 
be leashed in natural areas. 

La.'{ emorcement at GGNRA has resulted in many documented 
cases of off-leash pets threatening or biting park visitors and hazardous 
rescues of uncontrolled pets and their owners. It is no surprise that 
82% gfBayd\rea residents (KPIX poll) prefer pets on leash. I agree! 

t:;:IY'(1. br~ 
2\2..\ A: J~ s± 

SF CA 94\'1.2 
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offieash 
Wal~ng 

rsLf3-0t-IA 

I $UPport off-llZa$h dog walking in thlZ arlZa$ of thlZ GoldlZn 
6atlZ National 'RIZerlZation ~rlZa (GGN~:ffl and a$k that thlZ 

National park ~lZrvielZ erlZatlZ a ~lZetion 7 :DplZeial rullZ for off-
IlZa$h rlZer~ation a.nd bring thlZ glZnlZral rlZgulation into 

eomplianelZ with thlZ ~GN'Rti':D IZnabling $tatutlZ "to providlZ for 
thlZ m~i~tlZnanelZa.f n.lZlZq~~!£~e~~tional ?PIZ~ ~paelZ for urban 

ft ~ 'J''''IZ1'l\), ronm 'd plannmg . 
. :. 'i#.t .. · 'i"(' 

• @'''''' 

;;''''h~:f!f~~. l'9,(,;:-
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- ~G\SCo 
. , (l ~l:o'"""-'< ___ ~ 

~-----'.~~~ .. ~ .. ~ 
~.., .... ' ..... __ ,M ....... 

I also ask that, for the lltatio~ ~1 v 

of th~ process of rule ~~g, ... t) 
the National Park Servic ·STOpC.~ ;:./ 
aggressive enforcement.-~f- ~- ,- , .. 
general regulation in the parts of / 1(/3 -62~ I A 

. -.--.;.. .. - . 

the GGNRA identified by the 
1979 GGNRA Pet Policy as 
allowing off-leash recreation 

)j il'h"d .r &rtf 
S-S ( ch ~~~ Jf- . 
~F CA S C((( 2-

I 

To: 
GGNRA 
Attn:ANPR 
Fort Mason, Bldg 201 
San Francisco, CA 
94123 
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/3tffo -' O(-IA 
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" /'6 'iT---o ( -2-
I we Support QfI.leash D'biJ Walking/Ii the Gfi'NR/t1 

c1 ·~aJ-

~~~~UL~~~~~~~~~~~~!! 

Signed: Q :f./2-LU/2V 0r-rt.. {u..£v.Jti.J- LQ:u de! ( ~ ) 
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REC I:JV' EU 

FEB 13 2002 

S·Ur]::m:dD~i~~tS Cm~E 

~ 16'iB'- 01- j 

J ~ tp ~ +!wi wd 10 \JiM 
~ b \VY\ Pff1wKt it 1~1c hi!tVL 

Qf£'~Avt IV) +M fwldm (nkJec(OI1iI11 
Ilv<t~ . VJt u.vt i VI S'V\U\iA swwJJ Spoccl 

It's fun doing 

nothing with you. 

~;rl~ \rJ11rJ ~...M ro p~ IJ
\Wit ~ lD.St 6fU1 ~C1J +w (bV ~ 
~ ~ 1n. {QQ-YY1 fyu~' m\fiV\1 fl 

ck~ IY\ til ~h< ~S tAtWCUJ ,1v«M %1 
Jd\f ~.~ M trIM P~\V\I-to~ 
\V\ 1:( ~ CWlQ VJi~ rvJ ~ ~~ f'{ Ii«~ 
ThQ)l ustn 10 f\J,Y vt~ it is • 
~~!\ltl~~~ -h ~tt~ lW 
~~¥tt. 'Si9Md c{(\~t'h\j1,..J/l>UOO 
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Dear Superintendent O'Neill: 

~;;: =: ~~= 

/.357 -VI-fA RECEivED 

~port off-leash recreation in the GGNRA. Following are my ~r&"t continuing off-leash recreation in the GGNRA, 
~II as information about me tha may be relevant to this issue. 

. . l/. SUPa1INm~nENT'S OffiCI: • / J 
Name: r 1\& (optional: Age:~ Sex® F Ethnic~ 
Address: ci) 9c; / . 

( e) 

1. Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA. What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What are 
the benefits to you of your visit{s)? If this has changed over the years, describe why. L A ~ Zf fW w-ee/;' . . !: ,/0 /-kre 7U €ferc./R ~ 

GGNRA002208



oJ3upenntenaent O'Neiii: -----.--.--- --... - -........... ------.. --.. -.. - . __ ... - ... .. . 

. ~J.~)/ 1352...-0/- Ie 
! support the continuance of off-leash recreation in the Golden Gate National Recreation Area (GGNRA). Following are my 
comments on this activity as well as information about me th~r.;ay ~ relevant to this issue . 

• 

me: A v;) d re,\\J De. \ \ \ Y'\~ . (printed) 

[jress: If 0 t E" (l9 k Irca CG Dr. .. fu I f H 00'" t3 o.¥ (Vi-
(street) (city) (state) (zip) 

1. Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA? What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What are 
the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over the years, describe why. 

r)i'M ~ I hb..fe V}'~l~ct 

leA ~+ 8 ~etAV"s ~ w(l.. \\<... DUV 

t).. .\- fJ.. ~ \ '" ~ ~ VVV\ 
SUPB\lNTENO£NTS omCE 

2. The Park Service has stated that children, the elderly, racial and cultural minorities, and people with disabilities may avoid 
areas with off-leash dogs. Can you give personal examples where the opposite is true - that these groups seek off-leash 
areas for their recreation? Do you feel safer when walking in an off-leash area? If so, please explain why. 

'Ne. C~h+\"'V'C. -b h\ Ke LJ('~ ouv- dOj nOW 

~t.Jt vJ~ _. ~Wif'C,. ~ +W'V\.~. l~G, IIA u~ h #- ~ddt 

~.r ~ 6lD'O .(J.Y-brY'- +he\Y j Dj j i"'J s-tY-o \ \er-

3. Please describe whether off-leash recreation is a social outlet for you. Do you bring your friends and family. along or meet up 
with friends? Have you made new friends through this activity? What would be the impact on your life if there were no longer 
off-leash recreation in the GGNRA? 

• . 
\ ~ S l) c, (CA \ " We tnee.-\- C.(~ ct uk C( "'f\j 

h\Kes l,))\~ d\V\\t\..Qr uu-\- (It\ ~ 

lot?s< ~e~ ,) 4-S ~.~~'" e fl' -\-
4- 4\ \c\J oUv 

G\4~ C)~ 
• 

4. Since the early 1900's, off-leash dog recreation h~ been a primary usage of some areas now within the GGNRA. Do you 
think that continuing to make off-leash recreation available in these areas is a good use of this recreation area? Do you have 
suggestions as to how the GGNRA can make off-leash areas more enjoyable for everyone? 

S'fA.Le.. ) 
\)()~5 i-\-

D{)Jlo+~\, 

lS 

~ feV'~ 

c.&.\ lou \tv!e ~ a. .f0\\ 
~ dOj 

tpeV~~ 

D~-\- ~e&1'n~ ~ i S S'~'~ SJ3-6+-
5. San Francisco transferred its beacl'!es and parks to the GGNRA with the understanding that existing activities, including off

. leash recreation, would continue. Do you think the GGNRA should be allowed to renege on this part of its agreement with 
San Francisco? 

)J t> -r db "'O~. 

Signed: £"1 ~ Date )./0 I D {).. (optional: Age: __ Sex M F Ethnicity---.J 

Version 1.0 
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Dear Superintendent O'Nelil. ( 
. 3:;'3-01- /£ . 

I support the continuance of off-leash recreation in the GolCen Gate National Recreation Area ~~.BA1._ Following are my 
comments on this activity as well as information about me that may be relevant to this issue. I"fJ:"C£1 VED 

•

Name: \. r\ I, r (printed) FE L3~OD2 
ddress: 'i a V'\ • • I~~ 

(street) (city) (state) fNT:~.nr.n£ll'< . 
1. Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA? What are your main activities or reason~rof1'(qtiting? W 

the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has cha~qed over the ye.ars, describe why. .-/-. ~ 

ttt ~ ~ tA. ~ J, -L~' ~ -1...l) FCl'"0f , 

F.M/'~ h M~~'~fr::c1rP~~ 
~ ~', If-e ~ ';-h A»-/Y\. ~, ~ ~ o-<d 

2, :-t.m~~~e~~:aa::::'t~~an~ .. ~~ 
areas with off-leash dogs. Can you give personal examples where the opposite is true - that these groups seek off-leash 
a~as f~r their recreation? Do you feel safer wh~n ~I.king in an off-I~~sh area? !f~, J:!lease explain why. A 
JI ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ "'..Lu-PL() 

~:;b ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ " . .J-,fre!-
~~ ~,,-'-'" ~ ~ M-J. ~ ~ 
~ ~ etA-( ~ ~:~ ~ ~ ~ --<v~ 
~, .. ' 

3. Please describe whether off-leash recreation is a social outlet for you. Do you bring your friends and family along or meet up 
with friends? Have you made new friends through this activity? What would be the impact on your life if there were no longel 

• jl~on:::JN~~~ ~ ~~ 
~~ (JY\ ~ vVY' F ~ ~~ I J/f\. " 
{Y-vI, j ~ '"'1-~ ~ ~ J:..-r\ 

~~' ., 
4. Since the early 1900's, off-leash dog recreation has been a primary usage of some areas now within the GGNRA. Do you 

think that continuing to make off-leash recreation available in these areas is a good use of this recreation area? Do you havE 

~~~~~~~ 
~ h 4L~ -Ct J-A ~ ~ ~, 

5. San Francisco transferred its beaches and parks to the GGNRA with the understanding that existing activities, includ·r off
leash recreation, would continue. Do you think the GGNRA should be allowed to renege on this part of its agreement ·th 

San Francisco? A !O ~ ! 

~igned:--<Z1'-'-""-==J' ~~~-. ~:...-..r.:.~O./\~ __ Date 2 -11- OJ.. (optional: Age:~sex M@thnicity~ 
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Dear Superinteil~:':;{.~ C'Nc:!!: 
J35Lf - 01-- Ie 

I support the continuance of off-leash recreation in the Golden Gate National Recreation Area (GGNRA). Following are my 
comments on this activity as well as information about me that may be relevant to this issue . 

• e: 8/111Vm It'l/stYlC/ (optional: Age:hiL. sexCE)F Ethnicity----l .ss: &-~ 4t /l/ge{/f(JJ < C9i. 9C{#Y 
(street) • (city) (state) (zip) .. 

1. Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA? What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What are 
the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over the years, describe why. 

~.Je.-~ JH? ~,.t ~ )IIo/~ RECEIVED 

FEB 132002 

SUPERINTENDENT'S OffiCE 

2. The Park Service has stated that children, the elderly, racial and cultural minorities, and people with disabilities may avoid 
areas with off-leash dogs. Can you give oersonal examples where the opposite is true - that these groups seek off-leash 
areas for their recreation? Do you feel safer when walking in an'@ff.,I~~ area? If so, please explain why. 

3. Please describe whether off-leash recreation is a social outlet for you. Do you bring your friends and family along or meet up . 
with friends? Have you made new friends through this activity? What would be the impact on your life i(there were no longer 

•

off-Ieash recreat~on in the GGNRA? a~ ~...-'17./u...-
,1.- 13~/~ ~tI; t£. ri:#~.f t' J1?~ ~ rna ,vvy .. 

• 4. Since the early 1900's, off-leash dog recreation -has been a primary usage of some areas now within the GGNRA. Do you 
I . think that continuing to make off-leash recreation available in these areas is a good use of this recreation area? Do you have 

,. 

suggestions as to how the GGN.RA can make off-leash areas more enjoyable for everyone? 

5. San Francisco transferred its beaches and parks to the GGNRA with the understanding that existing activities, including off
leash recreation, would continue. Do you think the GGNRA should be allowed to renege on this part of its agreement with 
San Francisco? . ___ 

Signed:~:=::..~ ________________ D.ate Z-q-oe-
Version 1.0 GGNRA002211



-..,....------------------_ .. _ ... _-
Dear Superintenoei Ii O'Ne:;;L 

. . /355-01- (A 
I support the continuance of off-leash recreation in the Golden Gate National Recreation Area (GGNRA). Following are my 
comments on this activity as well as information about me th3t "lay be relevant to this issue . ... 
Name: yv\p.f24\~ l-lA ~ ~ \JJ'A (printed) 

.dress: :2--l2:t ltS" -nl A\Jt- 'Sf CA i'tll.(., 
(street) (city) (state) (zip) 

1. Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA? What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What are 
the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over the years, describe why. .<":"i 

VJL ~l-\£.:. ()v(Z.. 'l/~ -AT. .foH !f"vlll-$"t'8>\ .~ P. 9~\L'1 ~!>'S. \,InlS . l ~ 
1&~f\uA'\..... ~ QVt.siuJ~ p.~ Cv4Z. ANl~~ fe-.e.. '-':f.~\5~ ~ 
~\<A"'t\'t)t-L. vJz.;VLVV\(>:PI-~ fi2..~'OS ~ '1:'~~ ~~\\t,...'1~~. \f'JL 
~Je'1 "'\\\l... 1$ £Pa.-\II "t.~ ef ~~ St:-~\~ ~ RECEIVED 

FEB 132002 
2. The Park Service has stated that children, the elderly, racial and cultural minorities, and peopIEStiNHlNmlllti~hMN.flIvoid 

areas with off-leash dogs. Can you give personal examples where the opposite is true - that these groups seek off-leash 
areas for their recreation? 00 you feel safer when walking in an off-leash area? If so, please explain why. 

~lL.l)~~ I ""t\\~ a,P£P-\;'1, ANJJ 1'~ uVt"t\-\' 17t~Ae>l\.-\\\s..-s a; AU- ~c...\AL 
~W c..u\.oT~'- .~~ ARf'~ er'o \AS\\ ~~~ Vt..,{:L'1 oF-iL't4 r£.<::A.AS

£.,.. 

cY ~~lL Z;N)\)"l~~\ ~~t:>u.~ ~lA.V-"t \.N\~""'(1\t.-- ~~-,.,..51 p.A~ 
~ ""1.... ~"t-P?L--' N.. ~ ""'\ ~()6"5 V\~ VO\.ct.. GOt'J...,#-O\.. ~.fl-L c.>f\~ 'Sz..t~ ~~\~ f\~'iJ ~:L. ~ 

~..s. NZ-'b~ ~ u~ "ol-l,~~ ,L~~t." j)b<:,S 'VJ\-\o iN"'''i 1.~Gt£. ftz-sL. 

, 3. 
f'~ ""'ffiL\~ oV"""~~ 

Please describe whether off-leash recreation is a social outlet for you. Do you bring your friends and family along or meet up 
with friends? Have you made new friends through this activity? What would be the impact on your life if there were no longer 

• 
~ 

off-leash recreation in the GGNRA? 1"""' ...... A~ :\if ."/H~"""'.(L.-~'!f:... 
S~ ~J5~ it) * \ A~ ~ ~~ MA~1 ~V,\V 4 'V-... --~v ~N:P 

~i:"~l>'S ~~ 1\\!,. C;GN.~ \~ ~~~ <$~Z-l\ wn~ "'\l-\LM--
'"J>oG-S l£.c..o{T'\s:..- ~LA~~ > ~~'1.. ~.5 ~<:.tA..t~u> A\JJW'-~~~ ~ 

"t\\,s:.'1 p..JZ-t, ?~t~~ O~ A.. ~ "6p..~\:> lM A,'N orr -U-A-S\\ 
£)N~~\' ~ 0(:. ~~~ -rc --({-\£..S~ p4Z-~~ ~~ \.lA~ A 
~l~~~ r;-I~~l\fi.. tM~~ Ot-l, OJ-{L G<lIP''\;\~'1 ef= LlfL-, 

" 

4. Since the early 1900's, off-leash dog recreati>n has been a primary usage of some areas now within the GGNRA. Do you 
think that continuing to make off-leash recreation available in these areas is a good use of this recreation area? Do you haVE 
suggestions as to how the GGNRA can make off-least! al?~ more enjoyable for everyone? 
~~ ~~\~\,., ~s ~~"'~ -~~~ .~ wtu..- c::.oR~\t~'-f~\~ ~.~17£.(t 

. 0'-"'"-~~ ~£..Q\.Af{Z.£.,,,,,,,~\s. ~o~L,. r£v-J ~, LAS~P ~ 
~_ ~c;,," ~LA.'l~ S~~u\"'D ~900~ f:-.,"\I ~'vA-&~t:--- ..... 

~ 

- 'f!... 
.... '" va. 

5. San FranCisco transferred its beaches and parks to the GGNRA with the understanding that existing activities, including off
leash recreation, would continue. -Do you think the GGNRA should be allowed to renege on this part of its agreement with 
San Francisco? N C!> • 

• Signed: ~~Date z-(0(02- (oplionaJ:Age: 4>- Sex M0EthnicityA""'" 

Version 1.0 
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(' 

• 

• 

',4 
I?JSh - Of - IA 

Dear Superintendent O'Neill: 

I support off-leash recreation in the GGNRA. Fo~lr.~k~ents about continuing off-leaSh recreation 
in the GGNRA, as well as information about me that may be relevant to this issue. 

. fti£lt 1 ~ ~{;JI:f~ 

Name f \J e ' M <- e, l PI VI SIiPBUNTENDENrS nmCfpPtiona1) Age :2 -; Sex: M ® 
Ethnicity tt\ '\11: k 
Address '3\~~ 22V'J S+ 

(street) , (city) (state) 
qt/Jlo 

(zip) 

f 

1. Please describe how often, and where you visit the GGNRA. What are your main activities or reasons for 
visiting? What are the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over the years, describe how. 

,AI /eti~1 Gi/1(.e. f-ev~/; 10 :Plf( e~~ -f?)(pr'>/(~ ;1/1 J ci&7 +-

50[ (~/,"1J. Q.- tvl ofLv: '?/tJfr' rJ~N-t'1, 

2. Please descrIbe whether off-leash recreation is a social outlet for you. Do you bring your friends or family 
along, or meet up with friends? Ha~e you made new friends through this acqvity? I / / I 
, At~ol-, k ~, T I j1i/'e J /ke C1 (4ttvvt LA. /b c:( IJ (fA JJ C? 7'//'-i' (~'7-< 
I~~vttj, f0(fhL~ eh., 

3. Do you believe that off-leash recreation is appropriate for portions of the GGNRA? Why? Please make 
specific recommendations for ways the Park Service can accommodate and expand this activity while preserving 

::zcaz:= 

these areas for future generations. • / • 

AL~o;'_,./-{~. ~. l/~iJl M4J~VI'~ cf d'J O!LvM,/] A4VY!. ~ol4;r//''Y/'NJ
t/ ,CGMMI/IMI' Je/I//(~ 10 ti (/~ pV/So /f/IaPl~ t-r~?<--ta""'k/ CtV7lr~1/;. 
~ l~tiJ) t-ve {i,tJu!l f~/-;J a~ t:i/'f~ Iv'! 'tid? ~, i ,~,,-- t:fdtj-vt; ,4/ 
r/! leCtf~ IX. (ll( I Jc. . '~ 

4. What would be the impact on your life J the? wer!Jno longer off-leash r~ation in the GGNRA~ /' / 

F tA/UA/ci h:t/e t1 ,/f/l!All hWvi(/ n~ p;r(l~f/ Z/;t- ,M/! !7hte/1;;-~~ 
diM"'''",) 4-.) t04/1( 

5. Do you fe~l s~r with the pr~sence of o~-leash dogs, or would you feel safer without their presence? . 

'-;-f/ f/Io/,t;;(/I /~Jtte. c/ k/.'/'1;:t j~k ~(~ 4v/-1 J~ ty/I/r'W/ 

W~ /NUV/U dl ell' J~c.i ./~ s , 

• Signed f.- ~ Dare 02A~L 
GGNRA002213



-----------:----------. ~---- .. --:--------------------== Dear SU~ ... ,ltl::nUtlllt O'NclIl. 
.' /3S7- ol-IA 

I support the continuance of off-leash recreation in the Golden Gate National Recreation Area (GGNRA). Following are my 
comments on this activity as well as information about me that may be relevant to this issue. RECEI VEe 

.l.ame: /\Co rl Fe l\ } E. A b G VYiS (Printed), FEB I, 3 2002 

.dress: 'a.10 BtLqLL.£.LL.o VSLUO 5". ~ c,eli+ 'it.fU~ 
(street) (city) (state) (zip) ~UPERINTENIi~NTff! tlft't~fi 

1. Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA? What are your main activities or reasons for vlSlung? UIJft1atiSre 
the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over the years, describe why. 

~ /fn~_ ~~ !AtAJ.~~ vtJ;;..,;t->l(}{foV3Dj" 
~~~4d~$~~. 
W~~ 'P~ .-rAJ_~4 - . /-

2. The Park Service has stated that children, the elderly, racial and cultural minonties, and people with disabilities may avoid 
areas with off-leash dogs. Can you give personal examples where the opposite is true - that these groups seek off-leash 

a:iLeaeati=s;:=:n~a~x~ 
----'~.-J=:- ~ ~ ~fi ~ ~) 
-y- . "1--D~~L~~~ .. ~ 
!J-~cbp 7~~ ~;(( ~Clfi'C. M./ ~J 

3. Please describe whether off-leash recreation is a SOCIal outlet for you. Do you bring your friends and family along or meet up 
with friends? Have you made new friends through this activity? What would be the impact on your life if there were no longer 
off-leash recreation in the GGNRA? 

• [j ~ .A:> 4 ~ 4 pU :J-~--?uW 
'4~ n~~-~ ~ ~<;1--e-VW~ 
~~-{~UJ~VV1~W~~ . 
. fJ-.-{~~~~~~~w~~~ 

4. Since the early 1900's, off-leash dog recreation tI-as been a primary usagJ of some areas now within the GGNRA. Do you 
think that continuing to make off-leash recreation available in these areas is a good use of this recreation area? Do you have 
suggestions as to how the GGNRA can make off-leash areas more enjoyable for everYone? . ;". _ ? 

~~i-6~cM-]~~~~ 
~~ot~~~~~· 
~ ~ -(V'-/ ~~ I-- ~ I~ 
J-~~~~~ · . 
~/~P~~art4) ~~~VW;; 
~. 

5. San FranCisco transferred its beaches and parks to the GGNRA with the understanding that existing activities, including off
leash recreation, would continue. be you think the GGNRA should be allowecUo renege on this part of its agreement with 
Sanfr,ancisco? 1\ ~ ~ W~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ 1 
( IVDl) ol cr, 

• ~/ h A ,<.'\ 
Signed: .A/1-1.Lwvct: ~ Date .£/ t (f 0 L (optional: Age:.5!::l Sex M tfjEthnicity---.J 

Version 1.0 
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· . -.,-1Ir.V ... "I:-___ ~ ......... ~. _,w ..... __ ... _~ ~_ .. " .. _ .. 

Dear Superintendent O'Neill: 13 ~ _ 0 I _ lit t:o' ~ 1. ~ ~'liU~ 
I support off-leash recreation in the GGNRA. Following are my comments about contin~~ll6jn 
in the GGNRA, as well as information about me that may be relevant to this issue. 

Name V--M ~l:t.-j , 
Ethmd~ __ ~W~ ____ __ 
Address 3'1-Z< (C~ ~ --rf.1-~C 

(street) 

(optional) Age 21 

<)(: 
(dty) 

~A 

(state) 

Sex: M @ 

~q(IO 

(zip) 

1. Please describe how often, and where you visit the GGNRA. What are your main activities or reasons for 
visiting? What are the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over the years, describe how. 

£v~ ~ {wfI'-lit rA.p.~ ~~ ~ 1,v~ W~{~ t j0to 
~.f\J,,11rN D""l... l')e. (~;. .\ ~ ~ plPrt:..e<? si~ l <:> ~ l:lt4<\ rr0 
.tr.ff I~ DG'7~-e.. VVko Lc-N-S 

h> ~ ~~~ ~..T()l). 
I 

2. Please descnbe whether off-leash recreation is a soda! outlet for you. Do you bring your friends or family 
along, or meet up with friends? Have you made new friends through this activity? /. 

-!:\S tI "17 . \ t\f\-~ h Sf- f\ y ~ t 14 ~f A; 0 I J' V) ;J~ 
~ l>-f. NeN'J NL-l ___ ().5~S .,/ve ~e ~~. ~S<' {)r:-F -/~ 
tl e--e..4?S, I Lev-€ . ')e-<. I') )1) ~ pe efl-e 1 D"D)5 I?el~ SOL f 1M.. 
e:d- ~ t"-'~~. J"- TS IN ""iV 0eR FvJ . 

3. Do you believe that off-leash recreatio~ is appropriate for portions of the GGNRA? Why? Please make 
spedfic recommendations for ways the Park Service can accommodate and expand this activity while preserving 
these areas for future generations._ " . , J.j b. k..d 
~ l ~ Atv ~\I~ {tv VI (Leyv~f-eJl~-/ Y k'5(f<2-t::..-/ f f (U 

~-r MlL-~l\~ ~ \) J I AS A C ~rt-IA~ 'd .\; C I tt1 I l¥l(/ (lLC-, Iff1; 

t1 Bf\-,-(I-r-'L-/? VJ j, ~ < ';I to ,;, '") . 

4. What would b~ the impact on your life if there were no longer off-leash recreation in the GGNRA? 

.:l-~l.. V~ <1T/USC; M, IT's f?eLc-vvtt I~B.-r: h "~5e.-f 
T"'he I .e.A.q0.." ;\ ~ c ~ A L. Ii ., ';?I-e r A ~ f~ ~ toe. 

w-i:..o ~rt. cA~-e TN-~ ~~ ,~ 

5. Do you feel safer with the presence of off-leash dogs, or would you feel safer without their pres~nce? _ 

Nt bOj'7t~ &eM' \~-,~ IF~\t;;~~ 4w_(l'Vc/.tV.A~ 

r>f "'-'))~<;C;-I~eSS, 'Pe~PLe ~V\...sr rtl-At-nu.. K"t'SPb-YVfd3IL;~ ~ 
~ A Li? ~ O-F (t).,vV) . 

~gned f=; Q Dare ?-J i /. 2-

GGNRA002215



r-~~'---' . .~ .. ~ .. '.~~. ,"- ,_ .. __ , __ .......,~ .~........,...",..-=_~ __ .""'~_ ... =) ....... _ ........ __ 1!""" .• ___ '""~",,,,_"""" ... '_"~..&:U 

• 

•• 

• 

RECE\W:D 
. I FEB13lU~ 

Dear Superintendent O'Neill: 350-0/- I A-
SUPERlNTENnENT'S Ofllrr. 

I support off-leash recreation in the GGNRA. Following are my comments about coniIiiii:irlg dff-l~ash recreation 
in the GGNRA, as well as information about me that may be relevant to this issue. 

Name 'D\)~",- \~ '-~ l ' 

~f 
(optiOnal) Age ~ 2 Sex: M £.; 

Ethnidty wh.''ik--' 

Address '3 L~{ i~ ~ S+ ~f" (L 9 LII! l) 

(street) (dty) (state) (zip) 

1. Please descrIbe how often, and where you visit the GGNRA ~t are your main activities or reasons for 
visiting? What are the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over the years, describe how. 

, 

2. Please describe whether off-leash recreation is a soda! outlet for you. Do you bring your friends or fa1nily 
along, or meet ~ with friends? Have you made new £riends~oug~ this activity? 

1-/'). --L 10/,,,) -!'r;(_J> t T",,,,,~I~ 

3. Do you believe that off-leash recreation is appropriate for portions of the GGNRA? Why? Please make 
spedfic recommendations for ways the Park Service can accommodate and expand this activity while preserving 
these areas for future generations. ~ 

lit) ( C/(c.. > 0·J- ~o ·g'1« ) L t1(-A ~ ~t. 
r \) --- +\ "" '- i J\ 

4. What would be the impact on your life if there were no longer off-leash recreation in the GGNRA? 
'1 . 

.-1~.') '() ~I:.'"'{ 0f 4l vJ~")rJ'"~1 -th~'-~5 c.S~\'+-
\ " v', 0 ' - ~ 'F - ( v '5 ~ ) ~ l.. rTf /-( L 0- c ,. (l S >--
0,-, (J~"~ \ (,.-'vJ A S{'" J,.-,O( ~~ 

I 

5. Do you feel safer with the presence of off-leash dogs, or would you feel safer without their presence? 

(Ir \ \. \.... s <.~-:/. 
-'-'- .' 

Signed __ --'-________ -::.... __ Date 

GGNRA002216



.. ~~ ·~'.".""·.'_,&..;'._·.'-:'_~.4' 

Dear Superintendent O'Neill: j3~O-OI-3fr RECEIV'ED 
Date: _2-1-1_9.:...J./_o_z ____ _ 

I support off~leash recreation in the GGNRA. Following are nfy~~~Q~ut continuing off-leash recreation in the GGNRA, 

~
" as information about me that may be relevant t6this issue. ntt'l"~ 

~UPEm~!THJUEMrS ~j'llt\G L" 
arne: UVO t cLt eA.1 (optional: Age:~ Sex MG Ethnicity.!!:!!:r 

Address: ----!.(-=:.O-::8~W~QO$~:teA...!.:{street::.=-....:g::..:t'-l-)-4f:l..!-...!ql....=6-":--LN~flAr.}~Y-L.(Y'~(fl?1ty"7") ---i:-'~IhN!-:)--...1..1 ::..;:6f!=:-iP (:--) '2-____ _ 

1. Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA. What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What are 
the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over the years, describe why. 

tWo 1t~ ~ e Z ... JfJ't vi~ it-. vJe. WtA.At ~ r+.~s-hrn vt-rt'tt ~c/r 
f'-I~' 9.cI~. ~"&5tn1.~ w~~.el'Blla'se/~";'" ~J..s"""Ik.~ ... 
t{.<; we..ll I::t.s. ~O~~~ ""~ o~ di~ 1- ~y. Ot.(/V\L.1.S. 

. '~ 
2. Piease describe whether off-leash recreation is a social outlet for you; Do you bring your friends and family along or m~t up 

with friends? Have you made new friends through this activity?· . 

'Ie') tlI tS. >ee. ~v~ . 
, 
\ 

.. Do you believe thai off-leash recreation is appropriate for portions of the GGNRA? Why? Please m_ specific 
" recommendations for ways the Park Service can accommodate and expand this activity while preserving these areas for 
t.l future generations. ' 

~()(vklJ' WQ.. aAt. reu~b-L~ ~ J1AoV'~ +0 S;r= a..vt.A ~n ~ 
I/~. ~k ~ (,IvZ-Uc.t6~ ~ ~ lM.t~e. drew -Gv- VlS:., "TktvuJ VI.O~~ 
l.Ak.. lk- tM N'tC lv\ i-eAV\1..~ ~ freed.oWl -&v- 6w/l\,el\S ~ 2V1A'v'l42tS. 1 

,~ W1~ "".~lvv~ lre~ Wi-tU~ V\.~ {;CVIM~ ~ 

4. What would be the impact on your life if there were no longer off-leash r~reation in the GGNRA? 
. ~ 

SF" wpV/d G-e ~ les$-~e;h:e c..,"h:J ~ tl!.S 0 

• 
5. Do you feel safer with the presence of off-leash dogs or would you feel safer without their presence? 

( Jc ~ -+eeJ VVl.)~te w~ off-Le.C<.~k cLo5>o To ~ 
~Y''1.' h ck, r\Mr~ Jv MJJ~ ~ ~~ & f~~C; /v\~(e 
(Vi"i-h~~ Uv~. ~ '(r'~,Ctm~~~ fVwl t:fitlWl-,.. 

i.4~2 
Signed: ____ ..........:::= _________________ .Date ___ 1_G

_I_c __ 

.... 
~ .. 

GGNRA002217



DCuperintendent O'Neill:· RECEI "ED Date: --==d~~*",(:--lQ~'d-._-__ _ 
/3b /- AI - IA '\ 

. v FEB 1 3 2002 . 
I support off-leash recreation in the GGNRA. Following are my comments about continuing off-leash recreation in the GGNRA, _I as informa~ionr about me that may be relevant to this ~mTH~DENrS nmCE "\ 
2: A~~L1r . (optional: Age:_ Sex M(f)Ethnicity~ 
Address: i:a::~~tE:Q ) ~ :t'1~('6 ~eC CAe erUlo 7 

(street) _. (city.). yrtate) (zip) 

1. Please describe how often and where you vi;it the GGNRA. What are your rll.fiin acti~ities or reasons for visiting? What are 
·the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over the years, describe why. . 

~ ~+I2.e.- ~6NRA c---i: ~ ~ ~ ~S(J-f!A- ~~~ ~~. ~'b--4,../:.a..... 
"'"\~o#..o:=S~~~~~'fk-~9' ~~~~ .. 
c"iL~~ . .l~t~~/~(5J~~~~~S.+_ Vr# ~",,~~. 
~'~~~'-~~'~~-+"~" . . - I 

2. Please describe whether off-leash recreation is a social outlet for you. Do you bring your friends and family along or m~t up 
with friends? Have y~:J made new friends through this activity? . 

&~ ~~f~~~~~M~~~ ~S:r ~~ 
~.GG~[(A)t!~ ~ ~~' L~~ ~ c~ ~~ ~. \'\~ 
~ ~Q.. Lo--' v=~(S iN'"' ~ ~s ... . 

Ao you believe that off-leash reCreation is appropriate for portions of the GGNRA? Why? Please make specific 
recommendations for ways the Park Service can accommodate and expand this activity while preserving these areas for 
future generations. '. 

S\ ~ 90. ~ ~-. 0-.t.b<Y-(l NL~~,~ <''fp-.,~~ ~.~ ~~ a{:J~ ~N~A ~. 
~ ~-..9. l.e>-.-../d.. er& -~ 6v~ 4.~ lJ ~r--.Q.. olI_()A_V,/\' ,-, ;.1. L 1 

1Jb~ ~ f""'--~. •• ' u \ ~ t...>L. ,~~\; L~ 

, 
5. Do you feel safer with the presence of off-leash dogs or 'NOuld you feel safer without their presence? 

•~~ ~<tk~ l1t-~ ~6> Q,. <'-~~ 
~ ~ ~ '=-~fr> ~SJh~~~ 

S~:~~~Q~,/~~~)~~~'-~~~~~~~r~~---~~ ~~ GGNRA002218



e~rintendent O'Neill: 
13b(J-O/-/A RECEIVED 

Date: f?:,b. / / ;Z.W Z-

. . 
I support off-leash recreation in the GGNRA. Following ar~qrrsnfo~about continuing off-leash recreation in the GGNRA, 
~ _as information about me that may be relevant to this issue. "-I_ f!hr/ofit1& MI1 iu&reizL ~UPffiltJffiuOEfJrSarri!~PtionaJ: Age: 01 Sex M(j)Ethn;cftr---.J 
Iddress: !96tJ fflt;~ qr;- *9 c0//hi?/JOSCO C/f 9#Z 

(street) (city) (state) (zip) 

. Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA. What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What are 
the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over the years, describa why. 

I Vlfflt /iJrr /it1lt5/lw ttlf uat5f ntfl/tL a ttla/(. I o/"".eClaee.. ~ abl'l/Izt. m 
Itta /(Uf @rJ-S (Jut- 7z; a jJlaa.. {-tJhL/~ ~ {'an rUr? and ~~ tui}LhtJt:(f 

~ ~JLAtrtJo a ~h /~1J$lf YIu. tvlid- °EI1 6'p!~ ~ .nrrlUn8~ 
t2Ad ~am;a:z~ otf o}th;s whtl on1J ~//at'JO ~ t:l6wt2l! 

5. Do you feel safer with the presence of off-leash dogs or would you feel safer without their presence? 

/ dimt tfW (L ~h tJn or OJI ~ ddq wrJU/c{ makf. InL pP d~, .pd uap-WJ ~ CPmptUl1 tij I?'Uf ~r7 r.:tor. . 

Signed:'---t~~~:.t:.=. ::::..::.::....~Ut.V~ ____________ ~Date Z .//()z--
GGNRA002219



- - ... ---_ .. _., .. ~,--
De~uperintendent O'Neill: 
~. J3~3 -O/-JA . 

I support the continuance of off-leash recreation in the Golden Gate National Recreation Area (GGNRPft~fED 
comments on this activity as well as information about me that may be relevant to this issue. . 

Jilme: l'1mcy :::S-O<'6C.~ (printed) FEB 1 3 2002 
.ress: Ole:}; - ~ Ave~ ~t J C~ Cjt.t&~rmmfN9&~"i'IOB~l:'1. 

(street) (city) (state) (zip) .r.. 'IJ I I ""; 

1. Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA? What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What are 
the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has clJrnged over the years. describe why. --r--

-l- v\i\\,,~ c,G1\)~~ Q.A ~q~t fou~ -h'K\e$ 0.. ~~. -L... ~'oly 
V\5'~ ~ ~"(\fs\O() 4.>~ f'rt\'j b\qQ( a....qbr,olO&1!. ~vef" \-\e.. ~ da1 . Q..o ~ T U lU f\Jn 0(\ ~£, a::r ~ tOft 
~y r!~~ ~ 'oaQ..O •. O~- le.o.s-.h exe."'C\~ Q\ n~~s.. is . 

Q =t~ ~ Q('\O.M -to ~ ~ 'v)o.~Qy ~ - ..s'OC.(~hu~ W\~ 
~~~~ a ~CD ~ d o~s._· . 

2. Th~ Service has stated that children, the elderly. raCial and cultural minorities. and people with disabilities may avoid 
areas with off-leash dogs. Can you give personal examples where the opposite fs true - that these groups seek off-leash 
areas for their recreation? Do you feel safer when walking In an oIf~eash area?I! ~ain why. 

I .sR.€.. ~ cl.-;\~J~\~ , Q,rd f'oo.Ua{, c:& ~\"Q...\i1lcs . 
oct ~ ~("-\;: ~ hct- ~ ~~ ~ dlWJ.ry ~ ,(m ~~ 
vJcU.~'''1- +uA d~. Jf\\\ ,,\.f\d.> ~ ~ ~d~s-
W,*, U~\~ ~'U~ 'o~d .. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ ~r,... 

3. Please describe whether off-leash recreation is a social outlet for you. Do you bring your friends and family along or meet up 
with friends? Have you made new friends through this activity? What would be the impact on your life if there were no longer 

off-leashrecreationintheG~GNRA? .. ~J._ ~ '--'~A G-\v '" ,~, 
• \)J~oe."eA-..Jr<\. 0'\.. O!D ~ JJr'\ ~ '/ y\ S 'l"~ ) 
. ~ -10.~~ +1j -:w~~ -jo ~~ PO~-W~~r 

~do CAr<\&. -\0 R:! ~ ~ ~J{. ~ ~~ /Y'Nfk ~~ 
ett~ ~. ~ ~ W~ f'n&. C9{jQ-~~O 

~CA.lc:dl~.J'C\ ~~ ~ot.U,J) ~l-e;t-~ ~ ~ 'Zio~1rt\O.. w~ 
4. Since the early 1900's. off-leas~ dog recreation has been a primary usage of some areas now within the GGNRA. Do ~ .. 

think that continuing to make off-leash recreation available in these areas is a good use of this recreation area? Do you have 

sugge~stionS~~~G~c:;;~ea~rea;::ra~~ w~ ~ 

G I' ~ \ ~ ~.,..a..O.. -10 d~ arnc9 \ dlOf- .f:Y..ONV\sC) ---ns- . 
l? .L){\ 'Dl'ff\i '.A.O ~ ~ ~ 

u-\i\'-z..-e. ~ ~J.cl, (j~a~J\'~ ~'~ Lv~~ 
w~ ~ ~ ~ ~0Jr\ ---}9 f"1~..f0Jrd I ~~ k 
S~I...L ~ N..J¥:l \...~S ""I~-)O ~- 'But ~~e-...o CfW'. 
~~~~- -10 ~ )0'--~~fcdJf0h1o~ - ~ i\otocti' ~ ~ 

5. ~an Francisco iransferred its beaches and ~rkS to the ~NRA with the unCierstanding that existing activities, incMding off
leash recreation, WONUld continue. Db you think the GGNRA should be allowed. ~o _re~ege on this part of its agreement with 

San Frandsco? 0 I. GG~'t'r ~ ()Ol iQscWcL 
• ~ ~l.l/./. .:=:: .. 

Signed: . ~ Lf>ate (optional: Age~ Sex M(!)=thn;city---1 

Version 1.0 
GGNRA002220



Dear Superintendent O'Neill: . RECEIVED Date: hh ,OJ 2oO'L '/Z. 

13&Lf~C2.: I A FE313 2002. . 
I support off-leash recreation in the GGNRA. Following are my comments about continuing off-leash recreation in the GGNRA, 
as well as information about me that may be relevant to thW9TENDEMrS nm~ . . 
.e: nebo-olQ \tk..0 (optional: Age.:..!:lQ. Sex M (f)=thnicity~ 
Address: 9(0 "DeJ\btPOIL AveK)"e.., &n·GQ¥'\c:..(bU> CA 94\'0\ 

(street) (city) (state) (zip) 

1. Please describe how often and where you visit tlie GGNRA. What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What are 
the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over the years, describe why. --:::c "fbi-\- ~e... Ga~~M 

Wee,\£.\'11 o+-\-U'\ b&"~t>-.\ -ktV\e..6 0... we.e.U., --::c- t-t.~u\ca..\'"'\i "'n~.e, u-.+ 1=.+. w~ ""H~ \'\'\1 d.D~ 
(0.. \obl""o-&,~ ~e"tu-) , Q..n~ -:C . .\-~ vY\1 kr~ ~ VV'l'f ~ -b e.{~U'" 1==+_ -k,~ Qr _ ~ 
t--\vtt- e,~ Cv"'\ vJe.e,\<~bb, l-\\\(.t~ 0--+ "0-.. "hj~V"\ ~ ~e... Q~ YV'I1 W\o.'Y\. ~~ Q~ , 

~a~e., OV"\O '0 lnvw -:::C deo..r YV'\i \-\~ o~ i~ dw\1 vl-b~ c.l~ •• ~. -h,~n ~ . 
Hvtr e::>~ .l*e, 2. ct- ~e... DNl.---( V\Neb -:r:: ~V'"\ ~'~t. ~t~ ANO lV''J do51 whe.,,"e.. . .4-h.;1 . 
CP-v\. ~\ h)V"'\ 00A6 ,"?\c>-'I (>.Y\6 ~ \0-1 .",""e.- c.>h::X:ct-o# We" ~ ..-"\ -\.\..,.e, vJt>-"~ ~TOvJ \oo-\.\~ \I\..,..,\-~ 

2. P~ea~ describe whethet off-'eash recreatibn'is a social outlet for you. Do you bring your friends ~np...tamily along ~r m~t up 
WIth fnends? Have you made new friends through tI:1~s activity? ~ I,)bvoJ.\i VV\~ "f v-)'i~ -TKe-.-.Ob ~ ~. 
~ ~ \~ -hNt{...e. 0... We.e-\£.. -+0 '-'"'c....te- .- ~t+ J ~ bOv¥\~ e,~b~, ~~ \N~\L. ~t" . 

~-bJ ~e" *'c., 6D.5:' .~ OW-\eo..~\.-.I '-\\"'e.-; c.-, \'"VI'"' ~ 1'\0--1 yJ~ne,#\'V\l .~~ ~ 
--;J: wo-lk c;>-..-+ tN'r- ~v""\ ~ o-.d ~lol ~ ~U" ... 6 Vo""1'~1 ~ ~"a-ba...~~ 

v I· 1 \ret- --:c ~v\On.u.--rh t..; 1N'~eopeuo .. Ui Cf-\4;-c..o1 ~h~ '{'V\1 kr£k.Ai\\ v.J~ tl"'"\. IN ~ -

ho-ve,. 'vv&--lV....u\ I.A...")t~ -\\-..~ 0--"6 CloY-. D.n- \~h 6~ ""'-\- ~~ 6,,-\'V"I.f., 4-;-1'V""\,e... 6t~-::t: 
"b";(:~\i .30 w~bl VV\~i u~ .... ot- 1'Vl~1-) E>~ .-\.h~ -¥()oo\'V\~lj'-ct-~ ~. 4-.-1 ~~- hoW"\e.. 

•""'~ ~i~ 'f0"'''''\ W'Q...:, ~C\ 6~.Dt-6· c-.\ \ t-eN'J\to'\ tY'"\ ~e.- c1,~..l.o ~e...+ 0...>+ u.:>tlh-\-h.e.lr 
. Do you believe tllat ofMeash recreation is approp~ate for portions Of the GGNRA? Why? Please make specific l'e..\-..!)# 

recommendations for ways the Park Service can accommodate and expand this activity while preserving these areas for 
.~ture generation~':r= \oe,\tev~ £)w-\~~ ~'.o.-"\' 1,0 ~r~-yHo--te- '~'r -yc;rkc..-,.l:> o¥ -\\....~ t;t;n~a.A, 
:J...-t- VYlee*.h . ()-~ kcl hu.J Of . .\\n" Co\'V'\VV\\.)Y"\~-\; I t>¥\J. .60 ~N'i' Cot-4 Pt2.0l-'hb~ A1Lt.- A"'A.\I. . .A~n.·'Z...
+0 €.-vV:lv~ .-the-::\-- o\\--.ex'~1 t'e-~ ~ 1Y')e+.:"b ~\. ~f\e,.!1 ~ e-v~ 6""f' I dD!)b oW \U\IO~; oM 
do-'1~ j ~O[j6 0.."\ \ec-oh - ,~~ o.~ .. ~'~ FOv">3Xb 40 ~'*'~ feDp\e- k>rl~ .~ .. '-\\-..e-~ 
(i'Yto. ·~e-tr 6~bl ~e.. 't'"'&>-oAeA'",b'+O ~\J~\i ~~a, '?Xl' c..t~-1' ~ ~~\-~ tt)\.e.¢ .- , 

"e.ey ~C>~':J 0,,", \~ i ..... ~e.- b\.;,'V-~ I b * c4\o~ -t\,-.~ ow- \eo-oh ~ ~~ b~ .. ,.:)he..te.-~~ 
~ ~ VV''''''i te-'"'-'ex .::.oV'\~ ~r ~ V-'n6\t~ ~ "'~\--~O..-"\ l~t~ ~ """'} '\~ ~14.\.e.. \oe,v, 

6J""~(i!~; ~ 1'~\e-""" ~I\~ ~ ec..-.'.+ VY"~ t.\--Jo...,,,,·~ ~e. 'Ioe~) _ ~t~~ ~J.~ "er'~o ...... -
4. What would be the impact on your life if there were no longer off-leash ~reation in the GGNRA? ek.-.~, e\-(r. 

~ ~D0\6 \Obe- 0- ~c.c..i -=Ov'iu" ~V ~a6~ O¥\b ~i lMvV1ot-j w'4 o~ 
t.e"\te.-\l~Y\~ ~ tA WV\1 C\()-.\\i H~e--~ --:c ~D ~DV0 \06& .-\-\n~ 8non-no..:.O 

f'ec.bvt-(:.. o~ ,"",(\Lt~ u.!>t-U-. vv-.i b~ ~ e;;ctpe-M~U~ her ~oi c..6 ohe-
:' t"'\)r\b t:-CA'7:>b6"""'"'e.. Io\~ c.h~i'~ 1.0.....\\0 l~ btnk) o----.d d.c~e,:::. ~e. vJe;:Jeb~ 

'H" ..... ol\i! -::r: wc.\.:Ad. h~e.. NDl'loAv~'+O -\-~ ~t \<td-b ~d do~ - 04\ 4o~.:.r -~.-
5. o..D~1eer~; ~th1t~~sence of off-leash dogs or VIOuld you feel safer without their presence? 

.--::c ~\ W'I"~ ..6~er v..)\~ E>W-\~ 60{::/" -::C hl>-V'~ ..\-w.3tu. b~ ~e-.dne.d \ot \J.11S~ol 

•c),...C4;""~.!J w~\\e- h;\Lt~ If''\ ~~ Dvn-e,.b "'*" 4. ·"h,n-!Jt-ot"\.1 b,-\h~ ~ d.~ l...:>\,c -.0 

"'. )I..~e\i 5&v-\& .-nd ~~ ~I kt()o ) b~ I-v"\'( ~ 0-0 . ~\6 .. -\\A~ oW· t:c ~t:'.w 
.()v"\e.. I>t ~e,b" \""u~·-\o ~e.- t-z:.¥\~cx£'.)·---::c ~t>-JJ.e..,. ~Ol.)~ lIJ~ I """,6 ~ 60 n~ \t{~ I~ c.>--4-~ 
~~W\ Dv\- .~- £.O~\ &5~ c.l"~ On .~~ 4 (0.:.+ --\hI;:) ~~b ~~ ~~ ~ be.- 6~.\- ~I~ t .... 

SJ.gIled: :=::c).~ J.JA Date 7..!~Qk 
"Vh'>~ ~-e...~ ~~",e.- \IIJ~ +h0v'\ b" ~"'n-\nc..'~"'\\ M>a.~ a.o 0""\ k.Nh I·:J,.~ -\\"e". '\lotc,e... l 
,.~~\ ~ \ -\.\ n .. r~ ,\,\ \n ~ ,- .\.u ,- I- .-J <..j- <.J • ~'r .1L .L 

. - n. __ ._.n ... _t- .. .......... "liA \_n\1'\. tile""" W!hnt:N"\6I'c\e..- DE)~Ou!lJ'1V"O OVltAroo!jb Or> 
fo<tt.; 
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Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attn:·ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

\ 

~~ 

\Gl>-6"h ~ ~~ ~~~ &!-h b i 'oUo-Obe, -\--\"e-l \4-.ow ..\\r.e.-J'~ ~08..7 ~~ b~ ~eJ 
oW- 'eo->'" b~be. -\\r."j'><- "$>u>bWt- 0.- '""* ""~ci""'\-\j ~",Dt.t- ..,Olib c.o.-kt 
Go" "" \no..,." ... '"' ..... i -y "'1'1<- ~O bo!,:/' -e. .,,\- 1+, i:>n.;,\.,;,,, "'" "" 6.1\1 'o~!7 I . 

• ~~ =-t, \4t<.6~}v ... li ~ ;",cAll."..,.I-., 0"" .... :: ~ do~ """"'",.., ~ t"'~\I0'~ 
"'>roc.l....4oVb .,joW\- 1'..e-J~.5 -I+-e:tr Oo~;-"'" ~"'::g .,,.. cY>..ot~ • "', 

w,.b~,,~ "'~~~"'" \r. -\he.tr 0"->'-' ..--.6 o~' 60gb / I'<>~ ~ ,"4' I e..~, 
~ '0 ti<- "~ -5k-0~ ~6e.. ~ ooW"\vV\"V"I\.~ ~+ U. ~v0+on- I wht~ ~'o\-,o--(.eb o.!>l"" 

~tor t:-i.-k"UA"l~ j t>~b v:;J/10vt'"'~ \4~ i e..\-c", 1'~bv UoN~--(' 12..~,,...\ n \ .- - ---' 
GGNRA002222



~-----------~------.-- -... 
Dear Superintendent O'Neill: 

13"5 -ol-fA . 
I support the co~tinua.n?e of off-!ea~ recrea~on in the Golden Gate National Recrea!io.n Area (GGNRA). FOII_("."Ef!'fV~ 

. comments on this activity as well as Information about me that may be relevant to this Issue. I ... r::. 

•

e: r FEB 1 3 2002 
ress: I -- - d~ ~ Y /11.. ~U ~ 

(street) (city) (state) (zip) (]Fficr 
1. Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA? What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What are 

the benefi~s to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over the years, describe why. . . 
£ Vi 51 r I-or-j- r:vv,s-ron ~ p.:, .I.5;~ +i~J OL- .~. 
-r"-L. J-' c.:..c ,., r-(, t:C;j c-, IN-L- v i si +- is -1-0. ~ ~C; i...tL-~ Y of c;; (J • 
t-A.'1 do..] 3&l-..s, -tv I"(A./) ~ cL r· .o.~ -fr.:; ~ 0 ~ 
v I .(l.;vJ..5 , t.v-{.. b c.:-I't., . ~ ~t/y -fL<-- -f'-("6 4. oJ r ~dZ ~ . «//I'Y\ ~ SvCA ~ ~'Ct~ (b ~~ ~.lA.-~ a.nd ~O..j61Z5t 

2. The Park Service has stated that children, the elderly, racial and cultural minorities, and people with disabilities may avoid 
areas with off-leash dogs. Can you give personal examples where the o~posite is true - that these groups seek off-leash 
areas for their recreation? Do you feel safer ~j~ ~~i~9 in an off-Ieasti area? If so, please explain why. 

::r::-~ /V+-S vf e,(~~ ,cA..floR-~ rt:(.ci~ ~ C~. 
YVl'J n (/r) 1-4 U ;..... ~f{ /e ~J'4 ~~.. EJ/ec4~ j..(} 
.{le~ oRt7jS or-~ ole:; Iv~ ... rDfY's ~ 
ccr,,-', ,~~Il fLr .:r1-tL-~~ ~ c.P ~ 8~J. 
J:~ 6rl if. ~ Qvvt- St/Ci ,.,:Drt a..-.,., c;;4.f?-- le~4 ~~ 
Y"'\C-5f I!.el///...{/ ~ a~o4k' ~r ;;~ ~J... w~+- ~~ ~sz 

3. Please describe Whether off-leash reCreation is a social outlet for you. Do you bring your friends and family along or meet up-
5".cc.cA ~uffriends? Have you made new friends through this activity? What would be the impact on your Jife if there were no longer 

• 

Off-leash recreation in the GGNRA? b&.~ 1"1/'(J.I2?I- ~£. ~ Y d vcJ C r'1~ 8 ! eJ 
." h~~ ~ ~ I -( v/, /.& ~ rC/'-t,(j 4 -rr.e of. C6 /Cv:L<" 

tvL t;J~~J...., ~ c;-A. U ~I'r;ev--e£ SCC/~ l-r 
of-f- (ea.s4 O:-r-l-~ ~ ~~ ~_. DVoG ;.h of~ 
leu/, ~~ ~rf.-?J ~ s&-Ci~i~ ~_ a....ni~ 
V\./~ 1/ ~ 'r M.,( v u-<. ~ -Iv r ~ , 

4. Since the early 1900's, off-leash dog recre~tion has been a primary usage of some areas now within the GGNRA. Do you 
think that continuing to make off-leash recreation available in these areas is a good use of this recreation area? Do you have 
sugge~tion~as to P5JW the GGNRA can ~ake off-I,eash areas more enjoyable for everyone? ~eJ .:r; 01 0 

-rl, I ~ l::.. -rt.., ~ C v ~ -h n ~1 ~ tv Mevk.e.... t7.ff., kt:(..,s'; rf-cre e:vtl 0; 

0L1/~ '~/JL. J 1. ~ ~&'V5 i S ~ cJvtA£ ~ t/~ -tt-e., ~~ 
~ &<C- VILA- C<V-t 5fv;? ~Ct"'~.5 /-U ~ O'-v~ .. 

5. San Francisco transferred its beaches and parks to the GGNRA with the understanding that existing activities, including off
leash recreation, would contirue. Do you think the GGNRA should be allowed to renege on this part of its agreement with 
San Francisco? A..I 0 (t l 

• 1 _~." 
Signed:~ ¥ Date 2./ 1/ kZ(optionat:Age:3LSex t(jElhnicitY..W ) 

Version/.-
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I' 

Dear Superintendent O'Neill: 
1300-0/- Ie RECEiVED 

Date: __ 2._--'--'_1..-0_1.-__ _ 

F rt off-leash recreation in the GGNRA. Following are my ~i1t;faBB02continuing off-leash recreation in the GGNRA, 
. II as infonnation about me that may be relevant to this issue. 

\) f'v\ ~UP8lIf.nENOtrIT'S Omt~E r:" .. 
Name: ,fl.C:'tf\JVt w.trll;?~"\1rLl-- (optional: Age:_ Sex M \!jEthnfcity~ 
Address: lS~ 6 f'J\M'\W tr c..r S Ih\ fV'vr~ Q.k q 4.l{O) 

(street) (city) (state) (zip) 
.,. 

1. Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA. What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What are 
the benefits to you of your visit{s)? If this has changed over the years, describe why. . 

1-- -\-I\\t.c... M.'"f Dt)q> \-0 ~r\ ~l\S\.eA ft-\PCJ~ (, +I.~ 4- 'tCJ..r -< r uS£{) ~ 9 () 
v. ... :~-~~t-t w~ ~cc.. () €1:f ~ Y0VI'fJ~ 3- .114f>£O Me ~ ~~. 
f]~ tW- O~'5 Cr;: 9ct- (\~O£!) ~ af\ our VI.S\rs .. 

2. Please describe whether off-leash recreation is a social outlet for youJ Do you bring your friends and fami~ along or m~t up 
with friends? Have you made new friends thro~gh this activity? '\..l \ . 

Lt- \S <t)\.j 01 ~ -\-0 ~U~L~ WLh-- ~. C1JV\"J rx:; ft.0fQ~ ~t> ~ 
~~i).5 lYL~ ~ rx::f v 

'DO you believe that off~eash recreation is appropriate for portions of the GGNRA? Why; Please make specific 
recommendations for ways the Park Service can accommodate ara expand this activity while preserving these areas for 

;rke~":Qs SJ\-i\ C:;-rMc-oU) . p, JlI!JI«VC>\ . fI,<K. I ~ V\C:> 6~q f~ . +0 h, ~ 
WL\"'- ~~-X 1; AM, v-Jl~1\.5 .-b ~ ~ ~V\ O~l<f'\~O ~ Iou!- I QaJL 

(d~ ~\0 -k> ~\ C') Jt· r WJfL!,L WlrlJ\ My ~'"' \ 

4. What would be the impact on your life if there were no longer off-leash recreation in the GGNRA? 

Tt ~~ f<t.tM.OJ~,4- CjrCJA. Jc,urc,t: ~f ~I\ +- ~~ ~, M~ d- . 

M'l OOCj~. 

5. Do you feel safer with the presence of off-leash dogs or would you feel safer without their presence? 

-r/ttC£ LS, f.f\. ~fOll~ tSltO /[oM~0 OC9 <""'>)\.0 S"'-Oo\.,.O ¥\oT \t,~ .o . ..A L" ftJld6.~ i \oj- ~~ /VVrjo rL'7 cJf. 6c.vI\<;JS ~ ~pOflSl~O-t- 1M./} t)c') 

NOT \or\£\] MJ9fiSSLVCi.- OE)(:P f6 0,-\ ~J\skr). 

Sip;red:;()~ j!JJJJ Date Z-- /1- Oz..... GGNRA002224



----.- _ - -'._ •.• ____ . "M'_ _ 

Dear Superintendent O'Neill: . I 3 & 7..- 0 I....... .I A ..... .~. .. '~.' 
I support the continuance of off-leash recreation in the Golden Gate National Recreation Area (G~ge my 
comments on this activity as 'Nell as information about me that may be relevant to this issue. rr:) 

J .i I. / /j fEB 1 3 Zt}u:' 
~ame: r'yI!tlA..< t=t q.x:c, 11\ ~t\-< <.P"75"-Pi'1 fi¢s. (printed) _ _' . 
• dress: 3/4 .?~ 64~ ~.F g,4 ~~~'fSQrfl~~ 

. (street) (city) (s) (zip) .' 
1. Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA? What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What arE 

the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over the years, describe why. 

:J: to ,..ft..e-">5:-€- '3p-eCLl ~CJP-1 / Vf -h> f::>-ce- aJ::,~.w, ~+ 'WL~ 
7> ..f?VIL~~-~~ .. q-, . ..t~~ h.-e.-. is. flO-/- *'1pt'Ml{~ IVL.. 
fLI'S /tA.?-u\\O-1 ~UI"OW-'L....eJ'-4-. W-e- loU--<L.. #.....e-~~ 
4-0 #-€.- b--ea~ &Ld -f-k.:-e- b.edu1-~ J:;' +f,...e ~ . 

2. The Park Service has stated that children, the elderly, racial and cultural minorities, and people with disabilities may avoid 
areas with off-leash dogs. Can you give personal examples where the opposite is true - that these groups seek off-leash 
areas for their recreation? Do you feel safer when walking in an off-leash area? If so, please explain why. 

:t=" Q...d. #a.-~ _~-t- ..eJd«L .. d ~ rp--ceC>fP/wL0..6 (i/uld'(""...€ IL 10 Ike.. 

4n .'(VI'- ~ h.. w. VI ciot!.t +0 Bd, A-..eJ!() ~d phc.; 
l.u l ~~ {-k '-'L d4' I / . 

3. Please describe whether off-leash recreation is a social outlet for you. Do you bring your friends and family along or meet u~ 
with friends? Have you made new friends through this activity? What would be the impact on your life if there 'Nere no longe 
off-leash recreation in the GGNRA? 

• ::c M.V<-€.... t91\.111 Ou.JI~ Wo..C1" "C»l1 Q-<-n:..~ W'-C'> ..... ~b . , 

u.J~ ~,-cc.VJL w~t.L ~ ~~ ~1~cI s ; V'- -t+a-+- ~~'cx:z/ 
#Ci.V'- /It'-#~ ICL~+.¥-A-~--L~ t~~· ".J>tt-ftL. .. a....~~\~ 
-ScULRY'la __ j~; ~V~~e-t ~p~...(2..l1-{tLJ+-~ ~(;VLUIJIl1 50 h(t2K.{/ 
~Ii ---e / q A }::) tY ~"> l V\- /11, f.A A-~. I 

4. Since the-karly 1900's, off-leaSh dog recreati1n has been a pnmary usage of some areas now within the GGNRA. Do you 
think that continuing to make off-leash recreation available in these areas is a good use of this recreation area? Do you havi 
suggestions as to how the GGNRA can make off-leash areas more enjoyable for everyone? 

W~~ U~~ t\. \I'Lc, .~-e- :Pa.~L( --L-. Grt..d ~ 1;LJ\vt-~ p-tJ:6lL-flYl 

6\:;: +t,,,-~op)JL #-e..o--e. ~~cut4 ~$. L ~X
,+J'Cc~ r~->~-/A.<-e y IatL~Y'~ CJ\.+- /....eas-<z- c£J-iu t b cft,~'<',-,<
()J)U Id 6~ /lo I C>f1.--e /r-. +t-'\.~ ~"<"k::-'---rF-e_:~--e. ts ~ . 
~~rh,/{J-1 #cd- u..,,--L. dft-r- \\-e.$+~I'U- V~d't<fL.. b, hl~1A-~ ~ +/c-e. cia.. '1 . 

5. San Francisco transferred its beaches and parks to the GGNRA with the understanding that existing activities, including off· 
leash recreation, would continue. 00 you think the GGNRA should be allowed to renege on this part of its agreement With 
San Francisco? .! ! 

• ~SO{U~I' . , 
S4;;"~"7~ Dale a/u/OQ. (opUonal:Age:d/.S&c Vnk:!ty.it.?J,£ 
Version 1.0 
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J' 

':'RE(:hiV\lC' 
FEtll ~ lU{l! 

... ~-..... - ..... , .. - .'- .. " ...... ,,,. ····w ... • 

~ Dear Superintendent O'Neill: f 3C,t ... tJ (-/ c.., 

• 
I support off-leash recreation in the GGNRA. FOllowi~MRWt~R~~ut continuing off-leash recreation in the GGNRA, 
as well as information about me that may be relevant @fffi§';~W.t1: ! . . 

• 

Name: f 1/ J /11J 1'. f JIM (optional: Age: __ Sex M F Ethnicity~ 
Address: ,,. J fI J II ""(H j,)J, ({ JI?I B ~ V}/ () ?i1 ~ f Ifp /? 6 

(street) - (city) (state) (zip) 

1. Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA. What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What are 
the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over the years, describe why. 

)~A/J'fVdL-VL~ /?r ~ b?t-~~~ 
~.~~'~.~~'lA?ry. 
~~~dkv~. 

2. Please describe whether off-leash recreation i~ a social outlet for you. 00 you bring your friends and family along or m~t up 
with friends? Have you made new friends through this activity? 

kiAt ?t)/JeIJ,A4 II~ 
I1dtt;t · "~IV".."V" / ef ~ /I n~ 
~ 4iA7vL II/niL A/H, ~ ~ tt?tAI ~ , 

/JLIAv~ . 
3. Do you believe that off-leash recreation is appropriate for portions of the GGNRA? Why? Please make specific 

recommendations for ways the Park Service can accommodate and expand this activity while preserving these areas for 

futuregenerallona ~. . tf7t~ ~ ~ ~ .• 

/ftyk ~~$w~~ 
~J1:;h~~~' .~~ 

4. t/'~ ':. ~e~~ y:':f ~ere were no longer off~eash recit:::GNRA? ~ 
7Ju; tvn,d J.~f£~hL4~/M~~ 
A/nnVlV'n~~b. ~ pA/r~ ?I' ~'-/-'-T 
~' 

5. Do you feel safer with the presence of off-leash dogs or would you feel safer without their presence? 

m~ ~~At/. M~A'?14-/M 

• ;liMA J1r.' . c1 h~ ~~ 
~:':l,PA ~ tul~, 'Y/ 

S~:'VVIVVO: ~ ~,/ Date '//1/1/)-
~/'~ 

GGNRA002226



{Io. " 

4. What would be the impact on your life if there were no longer off-leash r~reation in the GGNRA? 

T + 11\ b~ V~y~ 5 a.. d-. ~~ ~ M ~ -p:. M 10W tlAA* Y'A'1 ct ~S cl 0 ~ Vl." o-t II' 

1A.0v~ cMA ~"'- l-\)ku 1-~~1 C~ f'V'~~~~ f lOAf OV\I\.-cA t71) C-/ cd 1-:- It 

...1 W 01,l,[ dVl. f ~ cdof ~ i-o T)("Lvc.(?,...v ~ 1 OV\. J ~ ~"J (1JV\ - / olL(;(.9~ • 
W (}..II J<A'lI1J WUJ t ~ of ry #lit - / e-cvd 1 /5 ntrt .J&'/A.,(,~~ , 

-S'o.f, 
5. Do you feel ~ with the presence of off-leash dogs or would you feel safer without their presence? 

i ~ \-(~) -\~It...\ c..,~-t ~~ l ~ w ititt c>-ff -/ ~ ClS fA cl. oJ 5 I ::L. ~ )\)'j 
. Jk. \1 

~ Ov"\C/VUIAj I \I\IL,. cA.~JS s oc.,1 tLt ~ 5~ it (JvVL 0\ 'f I CMi W ~ k.CL c k v tlA Ur-

\V\. ~ rclVk , S.: d/A1u1- & Date. __ 2_J_t.i_~_O_·.L __ 

GGNRA002227



-.-- .. -. 

D~rintendent O'Neill: 1370 - 0 /- I A 
I support the continuance of off-leash recreation in the Golden C?a,t~ ~ational Recreation Area (GGNRA). Following are my 
comments on this activity as well as information atxR&OIIW~levant to this issue. 

~e: ~ , (optional: Age:.:3:1 Sex rMJ F Efhnicity----1 .ss: 0 CQj 
(street) \J i: f: ut ~ j' l' I ~.IIT (state) (zip) 

1. Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA? What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What are 
the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over the years, describe why. . d . 

J["" LA'S.I+- J-- -3 fi ~ CL ~,d-fl r»td I, ~ o.JJUrur 
~.~ rwor cfc,a- J CL ~~~ ((3ord.v.. ibtlr:e. tv/ljC. :v..a1Jtt{. 
~ 11~ b I () tN.. ~ Ma/ r: ~ Y\MJet. SJUft ~ 
f~~~ ~ b::~~.~~~oLJ&cJ~J;j/bC)+h aA. . 

2. The Park Service ~stated fat childr~~ elderly, racia~d cultural minorities, and people with disabilities may avoid 
areas with off-leash dogs. Can you give personal examples where the opposite is true -: that these groups seek off-leash 
areas for their recreation? Do you feel safer when walking in an off-Iea~ area? If so, please explain why. /I 

.LW s. I S ~vt r~ 1. ':F Lt1I\ ~ ~ 6v- Cy) a.. U Ifvt7J-1( 
1V21ILon ftt ~ult/ ~ r~~ ~~ I~I\ all£ ~ 
~. D~ ~~ ~ tJ6\J~~US V Ht~trJ 
.M~~ Ufu~ ~ ~~' c/..JP~ to ptar/ dCl pa"ul<. 
-r::.t: P--~ ~pw- NJJ.;-e (yIl ,'{Ill;:h'o;;;( ~ ~ do~/' flutl1hd fJuA.t¥J'f. 

3. Please describe whether off-leash recreation is a social outlet for yo~. Do you bring your friends and family along or meet urI· 
with friends? Have you made new friends through this activity? What would be the impact on your life if there were no longer 

.ff"eaShr;;~ffo UirM./IAJj tv'vtds wluJ 00D Iov~~r· 
O~ ~P~lC ~ ~ / £t/f4 8~. ftrd-.s 
b~SL rJ&"fJ' ~ ,c./S,l/~ ~ 1.-AAeuct'G; ~ ~~&:. 
P ~ o0/IJ-- rW :fYI0o/-ck~ ~ ro :£ p04: ( ftk.. 

4. £~~ e~;foo~ea~og ~t; hfs~n ~brusafe ~~~reas now~~i:. Do you 
think that continuing to make off-leash recreation available in these areas is a good use of this recreation area? Do you have 
suggestions as to how the GGNRA can make off-leash areas more enjoyable for everyone? /) ::t _ A A _ L ..... 

oFP UrMfL JeU'f..lJ-!frd!7 {S ~ ~f;tJ-I.. £/tJ/[,/ ?y~ 
0.... (V~#aJ- '?JdrJ. ~ (J-Q.0f~w/l( ~fo ~o 
(n;, (') d S l' cPv; S 1''JvvJ) i~ rkd- ~ ~ tR./ .... ux. /5 a . 
k p~ ~ CPM.Ji... {I tffL ~rN.f.s f6 r p0-0h c.. 

~ oofLve;t"4 p~d. &..A.CU'IL/, h-cv;A. U.vtL!./ ~. 
5. San Francisco transferred its beaches and parks to the GGNRA with the understanding that existing activities, including off

leash recreation, would continue. Do you think the GGNRA should be allowed to renege on this part of its agreement with 
San Francisco? N o kJ AY~ '. Signed:----:rIflM~>iL~~~1&!__I+'»6=---==-----Date Jig /oL 
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Dear Superintendent O'Neill: " / ~11-OJ -~ L ~ 

.I support the continuance of off-leash recreation in the Golden Gate National Recreation Area (GGN~~~'1~ 

,

mments on1thiS activity as well as information about me th.@II~ relevant to this issue. FEB 1 3 200l 

ame: ~n~ ~1 V; oV)..} r· (print~) 
dress: 3 2 ~;; Rej' nA K'4. s;;SP.~~g C1UP.~i!iJS@lct J (street) (city) (state) (zip) 

~1. Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA? What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What are 
II the benefits to ypu of your visit{s)? If this has changed over the years, describe why. • 

~ ~ W~ vb, +- ~ && ~ (...A ~ Ave.V-ti.'t- 1-y./ m ~+h... :r h !tV i \-. ~v- J !NG 

f1 11_ :-\- puv+- 'Fun stu", ih suW\W"v.r uue- IM.L D4~ @ ~ kJea0k, 
\J ~ 7Y1:~v~(; n' e (t:L d- -M~ fs 6 r5v,dC!R _ (tvJ ~ ~ ~ "S. F.) dod-<--
3":::\ \04wV"l v\'ss1 :. {J- \. 

"} E oVV \0 oDk...f- fA) dhv !fV./V clo~ ~.fl4e~ b- tIl~ rr-. ~ 1o~;J ~ () ~ ~ v-

~ ~Du-h"'¥=> fJ..f\.e. upu~ <1 vcv- ~ &J,,~\.-c ~cJ- /).L) ~.5~ OVt'V"V),YI\·+t-
2. The Park Service has stated that children, the elderly, racial and cultural minorities, and people witH disabilities may ~bfa1 . 

areas with off-leash dogs. Can you give personal examples where the opposite is true - that these groups seek off-leash 
areas for their recreation? Do you feel safer when walking in an off-leash area? If so, please explain why. 

W L h C\. v-e.. vi) i +ecR. ~ o.(2f. - /e~ ClL- tiJv-t/> UIA &.v- ~ / ~~ IsV'- ~\;-
~t--v\~ .( D -'1fCl~ .. -::r:-- hp-.IK. 'r\f"cV' W I~A ~1 ,Ju.-+ 1> pn.lb~ 
~h.Lv') oy- vQl p.... tlo}\. /,t.J.~ h~ t-I.J~ h,'lc.et{ ~ ..frA..(·(S ~v Loe/..c.l-

w} ()vv- ~ ~~G<.. ~ wv/d... ~ L 's 1'"I~....v 5). -r6dA'11 k 5~tL ~V\ll.l~ 

/ 3. ~ase ~~~Cri~ ~~~~ff-Ie~h r~~tio~a ~~f~fet fO~~~Do ~ bri~r ~~~~:m~IO~~ mt~ 
with friends? Have you made new friends through this activity? What would be the impact on your life if there were no longer 
off-leash recreation in the GGNRA? .....J. ,.Ih 6-G tV «. A , s ~ 0'- \'-1 F '4c.c- ~ {l/Vt I(1I..l 06 -h> ~'1 h til. \Ie b... 

~ ~o..~~\'1 00+\ "'j La OUv -Pt...'O"~" _ i\l\c \JtM-o ll\jv ~~ VJe dv\1.Ie- lJ~ ~ . 

We.e ke/",-cLo ~ ~ t~ (]V Jt,J1 NtA. ~'- AI t.. ~tLtt., trV~ bn'IAj ti..JlJL 

DVV D0~ Db --h.wv.. ~ cJ.."~ ~t::-t!-""~ IV--- ~ /'<!..~l h. Lo~ -I- 1+ 13 

/;... "",JtM -- \~ ~~ exe.. Jvs i fY-..." 1tJ~ Ilf V\ tl @"fh.c- t:5~4..~ I:bu)e) hi b!. .J.. -j,}v,r.k (r~ ~ 
4. Since the early 1900's, off-leash dog recreation"has been a primary usage of some areas now,within the GGNRA Do you 

think that continuing to make off-leash recreation available in these areas is a good use of this recreation area? Do you h e 
suggestions as to how the GGNRA can make off-leash areas more enjoyable for everyon~? J • " 

, h.Lve. ttl"'-N.v I~ -11"<. 
~ ~dr blYv t1ff I.e./..., t-- ~o. ~~fr\.- cA> ~.~ ..f.e.,......,~.Lo . 

5v '.)yubi &JL .J-- ~...fu ~ (-J~--kDl-ed . P~6"(JlL L-U ~ t.>+-
" ~ D ~Ih...: 
• IA "' ,. ""*'-"L.s c:J.. tW.. ~v-~\,<.€.J. [....>~ Ao:l- --h"'-l!... --hA 

~()6 '-<1'~ tvy.-"J J • - -A", ~~ . -I \O€-
o.C- ~\/I~ ~edr -.r::- beliete- I> ~lJl~cl v tA. *ul, v-Je((-ldvt:G'l. 

~v ~iW'-&'. "~,,- ...h~ tJ ~ ~~, kt- ~j{), d.{)"yo, L ~/,c<k ~ 
ISo... ~ l~ ~YLP\""'~~ 4 o~ .sr~ 4v ..... ;l,~k -to ~ , 

5. San Francisco transferrecfits beaches and parks to tWe GGNRA with the understanding that existing activities, including off
leash recreation,_would continue. be you think the GGNRA should be allowed to renege on this part of its agreement with 

San Francisco? fo~5 ~\ uk' 1 [Un-\- ' 

• Signed:_ ........ (L~-~,---"",--.ff~. -UAtm:....-...=:..-=--O*c=:=-----.:Date -z-./fD / 0 Z-- (optional: Age:!I!f Sex M F Ethnicity---1 

-
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------ ------------

Dear Superintendent O'Neill: 
1312-01- /0 

Date: _c:A...J.-~_//.L.-J_Dd __ _ 

I support' off-leash recreation in the GGNRA. Following are my comments about continuing off-leash recreation in the GGNRA, 
~" as information about. me that may be relevant to this issue. . 

Name: (optional: Age09 Sex M@EthniCitY.tU ) 
Address: ( 7 . c;4 If 

(street) (city) (state) (zip) 

1. Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA. What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What are 
the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over the years, describe why. 

:J; f10 '/;J p;. ~ ~ ~ ~ _1IJf dffij, 
vi ~ w-Ju -J ~f rMf doff J Y2 ~ ~ cufJL -

f!pL '- ~fux- ~ k 
2. Please doseri WIle er ~ on is .. la~~ your friends and family along or m"l!t up 

with friends? Have you made new riends through this activity? 

~ Ct )l1JCU! ~. "~AUi ~ ~ 
/pJArJ0 ~,~ . ~~E'''ED 
~ 10 11· ~YL,' FEB 13 2GOZ 

.. . . :UPEmrHEi~~m~"s CITl"il 

.~ Do you believe that off-leash recreation is appropriate for portions of the GGNRA? Why? Please make specific 
recommendations for ways the Park Service can accommodate and expand this activity while preserving these areas for 

futuregenerations\ ~ '. W-zet;;/ ];f ~ 

$I}::h 15,5 (/JIPAP *;;!f1fr'/:::Jji~R-Cj~)(?j ~7\k lWt.L 
I~ {J,p,/--{,C>()&€.. <:J\V.. fa1t-5 row.L-~~ S.wvr-.mi.... 
~r . CJ:- {?cg+ cud '+kr.e IS hD 1LCLSiY1 1b %ue ~-f u:nn4-
r Il ~ H-' rIDperU; (hau\J-tn.I'W;f hJ. 'U.P far?s cSe ~ . . 

4. What would be the impact on your life if there were ~ lo,J~r off-leash r~reatiol\ in the GGNRA? 

:J, wou..ld 110 [~ ~ Cr \~ [-h'tttvu),a/'j) 6G.v.eA. X 

-Peet tMSeYit~~).Jf- ~ lit. a o~ ~ ~J 
tu\d ~+ Is ua1-ouy ~ Uh lCVThO Ctll 01., f7 C-0NUS lor a-t-e-rv 
lflCirjyds hq ,had tAD:{ . erM-rs- ;:.s r.eaJLj ~ 
Jj ~pvlbIIC, ~ C>/l kjs~ 

•

5. Do y~r sa~::t ;;;;;01 ~7~~0~"Z0~er-:~ut fu;;:;r~ce~ 
'=, db rof -fM ~ ~ ~ '-/W!"i t.t-v'rU b~ . 
~ ~ iv f'7J~ S ~ r;/J:; ~ C7il I3L-~ 

Signe~ Date 44cJd--GGNRA002230



-- -------.... ' - ----. ~ ..... ~ t - . 

De~r' Superintendent O'Neill: IOI'D - 01 - J A 
I p.upport the continuance of off-leash recreation in the Golden Gate National Recreation Area (GGN~iiJM~y _ , 
comments on this activity as well as information about me that may be relevant to this issue. 

C \_ FEB 1 3 2002 ,J;s.me: ...)0. U (' '\ OCt,""\"" r e l;'" '00££ (printed) 

_bress: Y J D\. ~ 0.. '\ ; -e -T -\(A \" \ oj e Soo ~ I C\{\C ~ ")c 0 (II OJ aw.TE"lJH~T'S UroCE 
(street) (city) (state) (zip) 

1. Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA? What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What are 
the benefits to you of your visit( s)? If this has changed over the years, describe why. '3 + 1 me S 9\ (YtfV\b1, 
~ So'f'(\e... -\-\ VY\ e S .~CA.\C e /YV) ~ dOCj ·-\-""'e.~e ( ~ e.(\ ~o~ 

see \ '00 c1cXj'S 'oe \ I{'\ q +"'~ MS-e \ \Ie s, 13: ner9;e-{ i c 

'ov--no\~s o~ JO'-) I v-.tcso· \,\<=-e -\-~e.. Ot+~~Q. 
1;. \ \ \c e ~lA L 'Sc..- e..V'<-''"':J ~ 

2. The Park Service has stated that children, the elderly, racial and cultural minorities, and people with disabilities may avoid 
areas with off-leaSh dogs. Can you give personal examples where the opposite is true - that these groups seek off-leash 
areas for their recreation? Do you feel safer when walking in an off-le~sh are~? If so, please explain why. 

E ~ e \~ S\Y\c..-e ~ 'Ng~ '{9~0q l )o\Jed dogs 
(J\ ~ ~ ("\ ~ D\ ~ ~ I ~ -\-'v\" V\ \. c. -\-\r) e d C8 S::. ~Vh--t C2J 6 

~t,e re. (A\(" e 4-'c.\V\ e..cA W 'v\ ~ WOV\. (cJ -\-lrle..,-::) 
6:-t-~ e.r of c.:x/jC; -rh 6fl -:;' A y) cA -\-\t\ e. . o~~ ~I 0 ( e 

\"2..- e c.;, Y'CV'\ ~ l ~ e, 
3. Please describe whetl:ler off-leash recreation is a social outlet for you. Do you bring your friends and family along or meet up 

~ with friends? Have you made new friends through this activity? What would be the impact on your life if there were no longer 

- o~-leash recreation in the GGNRA?", .-=r: c;:.. \vJa~"5 -\-\0 \ f'\ l~ -\-\n ~ ~ ?\ c,( e 
• \S \-V\c. \oe:o:.,\ ?l0ce W 0,0 OA WC-rrv, dc.j 

\ he Jog s t:r.-{ C? -~ \ e.Ad l'-1 (PV1c) ~\r) e ovJ:,e.r..s 
luve: kti"'\~cl~ t1loov---t -\""0e~{'" cJ~s~ AnJ \dc...e 
\r0 V ~ I) 0 W'\<J) E' ( : e.t\ cl s. en ~ 0Lj -Th «. cJ. C::)(j S '4.5C ~er 

4. Since the early 1900's, off-leash dog ~reati::>n has been a primary usage of some areas now within the G.GNRA. Do you 
think that continuing to make off-leash recreation available in these areas is a good use of this recreation area? Do you have 
suggestions as to how the GGNRA can make off-leaSh areas more enjoyable for everyone? ~ 0\ \ I./\...i;' c.j...5 

\-\.r)OV\Cj h -\- -\-~~ ~ ?\~( e vJe/! 'S. ev)JO ~ ~b\~" 
T \ c) 0€ J-..~ s:- t:::::"'f,d ~ \ () Ve -\ '" ~ \0 eo--c hr. 

::s;: (/> l S; 0 -:-"r \tI \ V\ It --\- 'vi e '-<I VU -\- e n t> ~ 0 h ~~ h ''''~ 
C-f\rJt. ~~C h e..s rfu...r ~ euy\ '<.. "'\v 2>l r\ () (l ~ 
-\ 'v\ ("" b W -\\A(2. \ r s. --\- LA f e C/J L.A.XA lj (~ \f'.0 0e 

S t- ,0 '"'~ -\ e e \ '\ t)::J~ r)u U) O\.ro{ .s... -Tv. e r ro I'V} ; 3 e · 
5. San Francisco transferred its beaches and parks to the GGNRA with the understanding that existing activities, including off

leash recreation, would continue. Do you think the GGNRA should be allowed to renege on this part of its agreement with 

San Francisco? ~ S ,\"""{G)",,~\ ~ c?\ 5,'(<2 e r -\-\0 f./'-l c.~ a\o~.s \De 
~ e \'-C ~ &-f" 0 -e 1 \ ~ S e \ e- -\ \-)e /I ? • Signed: . ......LI..~~'-'--'-,.~f}YI.L-_c:_-.;...(~---""'frQ'~'---"'-++_----'Date 9, -/0 - f)()O;;( (optional: Age:..:22 Sex M ®Ethn;city ____ 
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--_._--_. 

Ul::dl ';:'UfJtllllllE:maem U Nelli: / 11_ ~ 

" t: I' 37'1 01- Ie. 
! support the continuance of off-leash recreation in the Golde!n Gate National Recreation Area (GGNRA~,~ 
comments on this activity as well as information about me that may be relevant to this issue. . . 

. L1..J ("\ ~ .,. A_ '. FEa 1 t\ 'i¥lttm'~ 
Name .. ~~1ll4:.. '* .<t:?Iat'\Il~. (pnnted) ~. ~yl!Jit 

•
. --- ~C" v:1 <l"l.~ _, C<&t'o\Alpe11 aT ~l1eW~ . 

. (street) (C\W) (state) (zip) . 
1. Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA? What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What are . 

the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over the years, describe why. 

Ou y ~ M ; I, u i ~ I~ fOv+ ~·S-ttJv-.. ~ 0""" I ~ '" t;J;!: ~ ~~ 
~ t4-~\oe\ \ f\" ~. ~dt.J~ ~J e}C~ssl'1' ---h ~vc.. , 
()\}V' &-r-e~·c., (So\r!L- ~\\i-c.. ~ ~~ ~'""J. 'b e..y<"y,,·U *"'~ t.o-ld( 

M\A\'1 dflt't'- h\~ loo\)-\<V"'6US \,\~ye. Duv-- Ni~\.\a..u .... ~ ~~ u~ £V ~,1S ( 
2, The Park Se\vice has stated that children, the elderly, racial and cultural minOriTies, and people with disabilities may avoid 

areas with off-leash dogs. Can you give personal examples where the opposite is trbe - that these groups seek off-leash 
areas for their recreation? Do you feel safer when walking in an off-leash area? ·If so, please explain wf:\y. 

\J'l ~ ~6.."(' ~ ~v+ 'ful.-S~ t-d\~ OLJ V Mj 1 ~vu. ~ -'-

't~J..\p~ ~ 6-~; l1 6U ~"'j. ~'1. ~ l5 ~ t(~fPUk<.. 
"'" nw+ ru~ ~ \~ . ~ C\ -h...c. ~ fOl4.Uo £.,.c.. C~ f4.v-h'ct'jpd-c J\'1.~" 
w,'k ~ ~~;\AN..-..l- ~v dA,l 4V- fA. ,fk......a't ~l~. (.k. useS h~f ~~~~ 

3. Please describe whether off-leash recreation is a social outlet'tor you. Do you bring your friends and family along or meet up 
with friends? Have you made new friends through this activity? What would be the impact on your life if there were no longer 
off-leash recreation in the GGNRA? 

• ---yh; S ; > t!l A'y,. "!""l '1 tl..t:! "-...... ( \'1 .... 5. flGi t&- 00 .\-l".-t . 1.4: 11 V'r&-""~ 
...b r-ee-\- o-Yvu yo- ~~, \i(%J .L ~\~ ~r' tzPt- -h~ ..£.. t;,...,.... 

r,..~U ~ 5'P&A~ lbe~ d-~ vJ/ f',C-Wlc.o - C\r tJ.JC h,',~ 6- lo, +-
.l- ~ 6JJ.. V\J ~ vV' ~ ()v.. \\...~ -\U W\- ~ V f,., ~ u i CA- k ttl. - Rv-~'CMcJ l"( d I' VI. N~ 

4. Since the early 1900's, off-leash dog recreation· has been a primary usage of some areas now within the GGNRA. Do yo\.! 
think that continuing to make off-leash recreation available in these areas is a good use of this recreation area? Do you have 
suggestions as to how the GGNRA can make off~stwkeas more enjoyable for everyone? . 

to? ~ ~u\~ ~L ~.fr> 

~~.~ /jJv.6- + ~ LA {JT'lI\o.~~ 

~ ~tJ\tl {j;, UL)t, ~~~7. -r", ~ (fMA'-'~~ dVV" 

b~ l".~ j\.iM- ~ ..fh vis;'\-...h.t. \t'l(r'\..j ~ \ -r: ~4,...tC.. ~~J 
\.Jl~~ "'-'1 tM.'~ ~~A";OV.( A+ IeLS+ ~'* (Vo-~ V'wd- d{~ dl>~s. 

5. San FranCISCO transferred its bdaches and parks to the GGNRA with the understanding that existing activities, incJuding'1Sff 
leash recreation, would continue. Do you think the GGNRA should be allowed to renege on this part of its agreement with 
San Francisco? ~, I A I <Y 

NO vv~q 
---::;::::::;= =r 

(optional: Age:4=2-- Sex M ~ Ethnic~i, 
Ierslon 1.0 
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Dear Superintendent O'Neill: {3 7~- DI- lit 
I support the continuance of off-leash recreation in the Golden Gate National Recreation Area (GGNRAL Following are my 
Comments this activi~ wel~S information about me that may be relevant to this issue. RECEI VED 
Name: rJ :::.J. fI [) 'jJI/.5 (printed) fFtt 13 200 . 

eddress: 'g'~O tlIL 6uC//() 1/. S-~... C~~ '1Y/rr 2 
1. Please describe how often a:ere you visit the GGNRA? (w~at are your => activities o~!~~~~~Am~Gvhat are 

the :j.~ :z:urVi~=irC~6~: ~~r;t.7~54;V;~c ~ V£ ut 0 VER 
Ii IGiN.jl'(l£~D./)f hdf£) fJ1/r)<VIYJ ".V>; ~f FT. Fu)USIIJ'k
t4Jut) C L"fJY FJl!/J)1 /I) dltJ of( ~?I.r4 dytIJYU. -:::C A4//8 
vseD f!hfJJtC I1.ILIY,ft ./Is St/(;/i roJu 'ov8)1..J )0 ye-/lM~ 

. 2'. The Park Service has stated that children, t~e elderly, racial and cultural minorities, and people with disabilities may avoid 
areas with off-leash dogs. Can you give personal examples where the opposite is true - that these groups seek off-leash 
areas for their recreation? Do you feel safer when walking in an off-leash area? If ~~Iease explain why. 

(;,,~ ~ 'Pr;4/( ,J/4.5 ~-ff JEI/a fI£er1f Fo>1../ #?f'JJlcllriTD -PoG 
6 WlVlil&r-,wl,p NMJ:) Mo/lA( rJ4M,;-: PoI'I- <rTf /EIIS!, 
~ h f} 1/ if +p 1/ >V D i+ S"' ri f g J1./ -11:'/ ))./11/$ ,411 --Po 6 .( iff-( 
../ffAf/f /~J1J -1415"/;; ~h64.J J> IHe~S II~ #J~17 oN /Evfclj, 

3. Please describe whether off-leash recreation is a social outlet for you. Do you bring your friends and family along or meet up 
with friends? Have you made new friends through this activity? What would be the impact on your life if there were no longer 

• off~ffreck~;4G~tl£v1l1d!N F$1n w,ff/IJ~! .tOdfl !OUJ1J . 

'Vo 6 / s <; 0 Y1rz~ ? !"0f'/;s-S (jJt)! EX I'JYUI 08 /lJo /) -I/If)(l, 
~;VSOC;~G ouf/~. . 

,. 

4. Since the early 1900's, off-leash dog recreati& has been a primary usage of some areas now within the GGNRA. Do you 
think that continuing to make off-leash recreation available in these areas is a good use of this recreation area? Do you have 
suggestions as to how the GGNRA can make off-leash areas more enjoyable for everyone? 

5. San Francisco transferred its beaches and parks to the GGNRA with the understanding that existing activities, including off
leash recreation, would contije. -00 you think the GGNRA should be allowed to renege on this part of its agreement with . 
San Francisco? jlJ 0 . ' 

• --/1/ / JJ£d -- '\ 
Signe~~~ Date v ·/O·o-Z (oPtiOnat:Age:S> se(E) F Ethnicity~ 
Version 1.0 
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~ .~"~ __ "-4 ~_' __ ''''''''-'"1'''~ ... ...,_._._ .< • 
" 

. ,.Dear Superintendent O'Neill: 

137" -OJ-- fA 
I support off-leash recreation in the GGNRA. FolIO'Mng are my commfiitia1c9t&OOBnuing off-leash recreation in the GGNRA, 
~II as information about me that may be relevant t6this issue. . . I.., , !l1 () a ~UP9nrITENDENI'S oj:nr.u A 

Name: j()1l1f! lP/IQ I G: \J I1J 6edE.j (optlonai:"Age:.Q Sex M ~ Ethnicity~.4.5i 
Address: / CJ ~? ~?< 6TI;(" tiJ If'.. ~ /i3f1tilL.5 <!a ~ 9¥1/~ 

(street) (city·) (state) (zip) 

1. Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA. What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What are 
the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over the years, describe why. 

& ... -~GGfftt/,?7~:3~~~, ~~~ 
~ ~~vdd0L~.gyu:v '-'-AV 

~.~ . J~ 'cz/--

~Iease % .m:.ther off~eash recreation is a ~al outlet for you. Do you bring your friends and family along or me@t up 
with friends? Have YOt!' made new friends through this activity? 

t9J . . . ~-d/~~~~ 

;:r:4~'-~~- .J<....-aw~~ 

.. Do you believe that off~eash recreation is appropriate for portions of the GGNRA? Why? Please make specific 
recommendations for ways the Park Service can accommodate and expand this activity while preserving these areas for 
future generations. . 

~~. 9'9/f-/~~~.~ 

:p.~.r;d~~'~/ f ~ . 
~~~ -

j . .-

4. Wh~t would be the impact on your life if theft were n~ longer o~-Ieash r~reation in the GGNRA? 

& ~f2)1/ALLtt-c/r~~ ~, 
Ju~, _ :t--_-J-~ · .~~~.du 

A!-hT~07z · ~~ =-.L/~~ 

5. Do you feel safer with the presence of off-leash dogs or would you feel safer without their presence? 

• ~yut ~ '~'?'1~~. 

(/, ,(f /1) _ . ~7 
Signed: ~~~~~ GGNRA002234



.' p •• _. ---_ ••• _. -.-- ------. -

'ear Superintendent O'Neill: 

/377- O}--/A . RECEIVED 
Date: _---::2.;~. ~-.:.T-=· Z:;,..OO;....c-=2...=" =--_ 

support off-leash recreation in the GGNRA. Following are my co/Tl21eftts.~.c.ontinuing off~leash recreation in the GGNRA, 
s well as information about me that may be relevant to this issue. .- 1:.0 1 el lUU.! .1 .\4).((A'1 ~ SUPEBfNTENDHf1;PtlHifmEAge: :!;2- Sex M (E)Ethnicity~ 
\ddress: LP'-rot7 ~~tfovnl~ol- ttt- sf: & q41?-1' 

(street) (city) (state) (zip) 

Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA. What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What are 
the benefits to you of your visit{s)? If this has changed over the years, describe why. . 

WCr \i\<6\t ~ ~q\\J~ t:~,;l \~ CU'ld 0'"\ \JJC~ ~ 
fV'O.Vlj ~ ert~ -thL ?~ ~ uJ~-th 6\.Y t:xcJ . 
tuG ~~ tuM~ lNV' c;l~ C?f-f -~ fbr ~\m tc . 
vyn ~cll~' ~n.~ ~ ~~ ~\~C? V'::> ~ l\l/'6 In ~ 
~ o.ru.t .e..nd'a\..J tAft.> rf:- l \- ~ CLlJL... OWn \o~O-Yd .. 

) Please describe whether off-leastf recreation is a social outlet for you. Do you bring your friends and family along or m~t up 
with friends? Have you made.new friends through thi~ activity? 

uJe.. rn-cor ~ vn -rhL uJe~, MOYX1 ~ Into ~ 
~ I)J~ -th-tLv ~c;. -tD . eni~ -rht. off- .. ~ ~ . 
l».e, ~~ .~o...Q. y:nGJ1\C£:;t .:>rd gtLyY)L-~ ~ 
~~. LPe~~~~~~ 
(5\AJl/ t/te>qs ~ \ n.UJ-6 . 

• ~ you believ~ that o~-leash recreation is appropriate for portions of the GGNRA? Why? Please make specific 
recommendattons for ways the Park Service can accommodate and expand this activity while preserving these areas for 
future generations. • . 

Vf{-~ r ~~'n YtUM .-to ~n t:L ~~ % 
~ CsJ9\0fbPr I LO\fu ~ ~ ~ of-~ ~ 
~vlPf)t~\& YO~M~~~' 
~ J/'D(YLe;Lu.0 ~ (JJ}L ~r'9 \t-. f-iOrv tho-n ~ 

OlAfV1.eJv (')~ ed ClV¥\1lJlAlB. ~rA . . 
4. What would be th~ impa~ ~n your life if there were n~-longer<6ff-leas'" r~reation in the GGNRA? • 

We. WOVlti ~ OV-\- of t\rJL- Ch~ to ~tUt- c.J\.,Ul, pex vJ#t 
~ \ \04 ~VlAfW\~ ?Wld ClVl t\I1.e0 h? vvam. 
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Dear Superintendent O'Neill: 
/37~ -- Of - Jit --., 

Date: __ 0./---,-r'f-/,,-/Ip/ O~;)-__ , ( 

I support off-leash recreation in the GGNRA. Following are my comments about continuing off-leash recreation in the GGNRA, 
..... well as informatio~ about me that ~may ~ ~elevant to this issue. . 

'Woe: 8/)'\ \ L 'bell \ e"1 (optiona': Age:Z{L Sex M (!)thnjpity/.!JK. 

Address: 50\ '/7" (XO \Ie..., Sh:ee.=t 8a.Vlftzw(!.( S~D ell- ql.f!D 2-
(street) - (city) (state) (zip) 

1. Please describe how often and where you visifthe GGNRA. What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What are 
the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over the years, describe why. . 

...- I VIsit ~«-A t 3 -hIYlP-S ~m~u ~c!t.VED 
f/\Pv'lJ.-'>. ~ ~ fVl1 ~ h~ ~ FEB 13 2002 -

SUPERINTENDENT'S OmCE 
! .! 

2. Please describe whether off-leash recreation is a social outlet for yo~; Do you bring your friends and family along or m~t up 
with friends? Have you made new friends through this activity? .. 

, ~ ~ '~_ ~,'~S a} G-f91'JYU\) ~ 8-0 

~S~~ . 

• Do you believe that off-leash recreation is appropriate for portions of the GGNRA? Why? Please make specific 
recommendations for ways the Park Service can accommodate and expand this activity while preserving these areas for 

~bJre~~ kt ~11 &Yo-) Sf GMJ {LA 8 ~ ~ 
l~ ~ off· /-Ui---f"'. I .f\U~ re)ptf!-1~ Wn4S 

~l ~U l.J kv cJ.i,' vltY-i-~ *' 0.-8 k ~ 1" '/1.-L-
1Mswva,h'uv- <Jt ~ ~5'J a~ 1J.JeJ1. 

4. ~hatwl~mp~Y~reC:;~~eatiri~~~?~' 

~ ~ ~a%')~.+:,.~SSl~.~-r 
()Jov1:J 041'~ ~ ~S l ~ (/II- +w ~ . 
---r-~t UvJ.). be- ~:, ~ V'L6-r ~51 j~ 

5. Do you feel safer with the presenCe of off-leash dogs or would you feel safer without their presence? 

\ ~ g~ ~~ oiYs~ ~1 ~ 
• r»vA -\-0. S bC-/ ~ ~ f.f.¥ CVfS f 7f0 o--ff (£O--f t,. 

'igned:l=-~ Date GGNRA002236
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Dear Superintendent O'Neill: 

131~-OI--IA 
IsiJpport off-leash recreation in the GGNRA. Following are my comments about continuing off-leash recreation in the GGNRA, e" as information about me that may be relevant tolhis issue. 

Name: C~os~ f Jl;-ffl:rY A 
Address: 6t70 91E"LP S sr JX;)./ t=eJ(J N' 

(optional: Age:fl Se@ Ethnicity-.-J 
C'A t9f;' / .?;2-

(street) (city.) (state) (zip) 

. . 
1. Please describe how often and INhere you visit the GGNRA. What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What are 

the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over the years, describe why . 

.roz-r N.II/~()1..JJ W,,:JLI<.'/~6 MY OoG~ r' 6ClT",v,G'" e:Yc~C/~cr ,~ ~ J5F~ifT7rvL. 
A;e~ e-x e:~ ~/$e= ~' C::VVAL "TY //p'r ~/]-;II 

pvC 7iJ 66 N K~ 'S LEAS)./ ~ A>~C.FJJ7tM 

2. Please describe whether off-leash recreation is a social outlet for you. Do you bring your friends and family along or m~t up 
with friends? Have you made new friends through th~s activity? yes,-' y&)" 

RECEIVED 

FEB 132002 

SUPERINTENDENT'S OffiCE 

. ... tAW {3IIFb~~ . """'00 you ieve that off-leash recreation is appropriate for portions of the GGNRA? Why? Please make specific 
recomme dations for ways the Park Service can accommodate and expand this activity while preserving these areas for 
future ge rations. #s, . . -r-

WlfE?AI ::z:- ~ A ~7(!)ICG'" w .. -r~· A ;Z::Vcc:: ~~ k //V"G ccn-....£. .t?S' 
KNOW :.q ~ 4 7N~/v /11/6 &s~to/G~S: rb,z-I- ~t/;I(/~d;f/ ;'(}~N.<Jyr ...{/4,s" A~oI t:)i! ~4 
/,11./ /rs" t§r 1" /7'S- Fv(.c ON ,w6"FKEN'OS: /h4"VY t/rE"~.s .,..q~e:- ~6 o/AkllC:-~ 

A rvt...'- teKnJG Lti-r rvre:;qAJs 7N~ 1=i::NC"'- ;tV-..vS'7O;v S'/~ /"5 £i!:N~l"inN'G. /Axffiyt=",tf) 

/ r,(j/l',/lc -;z:.FFocn- J'XltJVL£) &- A //J?t!="O A:JT O;vII/~S ~ rn;q-;- Po NOT ;~;;- f/p 

~F~e.. -rN~JJe.·~ oR 8~n.lG /J'/€i'ill/ ,<JNlmJ;ft.s 707'"!'t:- ;:::j},ek. 

4. What would be the impact on your life if there were no longer off-leash r~reation in the GGNRA? .::z- we t/l.. 0 ....vo 
~ \ 

tJ7tv06K. {/~E' -rA.;~ rKJC1L/7Y' 

5. Do you feel safer with the presence of off-leash dogs or would you feel safer without their presence? NG 1T1.li5/C... I;JII.J 

Af./TI -So c: 14L .<JNlrn-'Ql... Oll/ ~ LE~ s'IV IS i' NO, UN££=1r J De G1e""6 70 f7/€ 

Signed:. ____ e2~if-SL__::;Z~----=~=-----L--------------Date ,;l. / t; 10 L-
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February 11, 2002 

GGNRA 

JUNE R. LILIENTHAL 
3903 WASHINGTON STREET 
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94118 

Fort Mason, Building 201 
. San Francisco, CA 94123 

ATTENTION: ANPR 

Gentlemen: 

RECEIVED 

FEB 132002 

~UPEl1INTENDENT'S OffiCE 

Please, please understand that all dogs -large and small- benefit from off
leash walking, running and playing. It is the best fonn of exercise and our 
family agrees that dog owners must be responsible for their behaviour and 
make sure their dogs respond to command and do not endanger children, 

. <It-

people or other dogs and ammals. 

When we take our golden retriever to public parks and beaches we have 
provided him with an electronic collar which controls him immediately in 
case he did not hear the voice command, which sometimes happens when ~ l S 

~ too close to the ocean and the sound of the waves sometimes over
powers the voice. He is walked on leash at Crissy Field and not taken off it 
until he has crossed the bridge and rounded over to the beach. And this 
beach is used almost excusively by dogs and owners, not children. And 
everyone is very careful and all owners carry "poop bags" with them and 
keep the beach SCI¥Pulously clean as we all wish to keep our privileges. 

" -
And these dogs all seem to be beautifully socialized in that they get on well 
with other dogs and people. And everyone is having great time . 

GGNRA002238
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/3~-o:;'-1A 

Please keep an open mind about keeping pets offleash in the OORNA. It is 
such a beautiful place and the dogs really have such a small percentage of it 
that they use. And we are all trying to hard to keep it a viable option. I'm 
sure you realize how much Crissy Field in particular means to all of us. And 
all the rest of OONRA as well. If any of you have owned a dog or grown up 
with one, I am sure you know how we feel. 

Sincerely, 

Mrs. John G. Lilienthal 
FAX 415-221-5173 

, 

\ 

\ , 

GGNRA002239
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Matthew & Christine Holmes 
455 Frederick Street 
San Francisco, CA 94117 
415-731-5738 

GGNRA 
Attn: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

To whom it may concern, 

I tJ D 2 - O( - I A 

. Via Fax & Mail: 415-561-4355 

I realize that you are being inundated with letters reiterating the same thing. 75,000 acres 
as part of this land and off leash pet owners and pets only want to preserve our inherit 
right to use only .5% of the land. However, the facts are grossly obvious that the rights of 
people are being ignored. There are thousands of acres of pristine coastline in California 
that is off limits to humans and their pets. It is there that wildlife truly flourishes. To 
restrict this little sliver of our coast seems unconscionable to us. If the federal 
government wants to make broad steps to preserve our environment we'd suggest a 
greater focus on more important issues such as waste management, over fishing & global 
warming. 

If the GGNRA wants to suggest fines for unruly dogs or owne~ that don't pick up their 
animals waste, we could support that. However to strip thousands of us that enjoy this 
freedom and respect the privileges of the environment is wrong. 

;:' ... 

Matt & Chris lmes 
Talula, Bongo & Inbetween 

~ 
Cc: SFDOG Via Facsimile 978-477-7757 

, 
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FEB 132002 

~UPfR1NTfNDfNI'S flffi'Cf: 
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GGNRA; Attention: ANPR; 

FORT MASON, Building 201; 

San Francisco, CA 94123 

FAX: 415-561-4355 

/3 ?r~- oj - IA RECE:;jVED 

FEB 13 20U2 

~UPfliUJTfNUB~T'S fls:?'ir'r, 
II h..ti; 

February 11, 2002 

Re: DOG POLICY, SUGGESTIONS 

Dear SirslMadams: 

The following are some suggestions as how to amicably resolve some of the issues 

related to off-leash dog walking/running at Crissy Field and other Presidio sites: 

• 1. Off-leash dog walking/running should be allowed and limited to designated times 

of the day, e.g. 7 a.m. to 10 a.m.~ and 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. 

• 2. At Crissy Field, off-leash dog activity should be prohibited on the beach near the 

parking area, where most small children tend to pla1 Off-leash should be permitted 

on the beach area west of the lagoon bridge (at the designated hours). 

• 3. Dog walkers should be limited to 6 dogs per walker ,including their own, to assure 

maximum control and monitoring. 

• 4. Fines should be imposed on dog owners/walkers who do not clean up their dog's 

poop. 

Cc: San Francisco Board of Supervisors 

Yours truly. JA. 
J2c.MD~ 
PO Box 29210 

San Francisco, CA 94129-0210 
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Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

To Superintendent O'Neill: 

/3~(P -0/ - /A RECEIvED 

FEB 13 2002 

!:UPEmrJTfNDENTS Or-flct 

I am a regular GGNRA park user, and I support making Fort Funston and the other parks 
in the GGNRA system accessible for off-leash recreation with my dog. 

I keep my dog on a leash when I walk on city sidewalks. When I visit the trails and 
beaches of Fort Funston, the whole point of having my dog there is so we can hike and 
run and play together. To require these activities to be on-leash is to completely 
eliminate this form of recreation for me. 

If there are complaints that some dogs are causing problems, the solution is not to leash 
every dog. Owners who let their dogs dig in planted areas, or get aggressive with other 
dogs or people, do not have their dogs under "voice control". 

Dogs under "voice control" have been allowed at Fort Funston for nearly 30 years, and I 
urge you to take steps to ensure that this practice continues. 

Sincerely, 

[Your name] 
[Your address] lAM/ 
(Ass H Ct VY\ Q 1') () 

IIq Shu Wl'J(?(? /~ 
~qN rrcmcJ 5,(0 I Gt 

qL/II !-
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February 12, 2002 {3 07-0(- fA 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
ATTN: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 20 I 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

To Whom it May Concern: 

REQ1£'l~£'O 

fEB 13 lQ!J2. 

~UPER\rlTENntt~rS CITl~~E 

·1 am writing this letter in response to the GGNPA's Advance Notice of Rulemaking 
Process regarding the current off-leash dog issue at Chrissy Field. As a new and first 
time dog owner, this issue has become important me. 

As you probably know, San Francisco has one of the largest dog/pet populations in the 
country and has been called the most dog friendly city in the country. In fact, there are 
more dogs living in the city than children. In spite of this, there ~re fewer and fewer 
places for dogs to run free and "be dogs". Where else could a professional dog walker 
make more money than a public school teacher (sad, but true)? 

As I could not access the actual text of the notice (and I am a new dog owner), I am not 
completely familiar with the reasons why the current off-leash status is sighted to be 
reversed. What I do know is that ~hrissy Field is a great place for dogs, children and 
adults to co-exist and enjoy nature ... and each other. 

This weekend was the perfect example of this. As the weather was unseasonably 
gorgeous, I took my dog to Chrissy Field both Saturday and Sunday mornings. It was so 
crowded that people were parkir.g their cars on the grass. Not only did dog owners ..,. 
and parents bring their children and/or dogs to enjoy, but there were many people who 
came just to watch. It was apparent that everyone was having a good time and that the 
dogs were a large part of the positive experience. 

I honestly feel that the fewer places that dogs have to run free and socialize, the more 
we will hear of aggressive and ill-behaved dogs. The fact is, these dogs are here and if 
the other dog owners are like me, they're here to stay. It's disturbing to think that the 
rights and freedom of good dog owners are being taken away because of some bad dog 
owners and the bad press that they're lack of responsibility has gotten. 

I urge you to reconsider this issue ... .it is definitely an "issue". Please punish the guilty, 
not the innocent. Thank you for your time . 

• 
Magna Elmendorf 
San Francisco, CA 
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To:GGNRA 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco,CA 94123 

Re: Saving off leash in the GGNRA 

February 10, 2002 

/7<39-01- JA 
RECEIVED 

FEB 13 2002 

SuPffii~JTENDENT'S nmCE 

I am a Noe Valley home owner and for the past ttu:ee years I have had a black labrador retreiver 
named Maya. "Although never a dog owner previ'ously, I became more and more drawn to dogs for 
their outgoing personalities, outdoorish natures and the joy and love that they exude. They seem the 
perfect antidote to a city that has gotten colder and smaller. They bring people together and get us 
outdoors to enjoy parks, beaches and streets. Although there are those who do not understand dogs 
or who have had experiences with untrained dogs, in my 3 year experience of being with my dog I 
have seen more unexpected smiles and open hearts from strangers than I have in my entire 15 years 
in this city. Dogs open people up. 

I believe that this connection with nature and to our animal nature should be nurtured, not repressed. 
How we treat and respect animals is a telling sign of how we expect ourselves to be treated. Do we 
allow ourselves to be caged, leashed, devoid of choice? 

How can we realistically live in a place where dogs can never be off leash? How can they swim, for 
example? How can·they play and interact? How can they catch a ball or frisbee? Are dogs really 
the threat people feel in their lives? I don't think so. I think they are the scapegoat for peoples 
frustration and fears. Rules against dogs who are trained and have responsible owners just cause 
further division and anger in our society. Aren't we stressed enough with out these rules that serve to 
dumb us down even further. Isn't there already enough Government control over our lives? Why are 
we being treated as irrational and irresponsible? 

Why not post "life guards" like they do for swimming at the beaches. If there is an offensive dog 
and owner they should be fined or have the dog sent to training. To take all rights away because of a 
few is destroying the integrity of our l~s. " 

Even though I have a successful business and home in San Francisco, I think often about leaving the 
city for good over this issue. When I think that I will be punished for letting Maya run free at the 
beach. When I do not have the right to throw her ball outside of a small, smelly tightly fenced area. 
When I see how unfriendly and closed this place is becoming I get so depressed and angry. 
Fortunately though ,she doesn't understand the unfounded fears of people who are trying to take 
her world away. 

May the dogs run and play in the parks and at the beaches! This city is named after the patron saint 
of animals, St. Francis of Assisi who lived to teach us that we will only find our deepest humanity 
through our respect and love for all living beings. 

Sincerely, 

~[~ 
Amy Faust 
237 30th St 
San Francisco, CA 94131 

GGNRA002248
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February 11, 2002 

GGNRA 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 

. San Francisco, CA 94123 

/34 I - 02.- I A 

Re: Dogs at Crissy Field - Beach Access 

To whom it may concern: 

RECEJVEb 

fEBl.3 2DU2 

~fJmJ'lBIDmi"S aITft~ 

I am a fourth generation San Franciscan and my son makes it five generations born and raised in 
San Francisco. As a proud and responsible dog owner for over 20 years I would like to express 
my hopes for continued dog access at the Crissy Field area (and Fort Funston for the matter). 

I generally separate the beach along Chrissy Field into three areas: 1) the rock break south of 
Fort Point to the rock break south of the historical buildings and museum (currently listed as NO 
PETS), 2) the middle section from the north of the water inlet bridge walkway to the rock break 
before the NO PETS sign, and 3) the last section is the beach north of the Yacht Club to the 
bridge walkway. 

In the past I use to take my dog (Springer Spaniel) to the north section because it less crowded 
and easier parking (prior to current expanded parking in south area). It was quiet and with little 
or no waves my dog could swimto her hearts content. Now that section was changed to NO 
PETS and it's desolate. Families don't use it because it's too far from parking, considering how 
much stuff they need to bring, i.e. kids, lunch, toys, etc. It's not a bird gathering place, so why 
did it become off limits to PETS? 

Now I take my dog and son to the center beach section. On any given weekend, I fmd mostly • 
people walking with their dog(s) and zero to two people lying on the beach. The first beach 
section is very impacted. There are always lots of people, families with dogs and families 
without dogs. Since I enjoy walking versus standing there watching my dog swim, I prefer the 
center beach because it's longer. 

I am afraid the GGNRA is going to 1) disallow any off leash activities, thus anger the hundreds 
of people who have been walking their dogs there for years, or 2) restrict more areas of beach to 
just people, thus increase the quantity of dogs into a smaller area, or 3) only allow dogs on leash, 
thus no more swimming for dogs. 

Carmel Beach in Carmel, California has been an off-leash beach and a tourist attraction for 
decades. Why can't San Francisco emulate their policy? My sincere hope is that the GGNRA 
accommodate dog owners to the same extent that other "special interest" groups are 
accommodated. (Dog owners certainly outnumber the windsurfers.) By and large, the people 
who walk their dogs at Crissy Field, or even Fort Funston for that matter, have socialized dogs . 
We don't have "dog maulings" at the off-leash parks. 
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Page 2 of2 
GGNRA 

(311-02-- fA 

Re: Dogs at Crissy Field - Beach Access 

In my experience as a dog owner (and a mother), I fmd that the dogs at Crissy Field are better 
behaved and supervised that a lot of children. I also realize that dog owners, in general, must be 
ten times the "responsible citizens" as parents. I live across the street from Aptos Middle School 
and Aptos Park. I am constantly picking up the garbage left by careless children from the school 
and children and parents who use the ball field. Many times, my dog has even shared the field 
with the baseball and softball players. 

I would be more than willing to keep my dog on a leash on the walking paths if it appeased some 
ofthe forces wanting to restrict dogs, as long as she could still be off leash to swim or run on the 
beach. Personally I fmd the toddlers on bikes more of a hazard than the off leash dogs on the 
paths, but that is the parents fault, not the kids. 

Another issue that constantly gets thrown into the mix is the birds who gather in the estuary. As 
an avid nature lover who goes backpacking every year (with my dog), the fencing around the 
estuary is also needed to keep humans from walking all over the plants too. I used to walk my 
previous dog on the upper portion ofthe Sawyer Camp Trial in San Mateo County until the No 
PETS sign went up. The reason given for the change was that dogs scared the native animals. 
Well, I can cite many instances when walking with my dog we saw baby bunnies and deer. The 
fence on either side ofthe walkway kept them apart. Neither bothered the other, so the only 
result was that I lost a great place for a quiet walk with my dog on pavement. 

Dogs have been man's best friend for hundreds of years. Let's make more of an effort to teach 
children and adults about dogs rather than alienate them due to human paranoia and the isolated 
incidents across the front pages ofthe newspapers. Again, there has never been any dog 
maulings at off-leash areas. Don't pU{lish all the good dogs and good owners. 

Sincerely, ~ 

ct~~~ 
Lisa Craib McMillan 
138 Aptos Avenue 
San Francisco, CA 94127 
415-982-9600 (work) 
415-469-0483 (home - unlisted) 

.1 
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February 9,2002 

GGNRA 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Bldg. 201 
San Francisco CA 94123 

RECEifVl!D 

FEB 13 2002 

[;iJP£fiNJTElJDfNT'S n~~", 
!:.i. 1 ':",1· 

Dear Superintendent O'Neill: 

I have two pugs; both adopted from SF Animal Care arid Control. We live where we do 
just so that we may stroll along the paths of Fort Funstqn\with the other dogs and their 
people. I feel safe there and love the community of reSJ>o"nsible dog guardians I meet. 

Fort Funston may serve as the model dog recreation area for the nation! At Fort Funston, 
as at Point Isabel in the East Bay, dogs are relaxed and happy. When dogs are allowed to 
run and play and sniff, they are healthy both physically and emotionally. The poor dogs 
who are trapped by leashes have no way to exercise or be socialized properly and 
therefore develop more problems. Dogs who are trained and looked after properly are far 
better behaved off leash than on. 

Beyond my personal enjoyment of the Fort, there are two important reasons, I believe, to 
leave Fort Funston off-leash. First, the Fort is kept monitored and safe for everyone 
through the stewardship that both dog people and GGNRA officers provide. Second, 
Fort Funston has become a unique attraction to visitors of the area. I continually meet 
people from other places walking and greeting the dogs, many who don't even have dogs 
themselves. 

The regulars at the Fort care so much about it that we are vigilant about making sure 
people are being responsible. We are diligent stewards of the land and foliage and 

" animals who live there because we care about it all, and well we should. 

Thank you so much for your consideration of my comments. Please keep Fort Funston 
offleash and trust that as the regwar walkers at the Fort, we want to help manage and 
care for this land as much as you do. 

Melissa wer 
624 Florence St. 
Daly City CA 94014 
650-755-1895 
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February 12, 2002 

REC""·!·'.··'~"\ 
.• ~:l it _._r.J 

GGNRA 
Attn: ANPR 
Ft. Mason, Bldg 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

I am writing in favor of allowing dogs to be offleash on GGNRA lands. , 

FEB 1 J ZUUl 

~UPERINTENDENT'S OrnCE 

I have been a Marin County resident since 1967, and as you are aware, dogs have 
traditionally been allowed offleash at beaches throughout the GGNRA. I have enjoyed 
having our dog offleash at Ft Baker many times, and at Rodeo Beach dozens and dozens 
oftirnes. 

The imposition of a blanket leash law is the most maddening bit of unnecessary 
restrictions on people that I have ever dealt with. I don't even feel like going to the beach 
anymore, since I must either limit the amount of play that my dog and I can engage in, or 
risk getting a ticket. This policy of requiring dogs to be on leash removes joy from 
peoples (and dogs) lives. A game of , 'fetch" does not work when a leash is involved . 

I would encourage you to devise a policy that allows dogs to be offleash in some way 
shape or form. For example at Rodeo Beach in Marin, the long-standing rule about dogs 
off leash was to allow them to b.e offleash from the crest of the beach, down to the water; 
this allowed them to be offleash near the water, but not near the lagoon and areas where 
birds might be. 

If there is behavior that requires some sort of regulation, I encourage you to regulate the 
behavior, but not implement a blanket leash law. I pick up and bag my dog's poop, he 
doesn't bark, he doesn't chase birds, he doesn't dig, he doesn't bother people or other 
dogs. There is no reason to implement a blanket leash law, and punish those ofus who 
are not causing problems, and deny us a harmless recreational use of the public lands. 
Thank you for your consideration, 

Sincerely, 

Chris White 
606 Tamalpais Drive 
Corte Madera, CA 94925 

GGNRA002253
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PETER F. MORITZBURKE 

3 Echo Ave Corte Madera, CA 94925 w:(510)874-4383 h:(415)924-432 

Mr. Brian O'Neill 
Park Superintendent 
Fort Mason 
Building 201 
San Francisco, California 94123 

Dear Superintendent O'Neill: 

pmoritzb@hotmail.com 

RECEIVED 

FEB 13 2002 

SUPERINTENDENT'S OffiCE 

I am grateful for the opportunity to voice my strong opinion regarding leash laws and 
their enforcement in Marin County and San Francisco. I have written to others before regarding 
the critical importance of preserving OUf coastal habitats for native species. Opening them to off
leash dogs threatens endangered bird and other species in their own homes. Off-leash dogs scare 
birds away from native habitats and nesting grounds, and trample fragile ecosystems as well as 
the nests of some ground-nesting species . . 

Please expand, strengthen, and enforce leash laws in Marin and San Francisco parks and 
coastal areas. Frequently I am disappointed at the lack of enforcement of existing leash laws. I do 
my part to remind people of these laws when I see them being violated, and I feel strongly that it 
is the duty of law enforcement agencies to do the same. Signs are always readily visible and fines 
should be issued on first violation. 

I love dogs. I grew up with dogs and currently my family has a dog, Abby, that we 
adopted from a shelter. We live in Corte Madera and I regularly walk and jog on the paths in 
Marta's Marsh, an area covered by a leash law. Both of us get all the exercise we need while 
Abby is on her leash. , 

It may be fun for a dog frolic off-leash, but a dog's right to have fun is superceded 
absolutely by the rights of our native species-endangered or otherwise-to live unthreatened in 
their native habitats. Either walking or running, the argument that dogs need to be off leash to get 
exercise, or that dogs have any sort right to be off-leash in public spaces at all, is invalid. As 
keepers of these domesticated ankals we are the ones with the responsibility to guarantee that 
our dogs do not infringe on the vital and legal rights of native species to thrive in our parks and 
coastal areas. 

Thanks again for this opportunity to express my opinion. 

Sincerely, 
,. 

~ 
Peter Moritzburke 

.' 
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February 11,2002 

Superintendent 
Golden Gate Recreation Area 
Building 20 I 

J3cr~ - Of - fA 

Fort Mason, San Francisco, CA 94123 

Dear Superintendent O'Neill, 

RECEiVED 

FEB 132002 

SUPERlrJrniDfNrS m:nl~E 

I object to any policy that would close down the paIks to off leash dogs. These areas are vital to dogs 
and their owners. San Francisco has always had areas for off leash exercise and if you close them the 
dogs will go to other areas. You have a respoDSlbility to the taxpayers of San Francisco to keep these 
areas open. If you must charge a fee to offset the costs of these areas try that first. Keep the offleash 
areas open. 

Sincerely, 

• 
Jennifer Branscom 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Bid 201 
San FranCisco, CA 941 23 
Fax: 561-4355 

1317-01- fA 

I walk my dog weekly at Crissy Field. I ha~e for y~ars. 

2/12/02 

RECEiVED 

FEB 132002 

It's very important to me to be able to exercise my dog in an open area. Living in a tight 
city like San Francisco, were there is a lot of activity (i~. cars, crowds, cement, sirens) can 
be challenging for a well behaved dog. He was a street dog picked up by the pound 
when II adopted him. He's part greyhound so he needs to run. He needed to socialize 
with other dogs. The off leash policy at Chrissy allowed him to accomplish all of these 
things with confidence. I don't know if I would have.adopted him if I wasn't able to take 
him to such an open place, full of the type of activity a dog needs. He's come a long 
way . 

I think a compromise can be made between the "birders"; dog owners, and people with 
children. We all live here. We all should be-able to enjoy the. one or two open spaces left 
here in the city. 

In my opinion, forcing the dogs to be on leash is not a compromise. Having a dog on 
leash on a beach is like ~ringingtl'a double fudge cake to a Jenny Craig meeting. It's tor
ture. If an acceptable agreement cannot be made between the groups, a vote should be 
taken in the city. On the ballot. There a for more people in this city with dogs than chil
dren or "birders" we would win if it came to a vote. 

That's my 2 cents. 

Thank you for your time, 

Katie Hopkins 
Associate Creative Director 
Publicis Dialog 
945 Battery Street 
San Francisco, CA 941 11 

katie. hopkins@publicis-usa.com 
Phone: 445-2254 
Fax: 398-1 043 

\ 
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February 12, 2002 

Golde-n Gate National Recreation Area 
Attn: ANPR 
Fort Mason 
Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

To Whom it May Concern: 

As a 28-year old native of San Francisco, I currently own a business, a 
home, and a dog In this great city. 

This letter is to serve as a reminder to you that my dog Is an Integral part of 
my life. I choose to live and work In San Francisco because the quality of 
my life Is significantly enriched by the ability to exercise my dog off leash 
on GGNRA property. I specifically enjoy walking my dog and socializing 
with fellow dog owners In the Fort Funston and Crlssy Field areas. My dog 
requires exercise that, unfortunately, my urban home cannot provide. I 
am dismayed by the GGNRA's proposed on-leash laws and question the 
logic behind such a knee-jerk reaction. While our society urges its 
members to own dogs because of positive emotional benefits, why would 
the GGNRA enact regulations which would prevent urban residents from 
owning dogs? 

Though I recognize the need to leash dogs In designated areas of our 
community, I feel strongly that my rights as a pet owner should be 
honored equally and believe that the GGNRA should focus its attention 
on responsible park use, rather than denying the rights of a specific 
community group. 

Once again, I strongly urge the GGNRA to protect the rights of all park 
users by allowing dogs off-leash. 

Best regards, 

O.~ 
~atrlcla Calfee 

Cc: Crlssy Field Dog Group 

CalfeeGroup, LLC 

537 Oak Street 
San Francisco. CA 94102 

PHONE: 415.934.1571 
FAX: 415.934.2571 
www.calfeegroup.com GGNRA002258
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J31~ - 02..- IA 

a:r~nJ\Iea 
Buildin 201 g • 
Fort Mason, San Francisco, CA 94123 

Dear Superintendent 

Roddy Simpson 
San Fnmcisco, CA 

RECi::iVEU 

FEB 132002 

I am writing because I am disturbed to hear about the ANPR and the fact you guyS are considering 
maldng all of the GGNRA off leash. 

I am writing to say haw thoroughly against it lam and I firmly believe that all the GGNRA should be 
oft'leash everywhere. I can't fully express how upset I am with your reeent 
actions as guardians of our local recreation 4rea. Stop an this nonsense ••• I will 
never lease my dog in GGNRA and will go to court every day to fight it. The 

_,_ actions of your park rangers are rude and I because of this mess my opinion of 
them is lower than ever. There are far more iDlportant issues to concentrate on 
that oft'leash pets. I would like to say I think that 

ALL 
AREAS OF .. . 

GGN 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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Pagel 

SHOULD 
BE .~ ... 

. , 

.OFF·LEASH 
• AT ALL 

TIMES 
Sincerely, 

Roddy Simpson 
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February 9,2002 

GGNRA 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Bldg. 201 
San Francisco CA 94123 

Dear Superintendent O'Neill: 

}L/(JO-Of- 3A 

REC£IVEa 

FEB 132002 

~UPERliUTEfJDfN.i'S.'~t 

I don't have a dog, but am a regular GGNRA park user and SUPPORT making Fort 
Funston and the other GGNRA parks accessible for off-leash recreation. Each time I 
come to San Francisco I go walking with friends at Fort Funston and thoroughly enjoy 
Seeing the dogs. 

Dogs under voice control have been allowed at Fort Funston for nearly 30 years, and it is 
now a tradition. I urge you to take steps to ensure that this practice continues . 

Nikki Bluestein .. 
7791 East Osborn Rd. #242 
Scottsdale AZ 85251 

\ 
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D~rintendent O'Neill: , /L/O/-O(-/4 RECE:i \lEU Date: tI nh 2002 

I support off-leash recreation in the GGNRA. Following are my commf~~ Jo~t~~~nUing off-leash recreation in the GGNRA, 
I as information about me that may be relevant to this issue.C"llp::-r;I;"TI::

1
"jI£H""" rr[";-i'~-

VU .. Illl~ W~UI;;,Ji o.l l..;'j, "J: 

£I{(( dl(o,J) (optional: Age:_ Sex M F Ethnicity--1 

Address: !flO Et.llA6fffi sr -If t{ 5"r cA f'lll'l. 
(street) (city.) (state) . (zip) 

~ 

1. Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA. What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What are 
the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over the years, describe why. 
r 111)'1'1 Ar t.E~5r 2X/wK XI'I W 1~fC?'{ ~tJ {, >f/wl( ;r:tI >v./"l/'1t:-t<. 

/'1./hrJL'/ :r ..11 S IT 'TO 1/1 Kc c';TT'U .A1Y /.JOf-- oFF-LeASH. 

:r:r .:cr A lA,)'j)r.tlJERFIlLl.Y Prn c i:Fv(. ~,oi::'--t(II::~,Jc..IF.::r rJ.-IANl{ (fo/J £Vt:""f("f77/'1t!!::r:

ft) !WI.) :J: M ,ey1ACf21 .-,-t-{M ::r HAve ("JLH' A 8l!~RL ,oUlt..<=<1'O 6-0 -m BE 

w ll'{7il P1.i 1)0 fr' A,J () 1D ...JArZ..ri ffE7( T/?tJef C FALl VIF. 
2. Please describe whether off-leash recreation is a social outlet for you. Do you bring your friends and family along or m~t up 

with friends? Have you made new friends through this activity? . 

2:: 13f:.lli6- i-j{fn./05 /JLO~6- OFrrN) AJ.tJ I-/A-J~ l'1er,/V//trJ'f New /-vf16-A/()S 

At hJ t-1 S17>~ IP",Q ()~ Dc G- fAR. K~ . 

• 0 you believe that off-leash recreation is appropriate for portions of the GGNRA? WhY; Please make specific 
recommendations for ways the Park Service can' accommodate and expand this activity while preserving these areas for 
future generations. . . 

:::c /3ELlt::-VE. ::["l .xs £NTr{(ELi AfPRoPR 1 I"lTE'. 6"/{O)IO"'/ itT P:;;",{S'(1),.j ..:cr CAv~c:tJ 

(3y REXOJ.--tL. or .:a:..r: pL.t4Jr !,~t.-y)()l"lll\.l-4TE"d~ ,jot e /J06-S . 
. ~o. 

"IH-t ;J 1-'I<I).s Qh./ 1.5 e fl{o TI;-"7: n:-() 5 6""" .Jt$ oa-l A L.L Y. 

4. What would be the impact on your life if there were no longer off-leash r~reation in the GGNRA? 

:::c. ...)cvlJ) 577<or-l6-L Y 4J ,..jt;. I/)C'f( L.CAvlI.Jlr '11+C- 13 Y M~A. 

5. Do you feel safer with the presence of off-leash dogs or would you feel safer WI t their presence? 

l-IrJ,JesTL'I/ /{Cffl+t'-;(. :r: FeEL A~ '"J1;klvcrH Au.... DOfr5 11M'-'- ,;- QFF-LE'"A~H ME"' 

.A FE') &rr ::r: Do"/ 'T t< .,.low w I'd X'L) }-c-eL "S"AFE'~ ': ~ "THAN 'il\C' ,FACT 

'itfAT SDJ'lETI.I'1E5' L..£"'"--1S'He:=tJ /Jorr5 MC' <?,,(rG-/(C:s5/vE. 

s~~~_~ ___ c_~_~====~;~=~-~ ____________ ~~u~ ~L 
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e,ate: IJ" /a.<~ 
To: GoJdet1GCl National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

RECEiVED 
FEB 132002 

SUPERIN 1'6N9m.'SMffrE 

As a response to the National park Service ANPR intended to solicit 
comments from the public regarding pet management within the 
GGNRA: 

I ask for the analysis of any.alternative.to the current restrictive 
regulation be measured from the baseline of the former po~icy that 
allowed off leash dog walking in certain areas. 

I ask that the current regulation be changed to designate former 
Ayoice cont.rol" areas for off leash dog walking at Fort Funston, Ocean 
~each and Lands End at the very least. . 

Thank you. 

• 
Sincerely, 

_5Z~~=:="~C8.o::.::u.tA..xvi?--=:~~=-____ (Signature) 

----'-m~s ._:@c--...r ...... i,o,u..h~8~urllll:-L.L.n -.s _____ ( name) 

"mments accepted Jan. 11,.2002 through March 12,2002 

., r-... 
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I am writing to save off-leash dog walking in the GGNRA. I see no reason 

why our dogs cannot have off-l~ash recreation and still respect the rights of 
'. 

park users as well as protect the important natural resources of the GGNRA. 

I know many people have written and attended meetings regarding this issue, 

so you don't need me to tell you the 4et,ails. I am one of thousands of pet owners 

living in the Bay Area concerned about the new policies. When the National Park 

Service took over ·the GGNRA we were assured ·that those lands would be preserved 

for recreational use by all citizens. What we are asking for is the right to walk 

our dogs off-leash in a very small portion of the GGNRA, as we have for years. 

There is room for everyone to enj oy these parks. ~ve need a policy that is fair 

for everyone that wants to utilize our recreation areas. Thank you for your 

consideration of this matter . 

.... , 

Sincerely, 

(L~(l 
A~G_ Nr 0:;' ? 

RECf;.;jVEU 

FEB 13 2002 
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February 12,2002 

GGNRA 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason 
Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

DearGGNRA, 

(lfoL{~ 0/- IA 

My name is Susan Hansen and I moved to the Glen Park neighborhood of San Francisco 
in November 2001. I have 2 "older" dogs, Sally is 10 and Pippen is 9. Since taking my 
dogs to Fort Funston regularly for exercise, they have literally received a "new leash on 
life". They get far more exercise being off the leash, prancing just ahead, behind and 
running back to me on the trails as they meet and gree{other dogs. Pippen has lost about 
5 pounds (from 25 to 20) in these 15 months, thus prolonging her life and happiness. I 
hope that Fort Funston and other areas of the GGNRA can continue to have designated 
off-leash areas. . 

I have noticed many dogs are more assertive when they are on-leashes. I fear that if San 
Francisco dog owners have to keep their pets on-:leash we will have more assertive dogs 
and biting incidents. Please don't let this happen. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 11 
~/I~ 

50 Natick st. 
San Francisco, CA 94131-3074 

CC: SFDOG 
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[Date] .::pt;.2 -tJ:b 

GGNRA 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

To Superintendent O'Neill: 

I am a regular GGNRA park user, and I ~upport making F:'ort Funston and the other parks 
in the GGNRA system accessible for off-leash recreation with my dog. 

I keep my dog on a leash when I walk on city sidewalks. When I visit. the trails and 
beaches of Fort Funston, the whole point of having my ~og there is so we can hike and 
run and play together. To require these activities to be 9n-Ieash is to completely 
eliminate this form of recreation for me. 

Ifthere are complaints that some dogs are causing problems, the solution is not to leash 
every dog. Owners who let their dogs dig in planted areas, or get aggressive with other 
dogs or people, do not have their dogs under "voice control". 

Dogs under "voice control" have been allowed at Fort Funston for nearly 30 years, and I 
urge you to take steps to ensure that this practice continues. 

Sincerely, 
------...::~ 

'. 
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FEB 13 2002 

SUPERINTENDENT'S OFFICE 

Superintendent BianO'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Bay and Franklin Streets 
Building 201, Fort Mason 
San Francisco CA 94123 

"1'-/00 -Of -/ A 
275 Urbano Drive 

San Francisco, CA 94127 
February 10, 2002 

Re Golden Gate National Recreation Area: Off-leash dog-walking 

Dear Mr. O:'Neill, 

In 1973 when my husband and 1 voted in favor of Proposition F, giving the National Park Service 
jurisdiction over Ft. Funston, it was with the understabling that nothing would change, that we 
would continue to have a close-by scenic hiking area where we could continue to hike with our 
dog and without restrictions. This situation did continue for about ten years. The same was true 
of Ocean Beach, Crissy Field, and other areas the City ceded to the National Park Service. 

It is important to note that the name of the areas in question is Golden Gate National 
RECREATION Area--NOT National PARK! It was set aside for recreation, not because of 
unique natural features or significant historical significance. However, the Park Service has 
distorted this purpose, worrying about all sorts of things that have nothing to do with recreation--
bank swallows, "natural" vegetation, and restrictions on use. ' 

The dog-walking community has been very good for the Recreation Area, making it safer and 
cleaner than if they were not heavy users. Many non-dog-owners go to Ft. Funstonjust to see 
the dogs, especially parents of young children and elderly people who have previously had dogs 
and love them but are no longer able tb care for a full-time pet. (I am one of the latter.) 

The controversy has gone on long enough. It is time for the Park Service to recognize its 
responsibility to administer the Area in the way it was intended when administration was trans
ferred to you. Off-leash dog-walking is a legitimate form of recreation--certainly as much so as 
horse-back riding, hang gliding, and just walking to enjoy the view. 

Ultank you for listening. 

Sincer~IY, _ .//c .., 
0" P.~~ 

Betty C. Carman . 
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lifo t-O/- /A 
I am ~vriting to save off-leash dog tvalking in the GG}lRA. I see no reason 

~vhy our dogs cannot have off-leash recreation and still respect the rig~ts of 

park users as well as protect. the iillportant natu~al resources of the GG~~~. 

I knmv many people have written and attended l:leetings regarding this issue, 

so you don't need me to tell you the det~ils. I am one of thousands of pet owners 

living in the Ba" Area concer~ed about the ne~v policies. ~'ihen the ~ational Park 

Se~vice took over the GG~R..-\. ,ve ~.;ere assured that those lar:ds would be preserved 

for recreational use by all cit:"zer..s. ~{hat: we are aski::lg for is the right to ~valk 

ou~ dogs off-leash in a ve~y snaIl portion or the GGiRA, as we have for years. 

Thera is r~om for everyone to enjoy these·parks. ~e nee~ a policy t~a: is fair 

for everyone that wants to utilize 

considera:ion of this matter. 

\ 

eu::- recreat'io~ .... -~::lc: c"" __ ..... Thank you for your 
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2/9/02 

To: Golden Gate National Recreation Area, Attention: ANPR 

RE":;~!V£D· 
fEB 13 ?nrr~ 

4,.,Vt.:c.... 

Re: Off-Leash Dog Walking \. 

I am writing to voice my opinion in support of off-leash dog walking in the 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area. Dogs absolutely need to be able to 
run free and exerdse and socialize with other dogs. If dogs have to socialize 
while on leash, they will be frustrated; therefore it is healthier and safer to 
keep them off-leash. 

San Francisco dog owners are also responsible for their pets. For example at 
Fort Funston, there are even ftpoop bags" for the taking where people can both 
leave bags for others and take them if they need them. 

Additionally, these areas are not pristine wilderness preserves. They are 
supposed to provide a variety of recreational opportunities for the community. 
There is room in the GGNRA to protect sensitive habitat and still provide space 
for off-leash dogs. Traditional off-leash areas account for 0.5 percent of the 
75,000 acres in the park. With proper management, the GGNRA can 
accommodate wildlife and human activity. Bicycling, hiking, hang-gliding, dog 
walking and other pursuits can co-exist with birds and plants. 

I know that many many people, dog-owners and non-dog-owners alike, would 
be saddened by a ban on off-leash dog walking. What a joy it is to see dogs 
running and having fun, playing with other dogs, fetching balls and rolling in 
the grass. Please allow this to continue • 

• ..,. . 
I urge you to make an exception to the off-leash ban. This City is known for its 
tolerance. Let's not become another Orange County. 

Thank you for your consideration, 

Sincerely, 

I#!~&L--
Michael Berke 
1511 22nd Avenue 
San FranciSCO, CA 941~2 

, 
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GGNRA 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, BLDG. 201 
SF, CA. 94123 

February 10, 2002 

James Linnehan 
733 Loring Avenue 
Crockett, CA. 94525 

As a long-time resident of the Bay Area, I have lived in-sausalito, San Francisco, and Crockett, 
making extensive use of GGNRA lands in many of its sites. During all of this time, in all of these 
places, I have been in the company of my dog. It is true that without my dog, and without my 
dog off-leash, I would have been 95% less likely to make u~ of these incredible sites. While my 
permanent residence is in Crockett, I spend my weekdays i~' San Francisco, where I take my dog 
to Crissy Field each day, rain or shine. I am also a bird-watCher and native-plant enthusiast, and 
this makes my pleasure in Crissy Field that much greater, and my willingness to respect the 
boundaries and habitats for birds and plants guaranteed. I Would venture to say that the use of 
this area by bicyclists and joggers is more limited in terms of levels of enjoyment, than my use 
as dog-owner, birder and native-plant lover. If off-leash areas are not included in GGNRA 
lands, as seems mandated in their original description, I Will no longer have the time to visit 
them, as I cannot afford the lUXUry of several different outings to accomodate each of my 
interests. My dog is a daily responsibility, and so is efficiency and limited use of my car in the 
urban landscape. Multi-use parks enable me to make one trip to satisfy many levels of 
enjoyment, and off-leash use is my main requirement. 

ThanlY:' 

"'J ----James Linnehan 

cc: Crissy Field Dog Group 
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January 30, 2002 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Re: Pet Policy in the Golden Gate National Recreation Area (GGNRA) 

TO WHOM IT MA Y CONCERN: 

I am writing to support off-leash policies at Fort Funston, Crissy Field and other Golden Gate National 
Recreation Areas that have traditionally been off leash areas until recently. It is my understanding that the 
1979 Pet Policy stated that all dogs should remain off leash after the GGNRA inherited it. Now, when I 
walk my dog out at Fort Funston, I am constantly afraid of getting a ticket for having my dog off leash . 
I was uilder the assumption that Brian O'Neill ~ated that there would be no tickets.given unless dogs were 
unruly, aggressive or out of control. This seems reasonable to me, but apparently he is not a man of his 
word. 

When dogs are left off leash and are able to play with other dogs, they are friendlier, more playful and less 
aggressive. I truly believe that dogs off ieash make for a healthier dog, physically and mentally. Just like 
humans, dogs need social interaction with other dogs. Dogs that are more socialized with other dogs are 
more well adjusted and, because they a~e less restricted, more socially interactive. 

If dogs are made to walk on leash, I am sure that they will become more aggressive. San Francisco is 
home to 100,000 dogs. We need to have an area for them (like children) to run and play. Please give 
some of the land to the dogs. They deserve it. 

94122 
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To: Goldente National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 

FEB 1 3 2nrn . UtJ ... 

Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

As a response to the National park Service ANPR intended to solicit 
comments from the public regarding pet management within the 
GGNRA: 

I ask for the analysis of any alternative.to the current restrictive 
regulation be measured from the baseline of the former policy that . . 

allowed off leash dog walking in certain areas. 

I ask that the current regulation be changed to designate former 
aice control" areas for off leash dog walking at Fort Funston, Ocean 
~ach and Lands End at the very least. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

~ ~&~",. \ (signature) 
\ CS 

ill A0j b~ B,LQ I "'1 (name) 

. d~\QQ Cec.~ L\~ I±v~ , (address) 

~Ov(\~OiY\(lS~ CA 9~l\( Q 

@IJ,ments accepted Jan. 11,2002 through March 12,2002 

" 

. ! 

• , . 
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Dear ~~J.fiftt endent O'Neill: / Lf / '-f..... 03 - I e 
I s~ the continuance of off-leash recreation in the Golden Gate National Recreation Area (GGNRA). Following are my 
comments on this activity as well as information about me that may be relevant to this issue. RE -c.~ .. ... 1 

\ \. • 4Wg;;,f y ED 
.me: V '3;: , tJ&: . (prin~ FF.ia 
Wress: ci.2."iS & ()yy.q S <MA \:)~ C CL ~ ~ ifJf!J 

(street) (city) ($ (zip)(liip~r;: AI 

1. Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA? What are your main activities or re~S'6t1~iff_O'~}w!Jat are 
the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over the years, describe why. . J • . 
""'-~ ~ ~~-~ ~ ~ .~ t-\~ 
M~ ~~ "1:0 ~oS\\ 'F ~~ -to, Sba~ ~\\"'

oJ.9... ~ ~ ~~~ ~~~ ~ - ~~~-
2. The Park Service has stated that children, the elderly, racial and cultural minorities, and people with disabilities may avoid 

areas with off-leash dogs. Can you give personal examples where the opposite is true - that these groups seek off-leash 

~~;t:;&:on~~~f~e~e~I~~n~ss--M 
~ ~ ~a-... o..ru.. ~-~~, ~S ~~ 
~~ ~~ \.0~ C-""~ OJ---S>-~ -S ~_. ~ 
~ \JJ~ D..QjL ~~S ~. ~ ~"" ~~ ~ \A. 
~ t'A~ ~o...S) ~~\()\. • 

3. PteaSe describe whether off-leash recreation is a social outlet for you. Do you bring your friends and family along or meet up . 
with friends? Have you made new friends through this activity? What 'NOuld be the impact o~ your life if there ~e no longer 

~off-leashrecreationintheGGNRA? 6:>'\..\? G:.. ~\.0...9-. ~~ -:i<J'\.. ~ ~&_ ~ 
~2,' ~ ~""'\ ~"" ~ ~ ~ ~"'= ~ ~ 
5OV\)..SL~~ '-J.A c-~ ~~: ~~~,.~\a:-- ~~ 
~~~ ~~~ I ~~ ~6c::.\.~ \ \J.7~ \..,!:a- ~ 
~~~-\ R~ ~~~~~ ~ ~ ~~~~ 

I ...-- ....... 

4. Since the early 1900's, off-leash dog recreatiotthas been a primary usage of some areas now within the GGNRA. Do you 
think that continuing to make off-leash recreation available in these areas is a good use of this recreation a~\ Do you have 
suggestions as to how the GGNRA can make off-leash areas more enjoyable for everyone? ~\ ~ ~ 

~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~ ~ OJJ\.~Jh-.. ~~ , 
~ ~ ~ ~'~ p- (4".""'- (Vv-..<SU>.. .s2t.. ,,~
~ ~ ~ S 0,- ~~ ~~ 0Jv..~ c.&Q.,~ ~~ 
~ CMt..&-~~ ~~~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~v-S1... 
C~~ ::::,~~ G~ 1w;:t-\:n.Sg.Sc~"ri ~~~ 
~ SQQ~d.. ~~ 0-.h..Sl- ~~~~OI- ~~~ 

5. San Francisco transferred its beacl'!es and parks to the GGNRA with the understanding that existing activities, including off
leash recreation, would continue. D~ yo~ thin~ the GGNRA should be allowed to renege on this part of its agl'eerf\ent with 

SanFrancisco? .NO \ \ \ ~ ()....~~' 00..;::-. /Vv\.a..~ 

• . ., 00 D. w- ~0.~ .. 
Signed\-J X ~ h.J ~'2 u Date 2-~ \:1. \)""2- (optional: Age:....2:J. Sex M (£;ethnicitY. W) 
Version 1.0 
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/414 - 03- Iff .'." FtB13 2002 
1. I LIVE IN SAN JOSE AND VISITED FORT FUNSTON FOR THE FIRST TIMJtl1!$lsvrfIJrt/:~,~:., 

. ~'-IW, i} {!,q-;,>;: 
FEBRUARY lO, 2002. IT WAS THE MOST HEAR-WARMING SCENE I HAVE '.'J. 

EXPERIENCED IN A LONG TIME. TO SEE ALL THE DIFFERENT KINDS AND SIZES 

OF DOGS THAT WERE RUNNING AND PLAYING OFF-LEASH WAS A THRILL. IN 

THE TWO HOURS WE WERE THERE, THERE WAS NOT ONE FIGHT OR 

ALTERCATION. I PLAN ON MAKING THAT A PLACE TO VISIT, AT LEAST EVERY 

TWO WEEKS, FOR ME.AND MY DOG. I~ IS A B~AUTIFUL AREA THAT IS CLEAN, 

AND IS A HAPPY PLACE TO GO. 

2. I DO NOT BELIEVE~ FOR ONE MINUTE, WHAT T.H£ PARK. SERVICE STATES. THE . 
ELDERLY, RACIAL AND CUTURAL MINORITIES AND PEOPLE ~TH DISABILITIES 

DO NOT "AVOID" AREAS WITH"OFF-LEASH DOGS AND, IF THEY DO, THEN THERE 

ARE MANY, MANY, MANY OTHER PLACES THEY CAN GO THAT ARE WITHOUT 
. of> 

DOGS. THERE ARE SO FEW PLACES THAT DOGS CAN GO. I FEEL MUCH, MUCH 

SAFER BEING IN AN AREA WHERE ALL DOGS ARE OFF-LEASH RATHER THAN ON

LEASH. I FEEL THAT OFF-LEASH PLACES ARE A NECESSITY FOR THE BEHAVIOR 

OF THE DOG. WHEN A DOG IS ON A LEASH, IT IS TERRITORIAL WITH OTHER 

PEOPLE AND DOGS. OFF-LEASH, THERE IS NONE OF THAT. ALL DOGS AND 

PEOPLE ARE EQUAL. IT MAKES FOR A VERY WELL BEHAVED DOG, WHICH IS 

WHAT EVERYONE WHO DOESN'T HAVE A DOG, COMPLAINS ABOUT. IF DOGS 
~ . ... 

AREN'T ALLOWED THE FREEDOM THEY NEED SO DESP ARATELY TO RUN, PLAY 

AND SOCIALIZE WITH OTHER DOGS, THEY DO NOT MAKE FOR A GOOD DOG. 

DOGS, BE THEY SMALL OR LARGE, NEED EXERCISE. WALKING THEM ON A 

LEASH IS NQI EXERCISE. IT IS CONFINING AND VERY FRUSTRATING FOR THE 

DOG. THB'(HA VB NOT BEEN ABLE TO STRETCH THEIR LEGS AND HAVE THE 

FREEDOM OF RUNNING AND SMELLING ALL THE WONDERFUL SMELLS THAT 

DOGS HAVE THE CAPACITY OF DOING. THEY GO HOME AND TEAR UP THE 

F~TURE. I WILL BET THAT THE PERCENTAGE OF DOGS THAT TEAR UP THE 

F~TURE, DIGS HOLES IN THE YARD AND RUN OFF, IS FAR, FAR LESS IF THEY 

ARE ALLOWED TO RUN FREE, THAN THOSE WHO~AREN'T\ \..J 0\ -e:o 
• ~~~'-J\c:..\~
.. ~ 
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CHILDREN SHOULD BE MADE BY THEIR PARENTS TO COME TO A PLACE SUCH A$ 

FORT FUNSTON AND EXPERIENCE THE FRIENDLINESS OF DOGS ... TO SEE THAT 

MOST DOGS ARE GOOD AND HAPPY ANIMALS, ESPECIALLY IF THEY ARE 

ALLOWED THE FREEDOM SUCH AS FORT FUNSTON ALLOWS. FOR CHILDREN TO 

EXPERIENCE FORT FUNSTON WOULD BE AN EDUCATION. SO MANY CHILDREN 

ARE AFRAID OF DOGS, AND THIS IS THE FAULT OF THEIR PARENTS. THIS IS A 

BAD FEELING TO GROW UP WITH. 

IT IS NOT JUST A "PERSONAL EXPERIENCE", BUT A KNOWN FACT THAT THE 

ELDERLY LOVE DOGS. MANY NURSING HOMES HAVE DOGS COME IN TO VISIT 

WITH THE ELDERLY AND THEY LOVE IT. IT IS KNOWN TO BRING THEIR BLOOD 

PRESSURE DOWN AND IT GIVES THEM SOMETHING TO LOVE, IF ONLY FOR A FEW 

MINUTES. 
.. 

3. IT IS DEFINITELY ASOCIAL Y OUTLET FOR BOTH ME AND MY DOG. I MET 

MANY PEOPLE, SOME OF WHOM LWILL BE IN CONTACT WITH AGAIN. IT'S A 

• WONDERFUL PLACE TO SOCIALIZE. EVERYONE THERE HAS SOMETHING IN 

COMMON ... THEIR DOG AND LOVE FOR THEIR DOG. I WOULD BE DEVASTATED IF 

THIS WAS TAKEN AWAY. IT IS PROBABLY THE HAPPIEST FEELING PLACE I HAVE 

BEEN IN A LONG TIME. . 

• 

4. IT IS THE BEST USE FOR THE SAKE OF OUR ANIMALS AND OUR OWN WELL

BEING. THEIR ARE NO SUGGESTIONS, AT LEAST FOR FORT FUNSTON, TO MAKE 

IT MORE ENJOYABLE. THE ENJOYMENT COMES FROM THE NATURAL BEAUTY OF 

THE AREA AND BEING ABLE 1.:0 SEE YOUR DOG RUN AND PLAY WITH OTHER 

DOGS, AND MEETING MANY FRIENDLY PEOPLE. PEOPLE MAKE THEIR OWN 

ENJOYMENT, NO MATTER WHERE IT IS. 

5. NO, I DO NOT. AN AGREEMENT WAS.MADE IN GOOD FAITH, AND SHOULD NOT 

BE ALLOWED TO BE RENEGED ON. I WOULD NOT BE SURPRISED IF THE HEAD OF 

THE GGNRA IS A DOG HATER. 

.1 
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Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

DearGGNRA, 

I am writing to save off-leash recreation in the GGNRA. 

'f 

February 8, 2002 
RECJ:.:h/EtJ 

FEB 13 2002 

It's wrong to have dogs running around in rural national recreation areas. The GGNRA, 
however, is an urban park. San Franciscans visit the GGNRA for a tiny taste of the great 
outdoors in the company of their friends, family and loved ones, including pets. Having an off
leash area in an urban park is a reasonable and customary use of any large urban parks in any 
American city. 

Off-leash use occurs in a tiny, tiny area (less than 1 %) of the GGNRA. When the City of San 
Francisco gave its beaches to the GGNRA, it was understood that you would preserve this area 
for the enjoyment of all, including those with pets. Please respect this tradition. 

As you know, living in the Bay Area is a high-stress occupation. A dog provides many of us 
with a nucleus of sanity. Please don't take that away. 

Again, please save off-leash recreation. 

Sincerely, 

Remi Barbier 
1345 Douglass Street 
San Francisco, CA 94131 
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Evelyn Lenz 

1436 NE 56th Court, • Fort Lauderdale, FL 33334-6114 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Commems on ANPR for pet policy 
• co! 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 14, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environ men[ and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced tbroughom the emire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Funhennore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individl!als could be held liable for 'take' of these species under 
the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. 
An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners to heavy 
federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a ba~precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolutIon were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for otherrecreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, [his proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minmes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Evelyn Lenz 

• 

r:: 
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TO: Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

FROM: rey nichols 
320 harmony dr 
sedona, AZ 86336 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

DATE: February 13, 2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various 
times of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these .. 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if 
individuals are encouraged to walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals 
could be held liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and California 
Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption 
from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners 
to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would 'set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. 
The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 
7 million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural 
wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued 
implementation of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately 
accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

rey nichols 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 14, 2002 
555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the 
National Park Service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where 
dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats 
and allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. 
This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife 
protection . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the entire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their 
habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk 
their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of the~ species under the federal and 
California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase 
imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service 
regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated 
federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and 
subjecting dog owners t~ heavy federal and state finds, and in 
egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, 
including urban parks, throughout the National Park System. If 
this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree 
to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access 
for other recreational activities, including q%f-road vehicle 
use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and 
disadvantaged users of the park. The most magnanimous aspect of 
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urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals 
who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they 
can't or won't travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's 
natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free 
access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of 
over 7 million people. The· .urban national parks should be 
treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded 
for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the 
continued implementation of a policy that prot~cts our 
threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic 
pets. 

Yours.trtJ.ly, 

Kathleen Carolan 
105 Sunset Way 
Sausalito, CA 94965-9755 

• 
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TO: Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 . 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

FROM: Richard & Gail Potts 
PO Box 28 
Overgaard, AZ 85933-0028 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

DATE: February 13, 2002 . 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 . 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various 
times of the year, including sever~ bird species. Oft-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and' destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if 
individuals are encouraged to walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals 
could be held liable for. 'take' of these species under the federal and California 
Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption 
from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners 
to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining . 

• Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. 
The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 
7 million people. The· urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural 
wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued 
implementation of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately 
accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Richard & Gail Potts 

. .. 
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Jeanne Schieferstein 
15 J~ome Street, Smithtown, NY 11787-5736 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

February 14, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive spe~ies use the GONRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species under 
the federal and California Endangered 'Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. 
An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners to heavy 
federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

, Second, the proposal would set a bad.precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for otherrecreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied 'access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remo.te areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

- . 
Sincerely, 

Jeanne Schieferstein 

:: 
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Robin Colna 

416 durham ct. > • Mantua. NJ 08051-2021 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subj eet: C;)mments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

, February 14, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds', and in egregious cases,jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a ba<t1precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolutIon were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect ofurhan parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

RobinColna 

• 
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555-555-5555 

BRETT PENDERGRASS 

336 SPEAKS ROAD, • OLIN, NC 28660 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 14, 2002 

I am writing you to ex.press my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthennore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species under 
the federal and California Endingered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. 
An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners to heavy 
federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the coun try could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. . 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. 'The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look fOlWard [0 the continued implementation of a 
policy tbat protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 
'. 

BREIT PENDERGRASS 

.. . 
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ILt13-01~ IA 
FROM :MGS 

MARY G. SOUZA 

84 DEMING STREET 

FAX NO. :4312690 

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94114-1869 

TELEPHONE AND FAX NO: 415-431-9340 

Feb. 14 2002 03:22PM P1 

, 

memO 
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FebrwuyI4.2002 

To: GGNRJ\ Attention: ANPR; Fort Mason. 415 5614355 
Cc: SFDOG, 9784717757 - . 

From: Sharon Tikotzky, 26 Joice St. San Francisco, CA 94108 

I am sony to hear that you are considering to eJiminate the just rigbt of dogs and dog 
owncrs--in-the€ity-of'San-Francisoo-to'have designated locations where their dogs can 
enjoy off-leash recreation. 

hmespeciallY'worried-that-under the tlag-ofpreservation of nature a harsh and 
inhumane action is even considered against dogs. Forty National Parks aJlow off-leash 
recreaUon:for dogs-;: not to mention-that many arcas-ofthe (JGNRA where horses and 
bicycles are allowed and dogs are not. I am yet to understand how dogs impact the 
enmorunent mOJethan:ho:rses..or bicyclcs;::especially:in.aq urban area such as Crissy 
Field. 

In-a-city where aImost·no-ofti.~areas-existand:dogs:are~ubjected to on-leash 
recreation, a place such as Crissy Field should not be considered a luxury but a necessity. 
J~advise.-~exampJe:m~wheJe=many of it's parks permit dogs and 
off-leash recreation. .. , -. 

l:mustadd tbat;--usuall¥i:I:am:not.tbe:~ac:tion:and~test actively against such 
iztiustices. This time I feel this is the last strawl I am not aboll to give up my dog who 
nec4s=regttlar eKercise and I am not about to-move out'ofthe C¥ty. My fellow dog owneIS 
feel the same and will not let this proposal become a--reality. -

-\ 
I-am-antieipat:in:g-yom:just aad~ane action on this matter, 

Sharon Tikotzky 
2610iceSt 
San'Francisco;eA 94108· 

p.l 
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To: GGNRA, Attention: ANPR; Fort Mason. 415 5614355 
Co: SFDOG, 9784777757 

From: Ronny AgaIn, 26 Joice St San Francisco, CA 94108 

Subject; The-Fate--&tOIT-Leash Recreatiop 

I am sony to hear that you are considering to--eliminate the just right of dogs and dog 
owners in1he-€-ity-of San'Francisco1o'-havc-designated locations where their dogs can 
enjoy off-leash recreation. 

1 am-appalled at·-the-idea-that-a body-such-as-the·GGNRA whi~h should promote humane 
conditiolUl to aU animals and a11 that js natum] is neglecting to think of San Francisco 
Dogs;--Are-they not'animaJs? Do they-notdesetve-t:he-Jight to run, exercise and be 
healthy? 

Ia-a-ej.1y-where·almest-n~eash-Meas-exist-and-doss are subjected to on-leash 
recreation, a place such as Crissy Field should not be considered a luxury but a necessity . 
MustSan-Franciseo'dog owners be-driven-to1he·EastBay to rvaintain their dogs in good 
health? Is that the service San Francisco would like to provide to many of it's citizens 
who are dog owners? 

Htave-a-weH trained-dog 1bat-is-obedientyetiively;' There &re-1\0 misbehaved dogs only 
misbehaved owners. By all means impose sbict behavioral codes with fines on intrusion 
Urproteeted fauna and flori-and·on iton~lcetion-of\"poop" but leave off-leash 
recreation areas intact 

k final word on priorities! It seems that the problems·that~iest to solve are tackled 
before those who inflict the citizens with most pain! Are we dea.~ing with Homeless? Are 
wedeaJinS witlt-tbe&-and: crime in the ciiy? bee more ~ being done by these than 
any damage posed by Dogs who 'are oft'~leash. 

I am-anticipating your just and hupune action on this matter, 

RonnyAgam 
2610iceSt 

77)ft 
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FEB-14-B2 12:35 PM NORA BLAY 

Febnlary 14. 2002 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Bldg. 20 I 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

4157525640+ 

FAX: 415-561-435S 

J am writing this letter to support the value of off leash dog walking in the OONRA. 

In 1979 the GGNRA Citizen's Advisory Con;'nission inlplcmented a pet policy allowing people 
to walk otl'leash dogs in certain areas ofthc park. Thc GGNRA shoulD-abide bytbat policy. 
Herc are the reasons why: 

• As an urban park the GGNRA is different from IllOst na~jonal parks. Urban parks arc not 
pristine wildcmess preserves Thl!)' ,,,.e supposed to provide" varil!ty (!ff(~(~re'rtjima' 
opporhmilies f(Jr people living in urban on'as. 

• There aft: exceptions to the off leash ball in tnore than 40 national parks, where hunting do.gs 
are allowed to run frec Why can't urban dwellers be aUowed to run their dogs in certain 
areas of the GGNRA? 

• There is room for in the GGNRA to protect se"sitive ·habitat and st.iII provide space for off 
leash dogs. Traditional off leash areas account for 0.5 petcent of the 75,000 aeres in the park. 

• With proper managenlent the GGNRA can accommodate wildlife and human 3ctivity. 
Bicycling, hiking, hang·gliding, and dog wnlking and other pursoits can co-e."ist with birds 
and plants. . 

• Off leash areas are essential to the well being of dogs. Regular off leash exercise bums off' 
pent up ellergy, builds confidence, improves a dog's social skills and helps prevent 
aggression. Conversely, limiting dog play rcsults ill under socialized, under exercised, under 
stimulated dogs and often leads to behavior problems. 

• Offleash recreation is an under served need ill San Francisco. The State of Cali fomi a 
recently recogni7:ed t.hat fact with plans to test an off leash area at Candlestick Park 
Recrcation area in San Francisco. 

I orge you to initiate off leash dog walking in areas oft)IC OONRA. Allow the city to remain 
livable for all its' inhabitants and coexist as a neighbor orthe OONRA. Thank you. 

Most Sincerely, 

~o1:L~· t¥~Uf 156 Sixth Avenue ( ---.---. 
San Francisco, C A 94118 \ 

cc: San Francisco SPCA; 2500 16th St., Sa.n Francisco, CA 94103 

P.B1 
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Hotmail 
ll-(R1-.. 0 l-1.A 

Hotmail® fortfunston@hotmail.com 

From: Lisa Alfieri <tahara_star@yahoo.com> 
To : fortfunston@hotmail.com 

Subject: GGNRA: Please Save the Off· Leash Recreation Area 
Date: Wed, 13 feb 2002 11:28:27 -0600' (PST) 

Attention: ANPR 
Dear Sir or Madam, 

Please don't further restrict the Off-Leash Recreation Area of Fort 
Funston. I live in the Bay Area and there are very few areas that I 
can take my dog for exercise off of her leash. 

I regularly take my dog, zoe, to Fort Funston on the weekends. Many 
dog lovers and responsible pet owners take their dogs to Fort Funston 
every day. It is a beautiful area that should be shared by all animals 
-- and people. 

Wasn't the GGNRA established to maintain "needed recreational open 
space necessary for urban environment and planning" (16 USC 460bb)? 

Many, many others share my beliefs. Please don't take this away. There 
should be more than enough room -- within 75,000 acres in the GGNRA for 
the off-leash area in Fort Funston . 

Thank you for your continu~d support. 
Best regards, 

Lisa A. Alfieri 

Do You Yahoo!? 
Send FREE Valentine eCard, w~h Yahoo! Greetings! 
http://greetings .yahoo.com . 

Page 1 of 1 
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Hotmail® fortfunston@hotmail.com Inbox I Previous Pege 

From: Kendra L Langer <kendrahaha@ljuno.com> 
To : fortfunston@hotmail.com 

Subject: Re: Dogs Off Leash Pleasell"" 

Date: Thu, 14 Feb 2002 01:05:12 ·O~OO' 

Dear people at Fort Funston, 
Please send this on to the powers that be. What else can 1 do?? 1 am 

really concerned that my dog will have to walk and play ball and frisbee 
illegally!!!! I am not ready to have her be a criminal!!!! There is a 
huge difference between justice and legality. : 1 want justice, and there 
seems to be less and less of it available! L~t me know what to do to 
stop unwarranted legalities! . 

<kendrahaha@juno.com> writes: 
> Dear Person in Power, 
> I am deeply concerned by the recent, hype used regarding 
> dogs. Just because people raised two dogs to be killers ... a HUMAN 
> act, not an act basic to the nature of well cared for dogs, this is 
> being used to scare people regarding dogs everywhere. 
> Now when it is very important to take a stand on dogs being 
> ALLOWED to be OFF LEASH at Fort Funston, so that they are not cooped 
> up and made to be neurotic or ill due to lack of exercise, the 
> newspaper dogs are taking precedence. Please use your influence to 
> bring rationality to this issue. 
> You MUST use common sense instead of sensationalism to make 
> your decisions. PLEASE visit Fort Funston and see how beautifully 
> behaved dogs are. 
> puppies are not criminals! ! ! 
> If you give way to every Whining fearful person who has a 
> complaint, and there are multitudes of them, then soon there will be 
> nothing left of value. Please do not let fear decide!!!!! 
> I am very sure you are capable of seeing how well Fort 
> Funston works and how i~ortant it is to play ball and frisbee with 
> happy puppies. People need a dog park as much as dogs do! I hope 
> you will champion the cause of well behaved dogs and well behaved 
people!!!! There are so 
> many of us .•. we need you to represent us!!!! 
> sincerely, 
> Kendra Langer 
> 

Get FREE E-MAIL and FREE INTERNET ACCESS! 
Join Juno today! For your FREE software, visit: 
http://dl.www.juno.com/get/web/. 
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GGNRA 
Fort Mason Building 201 
San Fi1locisco, CA 94123 

Attn:ANPR 

February 14,2002 

To W!:~m It May Concern, 

Michael Anonymous 
123 Fake Street 
San Francisco, CA 94116 

What kind of lame brain came up with the idea of forcing dog owners to leash their pets 
IN A PARK. AFIER they've been cooped up in a houselapanment AU DAY? Because I 
would really like to shake hislher hand after I've spat on it. 

Don't you know what it's like to be a dog? You need to run around, sniff asslballs, romp, 
explore, fight and play. How do you expect animals to do that with a 100ash around their 
neck? 

What concerns you most? Dogs anacking humans or other dogs? Dog dumping their 
leftovers on walkways? Or are you most concerned about dogs actually enjoying 
themselves? Why are you afraid that a dog may actually enjoy himlherself? 

DON'T YOU KNOW THAT DOG SPELLED BACKWARDS IS "GOD"? 
• It 

There is enough "public will" to continue the longstanding tradition of off-leash pet 
recreation at Fort Funston. Let the people who want to leash~unleash their dogs have the 
option. Don't spoil our fun with your silly rules and conupt logic. 

Sincy , 
~a~ Anonymous 

, 

\ 
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555-555-5555 

. Curtis Ryan 

341 Manhattan Aven~e #1, • Brooklyn, NY 11211-2403 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: COJUments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 14, 2002 

I am writing you to ex.press my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreation~ impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law shoulg be enforced throughoU[ the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use lhe GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthennore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNR.4, th~ ilf"dividuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species undet 
the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. 
An ex.emption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners to heavy 
federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement ofthe leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect ofut:ban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won:t travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minU[es of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 

GGNRA002300
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pelS. 

Sincerely, 

Curtis Ryan 

\ 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 14, 2002 
555-555-5555 

I am wri-ting you to express my support for maintaining the 
National Park Service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where 
dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats 
and allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. 
This will prot'ect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife 
protection . 

I sympathize with dog owners who love to see their pets run 
free. There still are places in the country where this is 
possible. However in the city, we share space-with unseen 
wildlife which is likely hanging on tenuously,. 
There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the entire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the GGNRA d\.!ring various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their 
habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk 
their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and 
California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase 
imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service 
regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated 
federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and 
subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in 
egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, 
including urban parks, throughout the National, Park System. If 
this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree 
to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access 

GGNRA002302
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for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle 
use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-irtcome and 
disadvantaged users of the park. The most magnanimous aspect of 
urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals 
who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they 
can't or won't travel to remote area~ to enjoy our Nation's 
natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free 
access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of 
over 7 million people. The urban national parks should be 
treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded 
for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the 
continued implementation of a policy that protects our 
threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic. 
pets. 

Yours truly, 

anne whitefield 
2330 woolyshot branch rd . 
hot springs, NC 28743 

\ 

.. 
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TO: 

FROM: 

\Lf32:-o2.-IA 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Susan Vigil 
211A Chattanooga St. , 
San Francisco, CA 94114-3411 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

DATE: February 14, 2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

Tliere are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. . First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various. 
times of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and kiliing indiViduals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if 
individuals are encouraged to walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals 
could be held liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and California 
Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption 
from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners 
to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. 
The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 
7 million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural 
wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued 
implementation of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately 
accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Vigil 

'. 
• 
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. Phyl Morello 

He 2, • Albrightsville, PA 18210 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet polfcy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 14, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

Leash laws are good, sensible laws. Keep enforcment of them a priority. 
There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird. species. Off-leash dogs can hann these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habi!at. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their. 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, lhe individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were [0 agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as -
precedent to gain access for otherrecreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of uIDan parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can'r or won'r travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 

GGNRA002306
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Phyl Morello 

\ 
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Teri Dillion 
30 Ridgecrest Dr #2 , Flagstaff, AZ 86001 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 20 I 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

February 14, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reaspns why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use lhe GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the i~ividuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for otherrecreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely. 

Teri Dillion 

• 

." 
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GOLDEN GATE NATIONAL RECREATION AREA 
ATTN: ANPR 

I SUPPORT OFF- LEASH DOG WALKING. THE BAN YOU ARE INFORCING IS 
A VERY BAD IDEA AND GOES AGAINST COMMON SENSE. 

SANDRA NAKAMURA 
1245A 45TH AVENUE 
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94122 

.. 
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Bonnie Miller 

6057 Ann Arbor Ave. NE, • Seattle, WA 98115-7618 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 14, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

I live in Seattle and I live very near a large "natural" park where there are acres of meadows and 
shrub. I have seen the degradation that has happened when dogs run through the area during 
nesting season. 

Keep the dogs on leash. 
Thank you for considering mycommerits. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Bonnie Miller 
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GGNRA 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, auilding 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen, 

WKMN 

Craig Wiesner 
29 Mira Vista Court 

Daly City, CA 94014-1414 

I am writing to implore you to come up with some kind of compromise plan that will 
allow continued off-leash dog walking at Fort Funston. There must be some way we can 
share this wonderful treasure so that people and dogs can enjoy their freedom, birds can 
nest safely, and portions of the park can be cultivated towards a more pristine 
environment. 

OUf lives will be very different without the incredibly wondetful walks we take each and 
every day with our dog. We clean up after her, keep ber out of the fenced-off places, and 
donlt allow her to dig or do anything else that is destructive. 

PAGE en 

You have the authority to recommend that the park remain off-leash. We are asking you 
please tell the National Parks Service that a compromise can be reached where everyone's 
needs are met. The dog-walkers will work with you if you will work with us. The City of 
San Francisco's government will work with you if you will work with us. 

Please doo't take away this life-giving and joyous way of starting each day. 

Thaokyou, 

ilrr?2 
Craig Wiesner 

GGNRA002312
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February 15, 2002 

Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason. Building 201 
San Francisco. CA 94123 

To Whom It May Concern: 

'. 

Please, do not take the privilege of walking our dogs off leash away from the Tax 
Paying People of this area ... and other areas who visit are beautiful City. Sadly 
the events of 2001 have left a chill over many citizens of the Bay Area. But we 
cannot judge all People and their Dogs by these sad inoidents. Dog owners in 
general are law-abiding peoples who Pay taxes for the Parks and Beaches. Why 
should we have this privilege taken away? There has to be a way in which 
responsible Dog owners can walk their dogs off leash with out the hassle of a 
warning or ticket. This is an issue, which needs to be researched before certain 
laws come into play. ' 

Thank you, 

Martha Jean Farrelly 
San Francisco, CA 94112 

E-mail Micfarrelly@earthlink.net 

~ 

.. 
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I' 0 l~3q-O' - tc... . oRA. 
superintendel't 0 Nelli. _ I off.leash recreation 11\ \he GGfIl 

mmel\ts abOUt continU ng . 
FolIOlNing are my co 0 

eereatIon in \he GGNAA - tb.this Issue. ~ r --'r! • I 
I support off-leash r l me \hat may be rele'lClot- . . Se~ EthnlClty--, 
as well as Information abo\l ~ (op~,.~e. ~ 

N_: ~~~\\lI;c ~ ~~ 1-' ~I : ~ 
Address: (""'-l to. ~tlBS or reasonsor~iAQ? What are 

1Ni\at Bre your ,!!sln ~C~YI ..... n ..... 
1. ~ys~~~~~~~~· 

.. . ." ',---
'-" ," -~. 

267._ d""" ""-r oIf~8II5h recreation 10 a ';""iai ootIet for y~ you bring your irtends 8nd family along or ml!!!t Ui 

. @~~ou~~;~rou9h~i.~e§ 

.' 0 

3. U6c) YOI! baLi""" that off-IMJih recreation is appropriate for portions of the GGNRA20 W~~ IDIIM. ~fic 0 ". 
recommendations for ways the Park Service can accommOdate and expend lhls«ItIVity Ytflj •• ~lng1hMe .... (Of 

<Dfu~":"tlons. ® ~~~~\~ ~'5. 

9~~ 

4. What would be the Impact on your life if there were no longer off-leash ~reation In the GGNRA? 

~\J~~ ~~~\y fl.~ 

5. Do you feel safer ~th the presence of off-leash dogs or would ~ou feel safer without their presence? 

, R,~~~ \0)~1 

·S~cd' ~ ~ 
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ATT:ANPR; FORT MASON 

EvcJY momill81. along wltb iJ friend. walk our dogs at crtssy fteld beach or ron mason. We auive 
al approximately 7:00 am . AI this bour both. ft mason and crissy field beach ate beiQg utilized by pet 
owners along with a few walkets • tai chi excersisers, etc. After looking at the usc and pleasure derived 
from tb~~ pub the least one would expect from the GGNRA is that betMen tbe hows of 5:00 pm and 
1 0:00am tllat these parks would be des,jgn8ted as "off leash". It is true that at times dogs can be a 
nuisance but the vast majority of pet owners arc very considerate and careful to maintain a clean and sate 
enviotmelll People (especiaJl)' teenagers) do fill more .daIJ;lage and pose a far greater danger than pets ever 
could yet we never talk ofb8nnin8lhem from usirig the parks. 

In light of the homble recent events involving irresponsible pel owners it sccm thai then: has been 
some pressura put on govern.ment agencies to react to the bysteria. 11 is understandable that people would 
be upset but once the issue is looked at a little more reasonably I ani hopeful that a just solution will be 
found. . , 

Thank ~ou. ..:;: 
.... ,.4';. ' '/ ..... or .. 

Mitchell 8earg .. .-

/./ 

. 

. . 
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Karen Wash 
2200 Vickers Drive, Plano, TX 75075 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 20 I 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet poticy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

February 15, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can hann these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 

GGNRA002317
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Karen Wash 

u: 

• , 
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ElI!anora p. StlltJJIave! __ -----~. 2~550E~dg~e;;;h'mlltjJf'j~ay~.--. -9~:4~12=.,.~ .. 1~O=62 
San Francisco, cali/or,.,a 
(415) 681 ... 9079 Fax (415) 661·6680 

February 15, 2002 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, California 94123 

Re: Off Leash Dog Walking 

To whom it may concern: 

Via FAx 415-5614355 

I have followed the brouhaha in the San Francisco Chronicle regarding the issue of 
permitting dogs off leash in the Golden Gate National Recreation Area. Yesterday I 
received 8 flyer from the San Francisco SPCA (I have supported the organization for 
years) and I think it is time to sp$ak up. 

I totally support the GGNRA pOsition that dogs should be walked on g leash. This is 
coming frOm a lady who has owned dogs since age 8. With the exception of my first 
two dogs purchased by my parents, the others (approximately ten through all the 
years) have all been adopted from the SPCA, the local dog pound. or other 
organizations. I have had Great Dal'les, German Shepherd, Afghan Hound. English 
Staffordshire Terrier, German Shorthair Pointer, and some mixed breeds. My current 
pet is a Standard Poodle adopted from CARE over 5 years ago and who, at age 10, is 
now faCing death in the coming months from Melanoma. 

People who want to let their dogs run loose are frequently inconsiderate. Many of them 
treat their dogs like substitute children and forget that it ;$ their responsibility to protect 
their four legged "child". We walk our dog three times daily - always on a leash - at the 
park. on the beach, or in our neighborhood, that is a popular dog walking area. 
Edgehill Way is on a hill with some open spaoe. We keep the dog on a leash for two 
reasons - first he is within easy reach to clean up his bowel movement, but of more 
importance he is more easily protected from another dog who might become 
aggressive. 

Many people do not realize that if their dog is Off leash and is attacked by another dog 
1} it is more difficult to separate the two dogs and 2) in case of a lawsuit the owner of 
the unleashed dog would be liable for the injuries of the leashed dog. They do not 
have their pet under control. 
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Page 2 _ Golden Gate National Recreation Area 

There are enclosed areas in some San Francisco parks for dogs to socialize, etc. ~ 
open space like GGNRA is for all the people who live or visit our area. An oppo~unlty 
to enjoy open space with the natural plants and creatures that inhabit the area (I.e. 

birds, squirrels, chipmunks, skunks. raccoons, and ~ven rodents). 

The dog ownerS forget that there are people' who enjoy the outdoors, but are either 
afraid of dogs or simply do not care for them. There are many instances where small 
children approach a dog without having been taught by their parents how to socialize 
with a dog (Le. you approach slowly with you hand out stretched and speak softly) and 
the dog may become aggressive. After all, the dog se$s eye to eye "another animal" 
approaching and may not recognize it as a human being because It isn't exposed to 
small children on a regular basis. Also the dog may be older and have cataracts 
hindering its vision or simply be deaf. The result is many children become frightened by 
large dogs, who suddenly move forward to smell "the unfamiliar being'.'. 

It Is unfortunate that many dog owners do not put th~mselves in other peoples shoes 
and understand that not everyone like dogs, may have had B unpleasant experience 
with a dog, (I dislike a particular small breed - an aunt and uncle had three of them who 
alw~ys yapped and snapped at me as a small child) or wishes to see them use the 
public area as a "Toilet". 

Sincerely, 

~''P.~~ 
Eleanora P. Salanave . 
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l44~"OI-tA 
February 15th

, 2002 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I would like to voice my SUPPORT for safe and responsible off
leash dog recreation in the GGNRA. This is something I value 
highly as a tax-payer and responsible dog-owner in San Francisco. 
I sincerely hope we can fmd a way to preserve this privilege and 
not become a totalitarian society . 

Sincerely, 

Maxi Lilley 
732 Vennont Street 
San Francisco, CA 
94107 

p. 1 
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JOhn Smith 

123 Thinrd Street 31d, • Conemaugh, VA 22041-2004 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 15, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthennore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species under 
the federal and California Endangerelt Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. ' 
An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners to heavy 
federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

, 

Second, the proposal would set a bald precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, nor degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that' protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

JOhn Smith 

, 

f 
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checko salgado 

pobox 86003 , • las vegas, NV 89185 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 14, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the emire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA,Athe indiViAuals could be held liable for 'rake' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natur~ heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

checko salgado 

.' 
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FRa'1 : ANNA Brown FAX t-D. : 

lL/l--/7-o 1 -Ie 

February 15, 2002 -

Golden Gate Nafl Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 

1 

Fort Mason, Bldg 201 
S.F., CA 94123 

Feb. 15 2002 02:38PM P1 

Please allow "off-leash" dog walking to continue. I support both 
wild life and domestic animals' rights. There are so many ways in 
which we can compromise and let our wonderful anintals share in 
harmony a precious part of our land. 

Several years ago my family and I adopted two dogst one from the 
Peninsula Humane Society and the other from the SF SPCA. We 
were cautioned that these two dogs had the ability to be difficult 
with inexperienced owners'. We started out by slowly socializing 
them at neigt.borhood dog parks. This was fantastic for our dogs! 
We soon knew they were'ready for Fort Funston where not just the 
dogs could run and enjoy themselves~ but we could too. I can't tell 
you how much it means to-me to be able to bring my family and 
my dogs together to a place where we can be a family and all 
appreciate our park. We are grateful for this opportunity and have 
the highest regards for our parks. 

Please allow "off .. leash" to continue at Fort Funston. 

Thank You, 

Anna Brown 
130 Piedmont Ave. 
San Bruno, CA 94066 
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M. & R. Kaplan Fax # 1 925254 191 B 2/15/02 

.1Cobert and ;Marjorie Xaplan 
124 CamIno Don MIguel 

Orlndal CalifornIa 9456~ 
e~mall: orlndak@pacbell.net 

1.9Z5 Z54 1801 
Fax: 1 9Z5 Z54 1918 

To: Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 

February 15, 2002 

1 :31 PM 

We value off-leash dog walking in the Golden Gate National Recreation 
Area and in state parks. 

Marjorie, Robert, and Lilli (our dachshund) 

1/1 

" 
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